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Abstract 

The variety of photonic materials required to address the needs of the expanding 

market and application space for photonic integrated circuits (PICs) is driving the need 

for widely applicable, reliable, versatile and scalable fabrication techniques. Working 

with materials that are compatible with Silicon (Si) allows for integration into foundry 

processing and large-scale integration, which is crucial for economic scaling. 

However, because Si is a poor emitter of light, this poses a challenge for the 

implementation of specific components such as monolithic optical amplifiers and 

lasers, which are needed for the next generation of telecommunication devices and 

sensors. For this reason, a variety of materials are required to address the growing 

demand for new functionalities in PICs, including on-chip passive components and 

optically active amplifiers and lasers. These materials include traditional silicon-

compatible materials such as silicon nitride (Si3N4), and less mature materials such 

as rare-earth doped oxides including aluminium oxide (Al2O3) and tellurium dioxide 

(TeO2). To process the different materials and fabricate waveguides for a variety of 

platforms, circuit architectures and applications, it is advantageous to develop robust, 

versatile, and economic solutions to prepare for a changing and growing industry. This 

thesis presents a variety of fabrication techniques and protocols to achieve high 

optical quality materials and waveguides through thin film deposition and patterning, 

and demonstrates the realization of an optical amplifier and a protein sensor in an 

erbium-ytterbium co-doped Al2O3 (Al2O3:Er3+:Yb3+) waveguide and a poly(methyl 

methacrylate) (PMMA)/TeO2-Si distributed Bragg reflector cavity, respectively. The 

objectives of this thesis are to demonstrate low-loss silicon nitride films using plasma-

enhanced chemical vapour deposition (PECVD), to develop a controllable process for 
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waveguide device fabrication using UV writing, to demonstrate optical gain in 

Er3+:Yb3+:Al2O3 waveguide amplifiers fabricated with wet-etching, and to demonstrate 

biological sensing on Si chips which are capable of rare-earth integration. Chapter 1 

introduces background literature on photonic integrated circuits and provides an 

overview and comparison of various film deposition and patterning techniques, 

including those explored in this work. Chapter 2 includes details on the background 

and theory of waveguides, provides a guide and process to designing waveguides for 

different mode properties, materials and devices, and introduces the relevant theory 

for optical amplifiers and photonic biological sensors. Chapter 3 demonstrates a recipe 

and process for the deposition of silicon nitride films using PECVD at 140 °C and 1.5 

mTorr, which shows partially hydrogenated, and non-stoichiometric SiOxNy:Hz films 

with optical propagation losses as low as 1.3, 0.3 and 1.5 ± 0.1 dB/cm at 638, 980 and 

1550 nm respectively, without heat treatment. Chapter 4 presents UV laser writing in 

negative photoresist as a procedure for prototyping waveguides in Si3N4. Scanning 

electron microscopy (SEM) was used to analyze feature and gap control, and dry 

plasma etching was used to realize optical devices such as a directional coupler, 

Sagnac interferometer, and ring resonator, which demonstrate 50/50 coupling at 1510 

nm, 20 dB transmission drop at 1580 nm, and a Q factor of ~13,000 at 1576 nm, 

respectively. Chapter 5 reports on the deposition and patterning of Al2O3:Er3+:Yb3+ 

waveguides using reactive co-sputtering and wet chemical etching, with internal net 

gain of 4.3 ± 0.9 dB at 1533 nm for a 3.0 cm long waveguide when pumped at 970 

nm. Chapter 6 presents a hybrid Si-TeO2 Bragg waveguide sensing platform with 

plasma functionalized PMMA for biological attachment. Thermal, water and protein 
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sensing were performed leading to a sensitivity of 0.13 nm/°C, limit of detection of 5.9 

×10–3 RIU, and a 1.6 nm shift after incubation with 2 μg/mL BSA diluted in PBS with 

subsequent recovery of the sensor for reuse after stripping. Chapter 7 summarizes 

the thesis and provides pathways towards optimizing current and future work. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

This chapter provides an introduction of fiber optics, and the progression in research and 

industry towards integrated photonics with thin films. After introducing photonic integrated 

circuits and their need across various applications, waveguide materials are introduced, 

followed by a comparison of different film deposition and waveguide patterning 

techniques. The need for versatile fabrication methods is then discussed with a specific 

focus on new functionalities required in integrated photonics, such as optical amplifiers 

and lasers, as well as biological sensors.  

1.1 Photonic Integrated Circuits 

Applying light as a solution to modern problems has become a staple of the information 

age. The monochromatic, directional, and intense light emission properties of the laser 

have been applied to a plethora of industries, including healthcare, imaging, 

manufacturing, telecommunications and many more. Global telecommunication signals 

rely on fiber optic cables, which stretch across the oceans and transmit laser light from 

one continent to another using total internal reflection. Since its inception, the field of fiber 

optics has reshaped the world we live in, allowing light-speed communications with 

information capacities which have enabled the internet. Alongside the invention of the 

laser, these advances have together enabled the infrastructure which has defined modern 

society, including the recent data center boom for streaming services and cloud 

computing as well as countless advances in the fields of medicine and sensing [1–3]. As 

technology becomes more compact, and performance continues to scale inversely with 

the size of devices, the necessity to confine and control laser light on small scales will 
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become ever more apparent. Building on the transition from free space optics to fiber 

which is continuing to evolve, the current scaling down in size in photonics research is 

from fiber to microchip. To do so, layered dielectrics are used for optical confinement, 

including a wide variety of thin film planar media which can provide comparable or 

additional functionalities to those fibers provide but on a smaller scale. These photonic 

circuits allow for optical transmission from fibers to on-chip processing devices without 

the need for electrical conversion, which currently bottlenecks the available bandwidth in 

data centers [1,4].  

Optical circuity, or a PIC, requires the patterning of optically compatible materials on a 

planar substrate. Depending on the materials used, this can allow for electrical 

manipulation of optical signals via carrier modulation for switching [5–10], optical-

electrical conversion of signals for on-chip detectors [11–15], and electrical injection for 

light generation in semiconductor lasers [16–19], among other active functionalities. By 

routing waveguides on the chip passive devices can also be made which give functionality 

to the circuit including interferometers [20], resonators for filters [21], or arrayed 

waveguide gratings for beam steering [22,23], for example. Compared to fibers, PICs can 

have many functions which are packed onto a single chip instead of in separate 

components. Much of their advantage comes from the parallel definition of structures to 

allow for complex circuits, and the ability to include multiple materials and manipulate the 

light from the surface of the device. Different materials such as Si and Si3N4 have attracted 

interest for research over many years as a growing variety of platforms for PICs are 

considered for various functionalities leading to applications in countless fields. The 

investigation of these various materials and their processing methods for PICs are active 
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research areas which require advances to make the devices mass producible. In the aim 

of achieving a commercial reality for the field, it is advantageous that the photonic 

materials integration can all be carried out at the scale and volume of traditional silicon 

micro and nanoelectronics using existing industrial facilities with complementary metal 

oxide semiconductor (CMOS) pilot lines.  

1.2 Waveguide Materials and Fabrication Methods 

1.2.1 Silicon-based Photonic Platforms 

To guide and manipulate optical signals in PICs, materials are required which provide 

transparency in the NIR telecommunication bands or relevant visible optical sensing 

windows, can be structured into functional devices, and have the capability to be mass 

produced. Low waveguide propagation losses are also necessary, which depend on high-

quality thin film materials and structuring methods that enable smooth surfaces and 

sidewalls for devices. Except for visible transmission, silicon satisfies all of these 

requirements when applied to photonics, which conveniently compliments its electronic 

capabilities [24]. Silicon photonics leverages the fabrication techniques and equipment 

from the microelectronics industry to enable low loss high refractive index contrast 

waveguides and compact devices which are capable of electro-optic detection and carrier 

depletion or injection for high-speed modulation [5]. Silicon also has heritage and proven 

fabrication methods from an economics perspective has made it the substrate of choice 

for many photonics applications [25]. Therefore, it is advantageous when other 

prospective materials can be integrated into existing silicon photonics processes in a 

compatible manner. Further details on silicon photonics platforms can be found in section 

2.2.1.1. More recently, silicon nitride (Si3N4) has been demonstrated as a waveguide 

platform which is capable of ultra-low losses (<0.001 dB/cm) [26–29] and has the added 
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benefit of transmission in the visible domain. Its ability to be readily integrated with Si and 

the CMOS pilot line has enabled it to become a rapidly advancing waveguide platform 

[30], and as such it is the subject of section 2.2.1.2. Research and development on these 

multiple waveguide platforms, in conjunction with many others not mentioned here 

including silicon carbide [31], germanium [32], polymers [33,34], and lithium niobate [35], 

is opening many doors in telecommunications [36,37], LIDAR [23,38], biological sensing 

[39], quantum photonics [40,41], and many other applications and industries. This thesis 

aims to develop novel silicon-based photonic materials and waveguide structures, which 

alongside their processing steps can be used to realize passive waveguide devices as 

well as optically active devices including waveguide amplifiers and biological sensors.  

1.2.1 Thin Film Deposition 

Guiding optical signals in a thin film medium is achieved by careful design of the refractive 

index profile. Much like optical fibers confine light to a cylindrical glass core surrounded 

by a lower refractive index glass cladding, integrated photonic waveguides confine light 

to planar core layers stacked between and patterned within cladding materials to create 

pathways for light in either crystals, dielectrics, or polymers. To fabricate these materials 

different deposition methods are available, which have various advantages and 

disadvantages. Table 1.1 represents a small selection of fabrication techniques which are 

used to deposit the waveguide materials investigated in this thesis.  
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Table 1.1. Comparison of selected thin film deposition techniques used to fabricate planar optical 
waveguides. Asterisks indicate techniques used in this thesis. 

Deposition 
technique [Ref] 

Material 
platforms 

Precursor 
requirements 

Deposition 
temperature 

(°C)  

Advantages Disadvantages 

PECVD* [42] Si, Si3N4, 
SiO2, 

SiOxNy:Hz 

Plasma 
dissociated gas  

< 400 Low 
temperature 

Hydrogen 
incorporation 

LPCVD [43] Thermal 
dissociated gas  

> 700 Stoichiometry 
control, low loss 

High 
temperature, 
high stress 

Reactive 
sputtering* [44,45] 

Al2O3, TeO2, 
Al2O3:RE, 
TeO2:RE 

Solid targets > 30 Versatile 
conditions 

Variation in 
stoichiometry 

ALD [46,47] Reactive volatile 
compounds 

> 300 Composition 
control 

Slow deposition 
rate 

 

In chemical vapour deposition (CVD), the chemical constituents of the films in gas 

phase are introduced into a vacuum chamber, alongside inert gases with appropriate 

pressure and applied energy, which causes thin-film growth on a substrate within the 

chamber. The chemicals react on the surface of the substrate resulting in deposition of a 

thin film of a composition which is dependent on the reactive species. PECVD utilizes 

additional energy inside of a plasma to allow for greater dissociation of gas species and 

increased kinetics during deposition [42] at pressures as low as 1 mTorr. In PECVD 

significant effort is still required to reduce the hydrogen incorporation in films, which can 

lead to deleterious effects like increased loss from O-H or Si-H bond absorption.  LPCVD 

in comparison operates at higher temperatures (~800 °C) and relies on heat to supply the 

reaction kinetics and dissociation [43] which makes it less compatible with thermally 

sensitive materials such as metals and polymers but provides better stoichiometry control.  

Physical vapour deposition (PVD) utilizes plasma and ambient gas to strip atoms of a 

particular species from a solid material and causes them to be preferentially physiosorbed 

onto the surface of a substrate. An example of this is reactive magnetron sputtering, which 
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allows for flexible deposition conditions by using high purity solid targets consisting of a 

wide variety of elements and compounds and ambient gas to react with the solid species 

inside the chamber and on the surface of the film. Reactive magnetron sputtering is also 

attractive due to its ability to deposit a versatile selection of materials with flexible 

substrate choices [44]. It can be used to deposit amorphous oxides [45] doped with rare 

earths on substrates over a wide range of temperatures depending on the thin film 

material and required properties. ALD has fine control over the morphology of the thin film 

via alternating use of gas phase precursors or reactants which deposits atoms layer by 

layer to produce uniform high-quality films [46,47]. It requires precursors which exist in 

reactive volatile forms and has relatively low deposition rates. A detailed study on various 

deposition methods, as well as the demonstration of a hybrid sputtering-PECVD chamber 

which shows that multiple techniques can be combined and specifically allows for rare 

earth doping in silicon-based thin films, is included in [48]. 

1.2.2 Waveguide Patterning  

Thin films need to be patterned in order to confine electromagnetic waves into smaller 

areas in order for them to be guided on the chip and produce increased functionality. To 

do so, the film can be structured into channels with dimensions on the order of the 

wavelength of the electromagnetic radiation (~1 µm), which support the field and confine 

it to set optical pathways on the chip, much like a subway in a tunnel. Structuring a 

waveguide in a thin film first requires an exposure step, where a pattern is typically 

transferred into a polymer resist material, much like photography with film. Light from a 

laser or electrons from a beam impinge on photo and electro-sensitive molecules, which 

after development and chemical reaction reveals an exposed layer or material. This 

exposed layer can represent the waveguiding thin film of interest, which with proper 
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chemical consideration and selectivity to the polymer masking layer can now be etched 

away in decided areas. This process is referred to as lithography and is the dominant 

technique for micro and nanofabrication and is used for the patterning of waveguides in 

thin films. Figure 1.1 demonstrates different fabrication process flows for the realization 

of waveguides in thin films, which includes a variety of techniques for exposure and 

etching of structures.  

 

Figure 1.1. Fabrication procedures for waveguide patterning with various examples of 

exposure and etching techniques. 

These methods each have their advantages and drawbacks which are contrasted in 

Table 1.2. For batch exposures of multiple devices on full wafers, flooding light through a 

mask with shaded areas can be used either to weaken (positive process) or strengthen 

(negative process) the photoresist. This is referred to as binary photomasking, where 

chromium layers and patterns are pre-defined on a quartz mask plate in order to transfer 
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a design to a chip, much like shadow puppets. Contact and immersion lithography are 

industrial standards which are constantly being improved upon for high volume fabrication 

of photonic devices but are optimized only for specific materials. Nanoimprint lithography 

requires the use of a PDMS mold and roller assembly, which is more attractive for large 

area 2D patterns but can still be used for grating fabrication in polymers. Without the 

mask, the exposure technique can be controlled by using a focused laser beam and a 

scanning stage, which with fine motor control can trace out desired images or patterns. 

Maskless lithography allows for prototyping of designs with rapid turnaround and 

adaptability of features and exposed pattern details. This is particularly useful when also 

developing thin film materials as properties such as thickness or index may be varying 

significantly from design to design, which requires different waveguide widths and device 

dimensions while prototyping devices. Depending on the material and exposure source, 

this can take place as either electron beam lithography, pulsed UV writing into materials 

which can undergo a permanent change in the local speed of light, or refractive index or 

continuous UV writing in photoresist. E-beam lithography suffers from facility and user fee 

cost drawbacks, but demonstrates superior resolution compared to any other patterning 

technique shown. Although direct write modulation is advantageous from a cost 

perspective, its induced index changes are not enough to allow compact bends and is not 

versatile from a material selection perspective. UV laser writing is advantageous, as long 

as the feature size for the application is within the resolution limit of the technique. This 

method avoids the need for production of a photomask, and the longer write times and 

facility costs associated with e-beam lithography. Masked techniques on the other hand 
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have great use for high quality volume production but offer longer turnaround and less 

versatility for the development of new materials with changing designs. 

Table 1.2. Comparison of various patterning techniques for waveguide fabrication. Asterisks indicate 
techniques used in this thesis.    

 Patterning 
technique 

Source Minimum 
Feature size 

(μm) 

Write-time 
(relative) 

Cost 
(relative) 

Material 
Requirements 

Masked Contact 
lithography* 

Laser or UV lamp   ~1.0 
 

 

Short 

$ Photoresist, 
photomask  

Immersion 
lithography* 

Excimer laser  Mask features 
× nfluid 

$$ Photoresist, 
photomask, water 

resistance 

Nanoimprint 
lithography 

PDMS rolling mold  ~0.02 $ Polymer mask mold 

Maskless Electron-beam 
lithography 

Electron-beam ~0.01 Long $$$ Electron absorption 
resist 

UV-laser write 
lithography* 

Continuous-wave 
laser 

~0.8  Medium $$ UV absorption 
resist 

Direct write 
index 

modulation 

Pulsed or 
continuous-wave 
high energy laser 

~5.0 Medium $$ Phase-change or 
ion-exchange 

 

After the thin film has been exposed via any of the mentioned methods (or others), 

etching can be carried out which selectively removes the material in certain places. This 

leads to the creation of strip or ridge waveguide structures if the exposed film is entirely 

etched away or not etched through entirely, respectively. Two broad types of etching are 

typically used: dry-plasma and wet-chemical etching techniques. Reactive ion etching 

uses gases which are ionized inside of a plasma chamber and directed onto substrates 

to physically and chemically etch the material at an atomic scale. Deep-reactive ion 

etching as shown in Fig. 1.1 refers to a process which utilizes multiple modes (referred to 

as the Bosch process) involving the fast switching of gases to achieve the deposition of 

a passivation layer and subsequent anisotropic etching to achieve nearly straight 90° 

sidewalls. Wet etching uses acids or bases to etch the material and the etchant is typically 
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heated to an appropriate temperature to increase the etch rate. Wet etching allows for the 

structuring of thin films without the necessity of a plasma chamber. From a facility 

perspective this is advantageous as only a wet bench is required, and harmful gases such 

as chlorine or bromine can require costly safety measures for storage and operation. By 

using acids such as phosphoric acid (H3PO4), which is a well know acid used in the food 

industry, processing costs can be minimal and environmental impacts can be mitigated 

as well due to its widespread use and known waste treatments [49]. However, as shown 

in Fig 1.1, wet etching is isotropic and leads to curved sidewalls. Both dry and wet etching 

methods have led to various demonstrations of waveguides, with plasma etching being 

adopted more due to its batch fabrication, and large wafer scale use. Depending on the 

material restrictions and thin-film chemistry, various etching techniques may be preferred 

over others. For the development of non-traditional waveguide materials, it is imperative 

to discover new etching recipes which may be used for fast turnaround of devices in a 

cost-effective manner.  

1.3 The Need for Low-Cost and Versatile Fabrication Techniques for Developing 

New Functionalities in PICs 

Research in silicon photonics has shifted towards a “fabless” approach, where most of 

the fabrication is handled by a limited number of foundries worldwide [50,51]. This has 

allowed for the standardization of materials and components and has generated massive 

progression in the field by providing photonic designers with a reliable source of 

waveguides, devices and PICs in Si and recently Si3N4 as well. However, integrated 

photonics faces limitations in key areas, which need to be addressed and considered as 

new applications and industries are demanding more from PICs. To realize commercial 

PICs for many emerging applications, a key hurdle remains the realization of Si based 
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monolithic active devices such as optical amplifiers and lasers. This would enable not 

only various new applications in telecommunications, but also open up new sensing 

capabilities [52] for the detection of biologically relevant species such as viruses and 

proteins. To address the constant need for new functionalities, applications and 

requirements of PICs, research and development on novel material platforms and their 

fabrication methods is crucial. Cost-effective solutions to thin-film processing and hybrid 

waveguide designs which can stand alone or build on foundry processes are beneficial 

to research-scale fabrication, and small-scale prototyping. Versatile fabrication 

techniques such as low temperature deposition, maskless lithography, wet etching, and 

spin coating, allow for patterning of waveguides and devices in a variety of material 

systems with fast turn around for testing and research, rather than waiting months for 

foundry devices. Also, by receiving fabricated silicon chips from a foundry with no SiO2 

top-cladding layer or window openings in the SiO2 cladding in certain regions, back-end 

deposition of non-standard materials such as rare-earth doped oxides using specialized 

in-house deposition processes can be performed for the realization of optical amplifiers 

and lasers.  

Passive waveguide circuits serve as a basis for amplifiers, lasers and sensors. Low-

loss waveguides and high-quality factor resonators are crucial for developing 

functionalities such as amplifiers and sensors, as they enable high gain and lasing, as 

well as selective and sensitive sensors. In materials such as Si and Si3N4 it is therefore 

advantageous to have flexible and reliable fabrication techniques in order to realize 

waveguide platforms capable of enabling new functionalities. These fabrication 

techniques require features such as controllable features sizes for device fabrication, 
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smooth sidewalls for low-loss, and compatibility with materials that can allow new 

functionalities in PICs such as rare-earth oxides and polymer layers.  

A key function that is still challenging in Si PICs is optical gain or amplification. As long-

haul optical communications signals propagate in a fiber, they experience losses due to 

a variety of sources, and need to be amplified much like electrical signals which require 

operational amplifiers. To do so, approximately every 50 km, the signal interacts with an 

optical amplifier, which boosts the power of the signal by supplying light emitted from rare 

earth ions. These devices are referred to as erbium doped fiber amplifiers (EDFAs) which 

are comprised of erbium ions embedded in glass fibers. EDFAs convert optical pump 

energy into an electronic excitation which leads to the stimulated emission of an additional 

photon under interaction with a signal photon and optical amplification for the network. In 

integrated photonics, loss is exacerbated, as radiated optical energy is increased due to 

scattering from thin-film interfaces and waveguide sidewalls, and material absorption is 

higher due to substrate absorption and thin-film impurities. Due to the smaller devices, 

the interaction length between the ions and light is reduced in integrated optical amplifiers 

as well. This creates a challenge for recreating the gain from the EDFA on a thin film 

platform in devices referred to as erbium doped waveguide amplifiers (EDWAs). To 

overcome this, high rare earth concentrations are required, and therefore materials with 

high rare earth solubility such as Al2O3 [53–55] and TeO2 [56,57] instead of SiO2 are 

needed, which requires research and development to optimize rare earth amplifiers for 

PIC applications. Low optical loss waveguide platforms, which depend on high-quality 

materials and smooth sidewalls with scalable fabrication, are also necessary for high-

performance EDWAs.  
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For photonic lab on-chip sensors, a variety of materials and functionalization steps are 

required to coat the surface with biologically reactive species. Microfluidics are used to 

deliver analytes to optical chips, which react with the materials comprising the waveguide 

structure. These biological reactions on the surface are ‘read’ by the waveguide, which 

provides real time rapid assessment. Sensing PICs face challenges in terms of integrating 

the sensing media with optical materials due to the typically higher losses and the 

simultaneous need to introduce biological functionality. PMMA can be used for not only a 

low-loss cladding, but also as an attachment layer for biological sensing. Oxide rich 

polymers are capable of functionalization by chemical or plasma treatment in order to 

allow additional surface chemistry for reactions with hydrocarbon rich biological species 

such as viruses, DNA, antibodies or proteins [58–60]. In this manner, a single spin-on 

polymer layer may be used for multiple functions, which can be combined with rare-earth 

doped oxides for optically active laser sensors. 

By developing in-house processes based on scalable fabrication techniques, new 

materials can be realized in PICs which allow for mass-producible optically active devices 

and sensors for the photonic integrated circuit field. Investigating these materials and 

fabrication techniques is a central theme to this thesis, which utilizes versatile and low-

cost methods to realize photonic devices for optical signal routing, amplification, and 

sensing applications.  

1.3 Thesis Overview 

1.3.1 Thesis Objective  

The objective of this thesis is to demonstrate low-cost versatile fabrication techniques for 

the realization of new passive and active devices and sensors for photonic integrated 

circuits. The achievement of this objective included the development of a PECVD recipe 
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to deposit low loss SiOxNy:Hz thin films, the development of a maskless patterning recipe 

with UV writing to realize passive Si3N4 waveguide devices, the reactive sputtering and 

definition of Al2O3:Er3+:Yb3+ waveguide amplifiers via wet etching, and the hybridization 

of Si waveguides with TeO2 and PMMA layers for biological sensors. This thesis provides 

the means to recreate and build on the techniques demonstrated and points towards ways 

to optimize and improve them. 

1.3.2 Statement of Thesis Work 

This thesis represents a collection of works with the central theme of low cost, versatile 

fabrication techniques for passive and active devices and sensors. This is realized 

through a variety of material platform, waveguide and device demonstrations. The thesis 

includes three published manuscripts and one in preparation for submission. Where 

published manuscripts are included in the thesis, a preceding statement on the additions 

that have been made due to thesis preparation can be found.  

Chapter 2 provides a theoretical background on modes in waveguides, and how 

waveguide platforms are designed with a variety of goals in mind that are relevant to the 

thesis applications. Material platforms that will be experimentally demonstrated in the 

thesis are introduced, including silicon, silicon nitride, rare earth doped aluminum oxide, 

and tellurium dioxide, as well as the theory for the devices fabricated and measured, 

including Sagnac loops, ring resonators, and Distributed Bragg gratings. Two applications 

are then presented, optical amplifiers and lab-on-chip sensors, with the relevant theory 

and background to help understand the results shown in later chapters. 

Chapter 3 presents a published manuscript on electron cyclotron resonance (ECR)-

PECVD of SiOxNy:Hz thin films. The film deposition recipe is presented, alongside details 

of the system, and characterization of the films with and without post annealing. 
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Refractive index and thickness, optical loss, surface roughness, stoichiometry and 

hydrogen content were all measured via ellipsometry, prism coupling, atomic-force 

microscopy (AFM), Rutherford back-scattering spectrometry (RBS), and elastic recoil 

detection (ERD), respectively.  

Chapter 4 presents a published manuscript on prototyping Si3N4 waveguides using UV 

writing in negative photoresist. The exposure procedure and its resolution as well as line-

edge roughness are characterized via SEM, before patterning Si3N4 waveguides via RIE. 

A ring resonator, directional coupler, and Sagnac loop are fabricated and measured, 

demonstrating a proof of concept and the prototyping potential of photonic devices.  

Chapter 5 presents a published manuscript on optical gain achieved in Al2O3:Er3+:Yb3+ 

waveguides fabricated via reactive magnetron co-sputtering and wet etching with masked 

lithography. Polarization insensitive waveguide losses are experimentally shown, and 

internal net gain is demonstrated in the C-band.  

Chapter 6 presents a manuscript in preparation for submission on hybrid Si-TeO2 

waveguide DBRs coated in PMMA for biological sensing. Two DBR designs are 

compared and coated with various materials, and plasma treated PMMA is shown to 

increase hydrophilicity. Thermal, water and protein sensing are demonstrated on Si-

TeO2/PMMA waveguide DBR devices which represents a pathway towards highly 

sensitive rare-earth integrated laser-based sensors. 

Chapter 7 summarizes the work in the thesis and discusses future pathways for 

building on the work presented. 

1.3.3 Summary of Publications & Contributions  

The following is a list of publications by the author which are included in the thesis: 
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waveguides,” Applied Sciences 11(2110), 2021. 

• D. B. Bonneville, H. C. Frankis, R. Wang, and J. D. B. Bradley, "Erbium-ytterbium 

co-doped aluminum oxide waveguide amplifiers fabricated by reactive co-

sputtering and wet chemical etching," Optics Express 28(20), 30130–30140 

(2020). 
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Chapter 2 

Background and Theory 

This chapter includes an overview on integrated optical waveguides along with their 

fundamental principles and design methodologies as well as an introduction into the 

relevant waveguide materials, devices, and applications for this thesis. The design 

methodologies are presented followed by an introduction and review on Si compatible 

material platforms as well as those compatible with rare-earth dopants.  Three passive 

devices, the Sagnac loop, ring resonator, and Bragg grating are introduced in terms of 

their working physical theory. Two active devices, optical amplifiers and photonic lab on-

chip sensors are introduced with background and theory which serve to give context for 

understanding results in the thesis.  

2.1 Optical Waveguides 

2.1.1 Integrated Optical Waveguides 

Confining light in glass fibers allows for routing of signals from rack-to-rack in data 

centers, the creation of controlled optical pathways for sensing, rare-earth-based optical 

amplification and many more applications. Replicating this behaviour in thin films, 

patterned such that optical fields are confined to the dimensions typical with a small micro-

chip, allows for supporting the very same signals that optical fibers do, but on a platform 

capable of small scale electrical, chemical, and photonic manipulation. These patterned 

thin films, which manipulate and direct optical fields on-chip, are referred to as strip, 

channel or ridge waveguides. Generally speaking, a waveguide is anything that confines 

a wave, such as a hollow conductive metal pipe for microwave propagation, or even a 

horn for acoustic waves. Exploring the confinement and guiding of optical waves on a 
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microchip has been an active area of scientific research for decades [1] as it opens up a 

new paradigm of applications for not only communications but other fields including 

healthcare and environmental monitoring [2]. 

These confined fields have distinct characteristics which are governed by the electric 

field solutions to Maxwell’s equations [3], and are affected by the material properties and 

geometry of the waveguide. These solutions are referred to as modes and are considered 

to either be guided (transmitted), or radiation (lost) solutions for the waveguide devices 

at particular electromagnetic wavelengths.  Finite element method (FEM) solvers are 

popularly used to calculate the eigenmode solutions for the electromagnetic field 

distribution in a waveguide and are used to design photonic devices in a variety of 

waveguide material systems and structures. These solvers take into account the 

characteristics of the physical media such as its refractive index, dispersion, geometry, 

and other features, and on a defined mesh and boundary conditions, solve the electric 

and magnetic field properties that would be confined for a given wavelength in the 

structure. These 2D properties of such modes are the focus of the simulation work in this 

thesis. Other solvers such as 3D finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) are also widely 

used in photonics but are out of the scope of the theory presented here.  The designs in 

this thesis are governed by the effective index and calculations using the power 

percentage in various material components of the waveguide design, which can be 

determined with 2D methods. Figure 2.1 presents cross sections of typical Si and Si3N4 

waveguides with the solved electric fields profiles of the fundamental transverse electric 

modes in a) and b) respectively. These modes constitute the shape of the field as it 

propagates through the structure and can therefore be subsequently used to visualize the 
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way optical signals confine themselves to the waveguide. Figure 2.1 demonstrates single-

mode operation, where the waveguide width is below a certain cut-off, which only allows 

for the excitement of a single intensity maximum. In most cases this is desirable as higher 

order modes tend to have higher overlap with sidewalls and interfere with one another 

leading to increased scattering loss and unpredictable waveguide behaviour.  

 

Figure 2.1. Calculated mode profiles for fundamental transverse electric modes at 1550 

nm of a) an Si and b) an Si3N4 waveguide with widths of 0.5 and 1.0 μm and heights of 

0.22 and 0.2 μm, respectively. 

Figure 2.1 represents two different waveguide materials, silicon and silicon nitride, with 

largely varying refractive indices and consequentially different confinement parameters 

relative to the waveguide core. The power density of the optical field is demonstrated to 

be shared amongst the surrounding materials of the main waveguide core material, which 

will be discussed as an advantage for certain applications (e.g., sensors) in the 

forthcoming chapters. Optical fields that exist away from the waveguide core, such as 

those at the surface of the device are known as evanescent waves, which are waves that 

have an exponentially decreasing power with distance. These fields are ‘accessible’ to 

the surrounding environment and world, and capable of coupling with gases or liquids on 

the top surface, or interaction with particles or optically active elements embedded in 
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surrounding dielectric media. Additionally, evanescent fields can be accessed by other 

adjacent waveguides, leading to the coupling of fields between adjacent structures, 

transfer of power, and subsequent sharing or generation of new modes. This is the basis 

for many waveguide devices where the gap or distance between coupled waveguides, 

rings, disks, interference circuits, loops or grating devices and many others can be tuned 

and designed to achieve various application specifications. These coupled devices form 

the basis for much of the functionality of PICs, where patterned waveguide devices are 

responsible for the transmission, manipulation and distribution of signals and information.  

2.1.2 Waveguide Design 

To anticipate the behaviour and aid in the design of such optical components various 

methodologies are used which involve varying features such as the waveguide film 

height, width, and structure type, as well as the core and surrounding cladding materials 

while tracking the effective index, modal area, material overlap as well as other calculated 

parameters. Changes to these features of the waveguide and top cladding are key to 

parameters that govern device performance and can be used to tailor behaviour of the 

modes. Factors such as single-mode operation, preferential material overlap, polarization 

sensitive or insensitive capabilities, fiber-mode overlap, signal/pump overlap, and low-

loss bends are just some of the properties that can be tuned in this manner. To summarize 

the parameters of interest for this thesis, Table 2.1 has been constructed which 

demonstrates the waveguide properties of importance, parameters of interest, and the 

impact on waveguide operation and performance. Each parameter is not mutually 

exclusive in their effect on the waveguide properties, and in many cases changes to one 

design parameter can lead to variations in other properties. In the following paragraphs 
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each waveguide property and its associated design considerations and device 

performance impacts are briefly discussed. 

Table 2.1. Waveguide properties and design parameters of interest  

Waveguide property Parameters of interest for 
waveguide design 

Performance impact relevant for 
this work 

Single-mode cut-off neff,r vs. WG width + height  Mode shape, loss, minimizing higher-
order mode crosstalk 

Modal area & material overlap WG & cladding width + 
height 

Loss, functionality, hybridization 

Polarization WG structure & 
width/height aspect ratio 

Polarization insensitive amplifiers, 
increased film or surface overlap 

Fiber-waveguide mode overlap Fiber mode area/WG mode 
area 

Fiber-chip coupling losses 

Signal-pump mode overlap Signal mode area/pump 
mode area 

Pumping efficiency 

Minimum bend radius neff,r & neff,i vs radius  

[Q estimation] 

Device size, ring FSR 

 

Single-mode cut-off is perhaps the most important factor when it comes to deciding 

waveguide height and width. Therefore, it guides subsequent decisions and calculations 

such as the determining the minimum bending radius and optical field overlap with various 

materials and between the signal and pump or fiber modes. To determine the single-

mode cutoff of a waveguide design, the material cross section is generated using software 

such as Synopsys RSoft FemSIM mode solver, and after selecting the wavelength, mesh 

details, and other constraints perhaps set by fabrication such as the minimum width or 

layer thicknesses as decided by foundry, the waveguide core width is varied from a 

minimum to maximum typically within the range of ~0.2–5.0 μm depending on the 

refractive index. The effective index, which represents a weighted average of the 

refractive index of the different waveguide materials ‘seen’ or occupied by the confined 

field, has a unique value for each mode and waveguide width. The electric field solution 
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with the highest effective index is generally referred to as the fundamental mode and is 

the most prominently confined mode which will be guided and transmitted through the 

waveguide. Other modes, with lower, and typically very close effective indices to one 

another, are referred to as higher order guided or radiation and slab modes. These modes 

are not preferentially excited or guided in the waveguide, and unless a lower order mode 

exists with an effective index considerably higher than the slab modes, the waveguide is 

referred to as single mode. In the case where fields with multiple intensity lobes satisfy 

Maxwell’s equations such that higher-order modes are allowed to operate with a refractive 

index higher than that of the slab mode, multi-mode operation takes place. This multi-

mode operation is usually undesirable unless designing for spatial multiplexing schemes 

which are garnering interest for telecommunications, and for the purposes of this thesis 

are considered lossy and counterproductive to the design of optically active devices and 

sensors. When a higher order mode effective index becomes greater than the slab 

mode’s effective index, the single-mode cutoff width is discovered as multiple intensity 

lobes will begin to propagate. In design, this is an important merit for deciding features to 

constitute a photonic integrated circuit layout. Layer thickness, which depending on the 

fabrication process may either be fixed or available for variation such as in the case of a 

shallow etch step used for a rib design [4], also ends up deciding the geometry of the 

waveguide core.  

After discerning the single-mode cutoff width, typically two-dimensional integration of 

the optical intensity is carried out for each part of the waveguide structure, which reveals 

the percentage of power propagating in each medium that constitutes the waveguide 

cross section. This, in conjunction with calculating the modal area using equation (1) 
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shown below, are useful for tailoring designs such as hybrid rare-earth integrated 

amplifiers which require a significant amount of the optical power to not be in the main 

waveguide, but the surrounding hybridizing gain medium.  

 
𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 =

∫(|E|2𝑑𝐴)2

∫|E|4 𝑑𝐴
. 

(1) 

Similarly, a strategy for sensor devices is to increase the optical overlap with the top 

layer and the analyte of interest, which likewise allows for more sensitive devices. 

Coupling of various waveguide devices is also calculated based in part on optical power 

overlap, allowing design of devices such as couplers, rings and gratings.  

Guided optical modes for waveguides as described by electrodynamics typically exist 

as two possible primarily transverse-polarized field solutions, electric or magnetic. 

Traditionally, quasi-transverse electric (TE) modes dominate in the application space due 

to their higher neff and increased confinement in comparison to quasi-transverse magnetic 

(TM) modes. In some cases, especially for sensor devices in which overlap with the top 

layer is preferential [5], there are designs where TM modes, instead of TE modes (or 

designs which allow both) are desirable. To achieve either mode, the aspect ratio of the 

waveguide can be changed to give preferential geometry for the TE or TM case or similar 

properties to both, for example by altering the design of a strip waveguide or selecting a 

specific ridge waveguide structure which can readily support both in the single mode 

regime. These features can be predicted using the effective index from mode solutions, 

and by altering the thickness and width of the waveguide. As an example relevant to this 

work, simulation of an Al2O3 ridge waveguide’s modal properties are shown in Fig. 2.2. 

The figure shows a) the cross section of the design, b) mode profiles for TE and TM 

solutions at 1550 nm, the c) effective index and d) modal overlap along with e) modal 
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area and f) fiber overlap. The single mode cut-off width is labelled clearly for an Al2O3 

waveguide, as well as the dimensions which allow for TE and TM mode operation as a 

dashed line in c).  

 

Figure 2.2. a) Design cross section, b) mode profiles for TE and TM solutions at 1550 nm 

c) effective index, d) modal overlap, e) modal area and f) fiber overlap for 2.5 μm diameter 

gaussian mode. 

The overlap between the optical field of different modes can be used to estimate key 

features such as fiber-chip coupling losses, and signal/pump overlap for efficient active 

devices. Integrals of the electric fields, and the calculated modal areas and material power 

overlaps, are used to estimate the fiber-edge coupling and signal/pump overlaps. The 

fiber-chip coupling efficiency is typically optimized by expanding the mode of the on-chip 

waveguide in order to make it more closely match the mode supported by the input/output 

fiber. This is done traditionally by inverse tapering the waveguide to a narrower width, 

causing it to expand to the desired size and shape. Pump/signal overlap is an important 

parameter to take into consideration for the design of active components where the pump 
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and signal wavelength are far apart on the spectrum. For example, for erbium-doped 

waveguide amplifiers and the case of pumping at ~980 nm with a ~1530 nm signal, the 

pump-signal overlap can be significantly lower compared to 1480 nm pumping. Figure 2.2 

e) demonstrates the overlap percentage between the waveguide mode a gaussian mode 

representing one launched from a tapered fiber, simulated in RSoft FemSIM using a 2.5 

μm diameter. In the case of optical amplifiers for example, it is crucial to minimize fiber-

chip coupling loss to achieve external gain, and for the Al2O3 ridge waveguides studied 

in this thesis this can be challenging due to the asymmetric waveguide mode compared 

to the symmetric fiber mode.  

Bending waveguides is crucial for packing functionality onto a photonic chip, and the 

minimum bend radius is a key parameter for devices such as the ring resonator, or spirals. 

The minimum bend radius is typically set by the maximum allowable radiation loss due to 

the bent waveguide. Much like inertial forces when turning around a corner in a vehicle, 

the optical mode wants to propagate straight, and when perturbed by a bend in the 

waveguide, the outer portion of the mode has a chance to radiate out into the surrounding 

materials, as it may satisfy imaginary solutions of the effective index, referring to radiated 

lost energy. This can be avoided with gradual adiabatic transitions into the bends, but 

more importantly by not making the bends too sharp and having large enough bending 

radii which allows smooth propagation of the optical modes around the photonic chip, as 

demonstrated in the inset of Figure 2.3. To determine the minimum bend radius in RSoft 

FemSIM, a radius is selected which tells the mode solver to treat the calculation as if it 

were currently in a bent cross section of a waveguide. This bend causes an expansion of 

the mode, and increased values in the imaginary effective index, which typically 
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constitutes the boundary condition interaction. Here, the quality factor of the bend is 

determined using the following equation which considers the real and imaginary parts of 

the effective index: 

 Qbending =
neff,r

4πneff,i
. (2) 

By plotting Qbending vs. radius, a rule-of-thumb can be used which decides to accept 

designs and bends with a quality factor of at least 106 (a loss of < 1.0 × 10-3 dB/cm). It 

can be anticipated that any designs which satisfy this requirement will be as compact as 

possible and provide low-loss bends. Figure 2.3 demonstrates an example of the bend 

loss calculated for the Al2O3 design demonstrated in Figure 2.2, which allows for the 

decision of a safe minimum bending radius of > 1.6 mm. Included here as insets are also 

the logarithm of the bending quality factor, and the propagation loss calculated in the bend 

using,  

 
Lossbending = −20 × log10e

−2π×neff,i

λ . 
(3) 
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Figure 2.3. Bending quality factor with inset bending loss for the fundamental TE mode at 

1550 nm calculated for the Al2O3 ridge waveguide with 1.0, 0.25, and 2.2 μm thickness, 

etch depth and waveguide width, respectively, and a diagram representing light lost at the 

bend of a waveguide. 

All of the mentioned waveguide parameters and properties need to be considered and 

accounted for when developing a waveguide platform and designing PICs. In many 

instances factors that are application specific will constrain the design, such as requiring 

TM polarization or a particular pump wavelength which also needs to be single mode. 

The first decision made is always the material platform, which has unique core and 

cladding refractive indices and modal properties that will need to be designed for using 

the above methods each time, for each application. The next section will introduce the 

integrated optical materials of interest for this thesis, including silicon, silicon nitride and 

two rare-earth hosts that are Si compatible.  
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2.2 Waveguide Materials 

2.2.1 Silicon Compatible Waveguide Materials  

2.2.1.1 Silicon 

Crystalline silicon has enabled the information age by providing a platform for 

microelectronics and integrated circuits which has become a staple of modern society. 

The atomic abundance of silicon on earth is second to oxygen, and both elements have 

their most prevalent source from the earth’s solid crust, in the form of SiO2 or silica of 

varying purity and species. This has enabled and encouraged vast resources to be 

poured into the fabrication of pure silicon crystal boules (cylinders), which after slicing, 

and polishing can be used as a semiconductor platform for a wide variety of applications 

such as photovoltaics, and microelectronics, which have shaped the modern world we 

live in today allowing inventions such as the computer and the smart phone. The industry 

refers to the platform as complimentary-metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) which 

describes the integration between materials such as: metal for electrical connections and 

control of dopants for transistor gates, and other devices, oxide materials such as SiO2 

for electrical insulation and protective or spacing layers, and semiconductors namely Si 

which can act as a host for dopants and charge carriers allowing manipulation of electrical 

capabilities and more recently, optical properties. This platform, with years of funding and 

development from industry due to the success of silicon microelectronics, is now being 

applied to address the capacity issues facing the information age as a waveguide material 

for photonic integrated circuit technology [6,7]. Using the plasma dispersion effect, Si 

waveguides can be electrically contacted in order to modulate signals providing high-

speed, low-cost and low energy switches for telecommunications, as well as a variety of 

other devices [8,9].  
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Silicon has a transmission window which is restricted from 1.1 to approximately 10 μm 

without additional material losses, and a relatively high refractive index of ~3.4 making it 

an excellent material for NIR photonic applications for telecommunications in the O and 

S–L-bands as well as for MIR applications [10]. A high index contrast with surrounding 

media such as SiO2 (n = 1.45) allows for the creation of compact devices and small 

bending radii for waveguide structures etched into the surface of Si films. The 

wavelengths of choice for communications around 1.3 and 1.55 μm align well with the 

transmission window of Si, as well. The mentioned reasons have supported Si as 

becoming the well accepted cornerstone material for PICs, resulting in an active field 

referred to as silicon photonics [11,12]. The substrate of choice for silicon photonics is 

referred to as silicon-on-insulator (SOI), which consists of a wafer diced silicon handle 

layer for physical substrate, and a thermally grown SiO2 layer for optical substrate. This 

demonstrates the combination of the electrical capabilities from the CMOS world and the 

photonic developments of Si as an optical material which can support waveguide modes 

and allow propagation and manipulation of signals on-chip [13].  

The mode shown in Fig. 2.1 a) for a Si waveguide shows high confinement in the core 

and a small modal area which enables tight bends for compact devices such as ring 

resonators. Implementing functionalities such as electrical contacts for detectors, 

manipulation of optical signals for modulation or sweeping of doped carriers is what 

excites industry about Si as a PIC platform. It however has limitations in regard to 

transmission in the visible regime, and inability to emit light via doping of optically active 

materials. Another slight drawback of the SOI platform, especially when it comes to 

considerations for rare-earth integration and operation with a laser, is the optical loss 
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(typically ~1–3 dB/cm at 1550 nm) caused by high refractive index contrast at the core-

cladding interface and thus increased scattering losses [14,15]. Its inability to operate in 

the visible and short near-infrared spectra also limits its use in many applications of 

interest. For example, certain rare-earth elements are pumped at wavelengths < 1.1 µm, 

including for example Yb3+ with ~975 nm pumping. In addition, visible wavelength devices 

are of interest for applications including biological sensing and environmental monitoring. 

Therefore, other materials should also be considered for waveguide platforms which can 

operate as rare-earth integrated active devices and sensors.  

In this thesis, SOI waveguides were fabricated using the AMF MPW run as part of the 

SiEPIC workshop. Foundry processes are available through an increasing amount of 

sources each year, as SOI waveguides become a more worthwhile economic venture for 

the dedicated run-time they require.  

2.2.1.2 Silicon Nitride 

Amorphous Si3N4 has been used extensively as a gate dielectric material inside of 

transistors, a coating allowing for anti-reflective surfaces or lenses, a mask layer aiding 

in the fabrication of printed circuit boards, and a variety of other optical and electrical 

applications [16]. More recently, it has demonstrated its capabilities as a waveguide 

material offering advantages over Si when it comes to availability for visible transmission 

and decreased propagation losses [17]. It however suffers from larger device footprints 

compared to Si and does not offer optoelectronic functionality, which limits its 

applications. Its availability for foundry fabrication is not as prevalent as Si, but its 

compatibility when it comes to CMOS fabrication is beginning to be accepted by leading 

foundries such as LIONIX who have demonstrated a variety of waveguide platforms with 

the material [18] capable of mass production. 
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The refractive index of stoichiometric Si3N4 is ~2.0, or ~1.7–2.1 when varied in between 

nitride and silicon rich films of SixNy compositions [19]. Also, silicon oxynitride films have 

been investigated as a candidate waveguide platform with tunable refractive indices 

available from ~1.46–2.0 [20]. The relatively lower refractive index of Si3N4 when 

compared to Si leads to wider single mode waveguides. This allows for relaxed fabrication 

tolerances and waveguide widths > ~1 μm when operating at telecommunication 

wavelengths around 1550 nm. This enables a versatility in fabrication methods to be used 

for Si3N4 waveguides, e.g., including lower resolution methods such as contact UV 

lithography. The decreased index contrast of Si3N4 with surrounding cladding materials 

such as SiO2 also leads to a lower imparted scattering loss due to sidewall roughness, 

which manifests itself in the lower propagation losses demonstrated on the Si3N4 platform 

[21], even down to < 1 dB/m [22].The mode profile as well as effective index, and modal 

overlap and area can be calculated in a similar manner to the Al2O3 platform shown in 

Fig. 2.2 of 2.1.2 but for a strip Si3N4 waveguide to discern the single mode width. The 

effective indices are shown in Fig. 2.4 for a 200 nm thick Si3N4 strip waveguide at 1550 

nm, with a TE single mode cut-off of approximately 1.2 μm with a SiO2 surrounding, similar 

to the mode shown in Fig. 2.1 b) in 2.1.1. The platform has relaxed fabrication tolerances 

well within the limits of masked UV lithography, and even optical direct write technology.  
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Figure 2.4. Effective indices for a 200 nm thick Si3N4 strip waveguide at 1550 nm with SiO2 

cladding. 

The deposition of Si3N4 has been realized via LPCVD, HD-PECVD and ECR-PECVD 

which each offers their own advantages in terms of stoichiometry, hydrogen incorporation, 

stress, and fabrication versatility when it comes to temperature, pressure and combination 

with different materials. Optical loss due to hydrogen incorporation, especially for the 

telecommunication wavelengths around 1.5 µm from optical absorption of Si-H and N-H 

bonds is a prime concern [23]. This is the case for the ECR-PECVD SixNy films 

investigated in this thesis, which however remain an attractive technique due to the lower 

deposition pressures and temperatures as additional energy from the plasma aids in 

ionization of gas species and film deposition [24]. In contrast, LPCVD dominates currently 

as the large-scale foundry deposition technique of Si3N4 due to its lower hydrogen 

incorporation and lower material absorption and scattering losses [25]. 

The low optical losses offered by Si3N4 make it an attractive material for the 

development of PIC devices, such as passive interferometers, resonators for filter, arrays 
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for LIDAR, or non-linear optical processes [26,27]. On-chip active devices such as lasers 

or optical amplifiers also are possible with the low losses provided by Si3N4 waveguides 

when combined or coupled to rare-earth compatible materials [28–30]. The lower index 

compared to Si also allows for an increased evanescent mode interaction making it easier 

to design waveguide structures with higher overlap in upper claddings which have been 

hybridized for gain or sensing. Si3N4 be integrated on the SOI platform alongside Si [31], 

or it can also be a standalone platform and fill the gaps and address application spaces 

Si cannot.  

In this thesis a film recipe for ECR-PECVD SiOxNy:Hz is developed for optical 

waveguides, and silicon valley microelectronics (SVM) 200 nm thick Si3N4 was used for 

prototyping waveguides with UV mask writing and reactive-ion etching. LIONIX is an 

emerging leader for foundry scale production of Si3N4, which has been utilized in closely 

related works to realize low-loss platforms and optical amplifiers when hybridized with 

back-end deposited TeO2 [32,33].  

2.2.2 Rare-Earth Hosts 

2.2.2.1 Aluminium Oxide 

Amorphous Al2O3 demonstrates optical capabilities required for waveguides like low-

optical loss, and compatibility with standard processing techniques like lithography. It also 

has a broad transmission spectrum across the visible and O–L telecommunication bands 

making it an encouraging candidate for applications in the integrated photonics domain. 

More important in context for this thesis, are its capabilities to host rare-earth elements 

and act as a waveguide platform capable of optical amplification [34–36] and lasing with 

elements such as Er and Yb [37,38]. The elemental abundance of Al and relatively low 
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cost of pure targets for fabrication methods such as thin film sputtering are also beneficial 

from an economics perspective.  

The refractive index of Al2O3 is ~1.6 which is relatively lower than other waveguide 

materials mentioned in this thesis. This causes typical Al2O3 waveguides have widths 

around or above 2 μm for single mode operation as shown in Fig 2.2 c). Fabricating of 

Al2O3 waveguides has been carried out several ways, mainly being dominated by thin film 

deposition, by reactive sputtering, or atomic layer deposition (ALD) [39] techniques, and 

contact lithography and ion-beam or reactive ion etching for patterning [40]. Although it 

can produce pure, high quality and smooth Al2O3 films, ALD has a slow deposition rate 

and isn’t as accessible to the CMOS pilot line as sputtering. Additionally, the in-situ doping 

of Al2O3 can be carried out while sputtering using purity controlled solid targets, allowing 

for the incorporation of rare-earth ions such as Er3+ or Yb3+ during deposition [41] without 

metalorganic precursors [42,43]. Etching Al2O3 waveguides can be performed via dry 

methods such as RIE using gases such as chlorine, or wet chemical methods such as 

acid immersion with acids like H3PO4 [44]. Aluminum is also a familiar material to the 

CMOS pilot line, which allows convenient supply for foundries willing to adopt Al2O3 

technology. For these reasons, Al2O3 has been chosen as a topic of study for the 

realization of on-chip optical amplifiers and lasers for the PIC infrastructure, as the field 

is in need of an on-chip gain medium which is compatible with mass production and 

provides stable, efficient and powerful amplification and emission on a Si chip.  

2.2.2.2 Tellurium Dioxide 

Tellurium dioxide is a more exotic and less widely used optical material in comparison to 

the other oxides such as SiO2 and Al2O3. Used primarily for its rewritable characteristics 

in compact discs (CDs) and digital video discs (DVDs), it also possesses a relatively high 
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refractive index for an oxide glass material (2.0) which has peaked interest in its research 

towards becoming a waveguide platform [45]. It also has a high solubility for lanthanides 

and is therefore a viable host for rare-earth elements [46]. The material is more sensitive 

to variations in terms of phases changes and breaking down due to its lower chemical 

and thermal stability is in comparison to Al2O3. This chemical instability causes it to 

struggle with traditional patterning methods and lithography techniques using clean-room 

chemicals such as developer. For this reason, its realization as a waveguide platform has 

been limited, but still has been demonstrated using H2 plasma etching techniques and a 

bottom anti-reflection coating (BARC) for protection to realize waveguides with losses as 

low as 0.1 dB/cm at 1550 nm [45]. Alternatively, back-end deposition lends itself as a 

useful technique for sputtering TeO2 onto waveguide platforms, which avoids the 

necessity to pattern the TeO2 layer. Hybridizing the structure in this manner also allows 

for the overlap of the optical mode to be shared between a predefined structure and a 

post deposited film, similar to having optical overlap in part of the top cladding. Using 

magnetron reactive sputtering hybridizing waveguides with this technique has provided 

low-loss waveguide platforms for two waveguide core materials. Si3N4 waveguides 

received from foundry have been hybridized with TeO2:Er3+ to show low-loss waveguides 

and [33] optical amplifiers. Si disk resonators coated in TeO2:Tm3+ have demonstrated 

lasing at ~1.9 μm when coated on foundry received waveguides [47]. Both of these 

waveguide platforms are accessible from foundry and can be hybridized using back-end 

deposition which changes their optical mode properties and can be designed for in a 

similar manner to those shown in Fig. 2.2. 
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Waveguide properties for a Si and Si3N4 strip structure coated with TeO2 are shown in 

Fig. 2.5 including the design cross section in a), the mode profiles in b)–c), effective 

indices in d)–e), and material overlap with inset modal area for fundamental TE operation 

in e)–f). Here a hybridized waveguide structure is shown with the capabilities of both 

materials available for exploitation, including rare-earth solubility and non-linear 

characteristics of the TeO2 and low-loss patternable CMOS compatible Si and Si3N4 

technology.  

 

Figure 2.5. a) Design cross section and b) Si and c) Si3N4 waveguide fundamental TE 

mode profiles at 1550 nm with 300 nm TeO2 coating and waveguide thicknesses of 0.22 

and 0.2 μm and widths of 0.5 and 1.2 μm respectively. Optical parameters from the designs 

including d)–e) effective indices and f)–g) material overlap with inset modal areas. 

As shown, the fabrication constraints, such as single-mode width and feature 

requirements become limited by the waveguide dimensions, not the deposited TeO2 
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layer. Film heights of 300 nm were used for calculations shown in Fig. 2.5, however 

optimization on fine tuning of the layer thickness to ‘pull’ more mode into the top layer can 

be done. This also includes changes to the Si3N4 layer, such as using a 100 nm 

waveguide thickness. Back-end deposition is a reliable method for hybridizing rare-earth 

doped TeO2 on waveguide platforms, which can be doped in-situ during deposition using 

magnetron sputtering. The film deposition process can be performed without substrate 

heating as well, which is an advantage when dealing with thermally sensitive materials.  

Table 2.2 is included to summarize the waveguide material platforms discussed, 

including their most notable features for design, operation, fabrication and application 

advantages. It should be noted entries in the table are relevant to those used in this thesis 

and can have values and techniques ranging from those presented here.  

Table 2.2. Waveguide material platform summary   

Waveguide 
material 

Film 
fabrication 
technique  

Waveguide 
patterning 
technique 

Refractive 
index 

Minimum 
wavelength 

(μm) 

Single 
mode 
loss at 
1.55 μm 
(dB/cm) 

Single 
mode 
width 
(μm) 

Capabilities 
and application 

advantages 

Silicon      
[7–10,14,15] 

SmartCut DUV 
lithography 

3.47 1.1  2.0 ~0.5 Optoelectronic 
integration, 

compact bends 

Silicon nitride 
[21,22] 

CVD Contact 
lithography 

2.00 0.3 0.001 ~1.5 Visible 
transmission, 
very low-loss 

Aluminium 
oxide      

[34–36]   

PVD Contact 
lithography 

1.61 0.3 0.2 ~2.2 Rare-earth 
doping, readily 

patternable 

Tellurium 
dioxide 

[45,46,48] 

PVD Back-end 
deposited, no 

patterning 

2.08 0.3 0.1 N/A Rare-earth 
doping, high 
nonlinearity 
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2.3 Passive Devices 

2.3.1 Sagnac Loop Interferometers 

First implemented in interferometry experiments intended to measure the drag caused by 

the earth moving through the aether by Georges Sagnac in 1913 [49], the Sagnac effect 

describes the phenomena observed when light is split, and its counter propagating beams 

travel down the same path but in opposite directions and interfere with each other after 

exiting [50]. This leads to interference fringes due to an inherent phase difference in the 

two counterpropagating optical fields after traversing the path. Referred to as ‘common-

arm interferometers’ discovered as an arrangement of the Michelson interferometer by 

Michelson himself in 1886, these are now employed in applications such as optical 

gyroscopes which can measure fine changes in angular rotation [51] and lasers by 

providing loop mirrors [52]. In the domain of PIC technology and waveguide structures, 

they can be understood as a directional coupler with a 50/50 splitting ratio which sends 

two optical modes down the same path formed in a continuous loop. This loop leads the 

waveguide modes back to the directional coupler, which causes interference and a phase 

delay, referred to as the Sagnac effect. A diagram of a Sagnac loop employed in a 

waveguide structure is shown in Fig. 2.6 as well as the direction of optical paths indicated 

by arrows. 
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Figure 2.6. Diagram of a Sagnac loop interferometer with labelled signals and their optical 

paths, as well as 50/50 coupler comprised of adjacent waveguides spaced by a coupling 

gap. 

Designing a waveguide Sagnac loop requires two important components, a loop and a 

50/50 coupler. The loop simply can constitute a semi-circle as shown in Fig. 2.6 with an 

appropriate bending radius and waveguide dimensions for single mode operation 

determined by the material platform. Two waveguides adjacent to one another share what 

is referred to as a ‘supermode’ and their analysis can be used to demonstrate the phase 

difference between the two optical paths. Figure 2.7 below demonstrates the contour field 

intensity plots for a Si3N4 directional coupler clad with SiO2. Two modes are shown, the 

first of which is a shared supermode, and the second represents the two 

counterpropagating modes by plotting the phase of the solution. As shown, the respective 

modes in either waveguide are purely out-of-phase leading to deconstructive interference, 
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and if split evenly in the coupler, complete cancelling and reflection of the incoming optical 

field is achieved. 

 

Figure 2.7. Supermode analysis for Si3N4 waveguides with a height, width, and gap of 0.2, 

1.2, and 0.8 μm respectively, showing fundamental TE mode intensity and phase at 1550 

nm.  

After solving the modal properties for a particular gap, the effective indices can be used 

to determine the coupling length (L) required for the optical power to transfer from one 

guide to another using the following equations: 

 
𝐿𝑥 =

𝜆

2∆𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓
, 

(4) 

 
𝜅 = 𝑠𝑖𝑛 (

𝜋𝐿

2𝐿𝑥
). 

(5) 

This ‘cross-over length’ (Lx) can be used to determine the 50/50 splitting length as well 

by setting the square of the coupling constant to 0.5 (κ2= 0.5), which aids in designing the 
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directional coupler used for the Sagnac loop. Details on the mathematical formulation and 

simulation of directional couplers can be found in [53]. By including Sagnac loops with 

safe bending radii and a variation in coupling lengths around the 50/50 splitting ratio in a 

prototyping demonstration, pathways towards optimizing the design to behave as a mirror 

for a laser resonator can be found. This is demonstrated using UV mask writing in Chapter 

4 on the Si3N4 platform.  

2.3.2 Ring Resonators 

A waveguide in which the optical path repeats its travel around a continuous circuit is 

referred to as a ring resonator. The build-up of light via total internal reflection and 

constructive interference leads to the storage of an optical field which resonates inside 

the loop, ring, disk or other structure. This structure is coupled to a waveguide, called the 

bus waveguide which transfers power to the resonator through close proximity. Features 

such as the dimensions of the ring and distance from the coupling waveguide determine 

the wavelengths that are allowed to resonate, the power and phase of optical energy that 

can transfer over, and the modal properties of the ring waveguide itself. By controlling 

these parameters, rings can be used as resonator cavities for lasers, wavelength filters, 

modulators, and many other different devices.  

Designing a ring resonator requires an understanding of the waveguide platform’s 

bending capabilities, as well as the approximate gap required to allow coupling between 

two adjacent waveguides. When deciding features for a fabrication run it is imperative to 

include variations close to your desired design due to manufacturing tolerances and 

changes in features and dimensions across wafer location and process runs. This is 

particularly important for the design of ring resonators. Features such as the coupling gap 

are recommended for most variations, as it is common to experimentally confirm the 
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regimes for under, over, and critically coupled rings, which is determined by the ring loss 

and coupling condition between the bus and ring waveguide. Details on the mathematical 

formulation for the transmission can be found in [53]. For the purposes of this thesis 

discussion will be focused on the different ring design strategies relevant for the 

development of optically active devices and sensors.  

The intrinsic quality factor of a ring is inversely proportional to the optical loss of the 

resonator, which is useful for determining the waveguide propagation losses when 

developing different material platforms. To ensure the resonance can be used for 

accurate conversion to waveguide loss (αWG) using: 

 
𝛼𝑊𝐺 =

2𝜋𝑛𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝 × 4.34

𝜆𝑄𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑐
, 

(6) 

and:  

 
𝑛𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝 = 𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓 + 𝜆

𝑑𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓

𝑑𝜆
, 

(7) 

the Qintrinsic which is dependent on waveguide propagation losses needs to be used, not 

the Qexternal which is dependent on bus and ring coupling losses. The simple quality factor 

formula which is dependent on the wavelength, and width of the resonance using: 

 
𝑄𝐹𝑊𝐻𝑀 =  

𝜆

𝛥𝜆
, 

(8) 

can be more accurately cast into:  

 𝑄𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑐 =  
2𝜋𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑜𝑔10(𝑒)

𝜆0𝛼𝑊𝐺
,  (9) 

and, 

 𝑄𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑎𝑙 =  
2𝜋𝑐

𝜆0𝜅
,  (10) 

which together yield the loaded quality factor: 
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 1

𝑄𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑑
=

1

𝑄𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑐
+

1

𝑄𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑎𝑙
.   (11) 

Experimentally, the transmitted optical power vs. wavelength of a ring resonator can 

be measured and peak fitting algorithms in MATLAB can be used in order to calculate the 

quality factors [53]. Depending on the gap of the ring, the coupling condition is referred to 

as either overcoupled (Qexternal < Qintrinsic), undercoupled (Qexternal > Qintrinsic), or critically 

coupled (Qexternal ≈ Qintrinsic) which needs to be carefully considered when assigning the 

intrinsic and external quality factors for waveguide loss and coupling strength estimation, 

respectively. Measuring the resonance at different wavelengths, and for different coupling 

gaps reveals this by comparing the extinction ratio (ER) in each measurement. Deep 

resonances are indicative of critical coupling, whereas undercoupled rings will 

demonstrate higher Qloaded and overcoupled rings will demonstrate lower Qloaded. It is 

recommended to measure a variety of ring gaps, but to focus on those with undercoupled 

conditions and high Qinternal to receive an accurate waveguide loss estimation. Figure 2.8 

demonstrates experimental results obtained from Al2O3 ring resonators with a film height 

of 1.0 μm, 0.25 μm etch depth and 2.0 μm waveguide width and gaps of 2.0 and 2.5 μm, 

which represents near critically- and under-coupled resonances, respectively.  
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Figure 2.8. a) Diagram of a ring resonator with indicated optical path lengths, and b) 

measured transmission of critically and undercoupled ring resonators with 2.0 and 2.5 μm 

gaps showing deep shallow extinction ratios, respectively. 

2.3.3 Distributed Bragg Reflectors  

Interaction between an optical medium that has periodic perturbations on the scale of 

incoming radiation that leads to spectrally selective interference, is an example of 

diffraction. This interference in a waveguide can cause reflection, and when multiple are 

coupled together a resonance is created, which can lead to wavelength dependent 

mirrors and laser cavities [54,55]. These perturbations can be defined physically in the 

sidewalls of waveguides as grooves or width modifications [56], pieces adjacent to the 

waveguide [57,58], or as index modifications in the waveguide or top cladding layer [59]. 

Diffraction gratings are also used to couple light to the chip, using a unique ‘fan’ shape 

with periodic structuring to preferentially diffract light in or out of the waveguide. Optical 

modes preferentially reflect and based on the periodicity of the refractive index changes 

in the optical path length, interfere with each other at particular wavelengths. This in affect 
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makes an optical stop band in which certain frequencies or wavelengths are not allowed 

to propagate due to interference inside the grating.  

To form a resonator out of the grating, the center of the grating (longitudinally along the 

propagation direction) can be modified with a single repeated grating unit leading to a 

phase change and a particular kind of distributed feedback cavity (DFB) [60]. 

Alternatively, placing two gratings sequentially in the same optical path length separated 

by a waveguide in the middle, is known as a distributed Bragg reflector cavity (DBR) [54]. 

The frequency, or period of the perturbations in each grating governs the wavelength of 

operation, as also decided by the effective index of the mode which can be calculated 

using effective medium theory (EMT) [4]. The central wavelength is governed by: 

 𝜆 = 2𝛬𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓 , (12) 

which determines the periodicity (Λ) of the grating index modulations. By designing 

properties such as the grating piece width and gap, the effective index change can reveal 

key parameters such as the length of a grating required to achieve a set percentage 

reflection. This is governed by a coupling constant (κ) and a subsequent calculation on 

the percentage of reflectivity (R) for a given length (L): 

 
𝜅 =

2𝛥𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓

𝜆
, 

(13) 

 𝑅 = 𝑡𝑎𝑛ℎ2(𝜅𝐿). (14) 

When designing DBR cavities for lasers, it is desirable to have strong reflection (99.9 

%) on each end, with slightly lower percentages to out-couple the laser power (80.0–90.0 

%) on one end. When designing DBR cavities for sensors, it is desirable to have a large 

amount of optical overlap with the surface of the devices in order to increase sensitivity. 

In the context of this thesis, this represents a balance which needs to be maintained in 
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order to realize integrated laser-based sensors. To demonstrate the working design of a 

waveguide DBR structure, an Si sidewall grating spectrum with air cladding is shown in 

Fig. 2.9, with insets of the intra-band resonances and a diagram of the cavity structure 

showing the different sections and directions of signal propagation. The lengths and 

periods were determined by calculating ~99% reflectivity at 1550 nm, and the sidewall 

corrugation size was selected to produce a Δneff large enough to ensure moderately sized 

devices. The fabrication was carried out using SiEPIC’s IME MPW fabrication run. The 

study of these devices and their hybridization with TeO2 and PMMA for biological sensing 

are the subjects of Chapter 6. 
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Figure 2.9. Measured transmission spectrum for a 500 x 220 nm Si strip air cladded 

waveguide, with sidewall grating corrugations with a width and period of 60 and 326 nm 

respectively, and gratings and cavity lengths of 0.5 and 1.2 mm, respectively. Insets: close-

up view of resonances at 1565 nm and a diagram showing the DBR cavity structure, with 

labelled grating 1 (G1) typically being stronger than grating 2 (G2) for the cavity (C) to 

obtain directional output. 

2.4 Active Devices 

2.4.1 Erbium-Ytterbium Co-Doped Integrated Optical Amplifiers 

Similar to how electrical signals need to be amplified for specific applications, optical 

signals benefit greatly from increased powers provided by on-chip elements. In an optical 

amplifier, an optical signal passes through and is amplified via stimulated emission in a 

gain medium. A gain medium is also one of the key elements of a laser. However, unlike 

a laser there is no feedback provided by an optical cavity leading to a lasing mode in an 

amplifier. This leads to a device in which an optical mode gains more power as it 

propagates as long as it is being supplied with sufficient pumping energy in order to 
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overcome signal losses. The Erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) invented in 1987 is an 

example of a commercial rare-earth optical amplifier which, supports the 

telecommunication network our world relies on today [61]. Optical amplifiers can be 

realized in a variety of materials which can convert atomic excitation to optical energy, 

which are referred to as gain media. For the case of semiconductor optical amplifiers 

(SOAs) optical amplification involves the recombination of electrons and holes [62,63], 

Raman amplification the scattering between an incoming photon and material lattice 

phonons [64–66], and in doped or bulk systems the excitation of an atomic energy state 

and coherent decay with surrounding optical radiation [67,68], all of which have 

experimentally demonstrated gain and lasing. These stimulated emission processes have 

been explored on various materials in the photonic integrated circuits, each with 

limitations when it comes to being realized on the SOI platform [69,70].  Rare-earth doped 

optical amplifiers have been shown to provide high power, with efficient and stable 

outputs and can be fabricated on a large scale via dopants in thin-films. They however 

require optical pumping and materials other than Si to host them which is a roadblock in 

their realization as an industry standard for optical amplifiers in integrated photonics. 

Integrating these rare-earth ions in a host which is compatible with the SOI platform as a 

thin-film is a challenge addressed by this thesis, and builds on other works which utilize 

oxide based materials which are structured into, or are coatings hybridized on 

waveguides.  

When embedded in a matrix, the rare earth ions degeneracy is lifted, and Stark splitting 

leads to energy states available for electronic activity. In rare-earth ions generally, this 

electronic activity in the 4f shell is shielded from the surrounding matrix by the large 5s 
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shell, which gives each rare-earth ion a unique wavelength of operation regardless of the 

host material. Rare-earth elements such as erbium and ytterbium can be incorporated 

into fabrication processes such as magnetron sputtering for in-situ doping of amorphous 

oxides while they are being deposited. This process allows for deposition on foundry 

made waveguides as well which can be useful for research scale fabrication of optical 

amplifiers for the photonic integrated industry. To host the ions, materials like 

Al2O3:Er3+:Yb3+ can be fabricated via reactive sputtering which can utilize pure rare earth 

targets to dope the amorphous glass in-situ. Singly doped systems allow for straight 

forward pumping schemes with simpler energy transfer between the photons and rare-

earth ions.  Co-doping can be useful when transfer between two similar energy levels can 

complement each other in a pumping scheme, leading to energy transfer from one ion to 

another, and increase in a desired emission. In the case of Er3+-Yb3+ co-doped systems, 

the increased absorption cross section of pump wavelengths for Yb3+ is hypothesized to 

lead to more 980 nm light being absorbed and converted into 1530 nm signal light in Er3+ 

after resonantly coupling with excited Yb3+ ions [71]. It has been demonstrated in Al2O3 

waveguides, that doping with Er3+ and Yb3+ ions have been shown to provide optical 

amplification and net gain, which has been limited to on-chip [72]. However, implementing 

these amplifiers on Al2O3 which is also coupled to an SOI waveguide remains a research 

challenge and has been demonstrated with signal enhancement [73], and in Si3N4 which 

has been limited to on-chip gain [28] via multi-layer integration. 

Optical amplifiers rely on stimulated emission, which occurs when an excited atomic 

state decays coherently, producing an in-phase photon with nearby propagating optical 

radiation. The Einstein coefficients were suggested in 1916 to aid in describing the 
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probability of absorption and emission of photons by an atom or molecule and introduces 

parameters such as absorption and emission cross sections [74,75]. These terms are 

useful in describing the fundamental optical processes at play in optical amplifiers such 

as absorption, and spontaneous and stimulated emission. The mathematical derivation is 

included in [76] which utilizes dipole treatment to describe the reaction to incoming optical 

radiation by an atomic system. These three fundamental optical processes are shown 

using the Al2O3:Er3+:Yb3+ matrix with 980 and 1550 nm pumping and signal wavelengths 

respectively in Fig. 2.10. A simple bulk layer is demonstrated, showing a small subset of 

possible interactions between optical radiation and the rare earth ions, including resonant 

transfer of power between excited ions demonstrated as a black arrow.  

 

Figure 2.10. Fundamental optical processes depicted inside of bulk Al2O3:Er3+:Yb3+ with 

980 and 1550 nm pump and signal photons, respectively. Resonant energy transfer 

between ions depicted as black dashed arrow. 

When considering the change of population of electrons in discrete atomic energy 

states, mathematical generalization can be made for their pathways they can take to relax 

after being excited by an external energy source. These equations are referred to as rate 
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equations, which describe the various energy levels’ populations in terms of one another 

(Nx), incoming flux of signal or pump photons (Φs, Φp), lifetimes in these various states 

(τx), emission and absorption cross sections (σxy), energy transfer upconversion (Wxy) and 

Yb3+-Er3+ energy transfer (Cxy) [71,77]. These energetic pathways and rate equations are 

shown in Fig. 2.11, which are by no means an exhaustive example of the possible 

pathways for energy transfer in the given system. The example is given in context of the 

co-doping of Er3+-Yb3+ ions in Al2O3 which is a major focus of this thesis, and the optical 

amplification material demonstrated in Chapter 5.  

 

Figure. 2.11. Diagram of Yb3+ and Er3+ energy levels included in basic amplifier rate 

equation model with associated excitation and decay paths for various transitions available 

with Aij, Sij, Wij, and Cij denoting spontaneous, stimulated, energy transfer upconversion, 

and Yb3+-Er3+ energy transfer coefficient respectively. 
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(2) 

Rate equation solvers using eigenmode solutions of optical modes in the waveguide 

can be used to estimate the gain achieved by a particular design given its material 

spectroscopic details. This process is carried out in [53] which details the steps necessary 

for calculating the gain based on rate equations similar to those shown above, but for a 

singly-doped TeO2:Er3+-coated Si3N4 hybrid waveguide. Once the population dynamics 

are solved for a time varying system shown above, gain is calculated based on the spatial 

propagation of a waveguide mode as it undergoes signal enhancement from pumping, 

and propagation losses. This is shown for a general 2 level system below, where 

population inversion (N2 > N1) achieved via pumping causes carriers to be promoted to 

higher energy levels, and in the case of the 4I13/2 Er orbital, allows for stimulated emission 

at ~1550 nm to the 4I15/2 orbital, 

 𝑑𝛷

𝑑𝑧
= (𝜎𝑒𝑚𝑁2 − 𝜎𝑎𝑏𝑠𝑁1)𝛷. 

(3) 

Converting the flux of photons to power after the simulation has evolved in the time 

and spatial domain, allows quantification of the power with and without pumping referred 

to as signal enhancement. This can be mathematically carried out with knowledge of the 

propagation losses, resulting in an either net increase or decrease in the photon flux. If 

the signal enhancement (SE) overcomes the losses (L) imparted by the rare-earths (RE) 
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and waveguide (WG), internal net gain (G) can be achieved. In measurement, this can 

be calculated using equations shown below, which needs to consider the additional power 

imparted by ASE to calculate the SE and gain respectively, 

 
𝑆𝐸 (𝜆, 𝑃) = 10𝑙𝑜𝑔10 (

𝑃𝑝𝑢𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑑(𝜆, 𝑃) − 𝑃𝐴𝑆𝐸(𝑃)

𝑃𝑢𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑑(𝜆)
), 

(4) 

 𝐺 (𝜆, 𝑃) = 𝑆𝐸(𝜆, 𝑃) − 𝐿𝑅𝐸(𝜆) − 𝐿𝑊𝐺 . (5) 

Subtraction of power imparted by ASE is carried out with the pump power on and signal 

laser off, or using lock-in amplification. Pumping is achieved using laser diodes while the 

signal of interest co-propagates through the waveguide. For the above example, a 974 

nm laser diode would be coupled into the waveguide after being combined with the ~1550 

nm signal using a wavelength division multiplexer off or on-chip. While scanning the signal 

wavelength, the pumping wavelength and power is kept constant. The pump power 

supplies the energetic excitation to the ions and enables the release of coherent optical 

radiation when population inversion is achieved. When the fiber-chip coupling, and 

system fiber losses are also overcome, net external gain can be achieved, which 

represents the ultimate goal of any optical amplifier useful in practice in a fiber-optic 

system. Efforts are required in the optimization of fiber-chip coupling as it currently is a 

limitation for market ready integrated rare-earth amplifiers and packaged devices, which 

was considered, but not optimized for in this thesis.  

2.4.2 Lab-On-Chip Sensors 

Known as ‘lab-on-chip’ sensors, micro devices which interact with analytes via electrical 

or photonic changes can be used to replace bulky laboratory equipment only accessible 

in controlled facilities. As demonstrated in the previous sections, the modal spread from 

the waveguide core to the surrounding materials offers unique advantages when it comes 
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to adding functionalities to PICs. Waveguide sensors operate by using this accessible 

modal field, as analytes of interest interact with the PICs surface. The sensing analyte 

can take the form of an attached molecule on the surface or a liquid as it flows on the top 

of the sample via microfluidic integration. Waveguide sensors are typically realized as 

refractive index sensors, which operate on the principles of evanescent coupling between 

the waveguide core and an analyte of interest [78], or Raman spectrometers, which rely 

on the vibrational properties of the analyte and optical absorption [79,80]. Raman sensing, 

dominated by Si3N4 due to its lower two-photon absorption (TPA), has been shown to be 

useful for fingerprinting biological species on chip [81]. Refractive index sensing is more 

straightforward and has been widely demonstrated in Si [5,82]. Changes to the refractive 

index of the top medium, and therefore the effective index of the mode are read by a shift 

in the transmission spectrum, which allows refractive index sensing to monitor chemical 

criteria such as concentration or species in real-time [78]. The shift in spectrum depends 

on the waveguide structure and device that the analyte coats, which can take the form of 

a ring or disk resonator [83], interferometer [84],  Bragg grating [85], or many other 

structures all with traceable and predictable resonances. The wavelength shift can be 

calculated using: 

 ∆𝜆 = 𝛥𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓
𝜆0

𝑛𝑔
,  (6) 

which is proportional to the change in effective index when the analyte of interest perturbs 

the waveguide mode. This shift dictates the sensitivity of the sensor which is an important 

figure of merit when quantifying a sensors’ behaviour and is typically measured with 

water. This water on the surface of the waveguide changes the refractive index profile 

surrounding the waveguide mode giving a bulk sensitivity (Sbulk): 
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𝑆𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘 =

 ∆𝜆

(𝑛𝑎𝑖𝑟 − 𝑛𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟)
. 

(20) 

For particle detection, the sensitivity can be expressed using the thickness of the 

particles adlayer, or by other means with varying concentrations measurements using: 

 𝑆𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒 =
 ∆𝜆

𝑡𝑎𝑑𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟
.  (7) 

This sensitivity can be increased by optimizing the change in effective index by raising 

the optical overlap between the waveguide mode and the sensing medium. Factors like 

increased overlap with the sensing analyte is a straightforward way to increase the 

sensitivity of refractive index-based sensing, which can be achieved via adjusting the 

waveguide structure such as using a thinner film [86] or a thinner strip waveguide 

[80,87,88]. 

A figure of merit which is more useful for comparing different waveguide sensor devices 

is the limit of detection (LoD) which gives the minimum change in RIU required to shift the 

resonator by one bandwidth. This is also commonly normalized by wavelength, which 

gives the intrinsic limit of detection (iLoD): 

 
𝐿𝑜𝐷 =

 1

𝑄𝑆
 

(8) 

 
𝑖𝐿𝑜𝐷 =

 𝜆

𝑄𝑆
. 

(9) 

The mathematical formulation for sensors and their optimization and trade-offs for 

various device structures on the SOI platform are outlined in [5] and [89]. It can be seen 

that the iLoD depends on the quality factor, which is device dependent, and benefits from 

low-loss waveguides and sharp resonance spectra. It is also evident from the equation 

for iLoD that a tradeoff exists when considering high overlap with the sensing analyte in 

hopes to increase sensitivity. A highly sensitive device typically has high analyte overlap, 
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which reduces the quality factor by increasing loss due to lossy liquids like water or blood 

which add optical absorption. Another strategy to decrease the iLoD rather than 

increasing sensitivity, is to increase the quality factor of the resonator in the sensor. To 

do so, the ultra-narrow emission linewidths provided by lasers can be used, which utilizes 

their high-quality factor spectral properties to trace fine changes in central wavelength, 

intensity, or other emission characteristics [90]. Different modalities other than refractive 

index sensing can also be explored with stimulated emission on a chip, such as secondary 

emitting sources from fluorescence [90], or scattering which leads to frequency shifts in 

the emission [91]. On-chip laser emission has been shown to lead to monitoring of 

microparticles [91], single virus detection [92], water sensing [93] for biological sensing 

and environmental monitoring, and protein detection in urine [38] in rare earth doped 

Al2O3 and SiO2 resonators. 

The development of optically active laser sensors on the CMOS PIC platform requires 

significant research in materials capable of stimulated emission and which can be 

integrated on Si, such as Al2O3 or TeO2. Furthermore, it requires materials capable of 

biological interfacing between the analytes and the waveguides. For biological sensing, 

chemical processes such as physisorption and chemisorption take place, which dictate 

how particles or molecules like proteins interact with the surface of the device. For 

chemisorption, which includes the bonding and immobilization of particles on the surface, 

additional surface chemistry is required for proteins or viruses to preferentially react with 

the surface of the sensor as it is either submerged in a liquid or one flows over top of it 

via PDMS microfluidic integration [94]. Preparing a surface for attachment or interaction 

with species in this manner is referred to as functionalization. Surfaces can be coated in 
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reactive functional oxide rich groups capable of reactions with hydrocarbon rich biological 

substances either via chemical or plasma processes. Polymers are commonly used as 

coating materials, in particular PMMA, which demonstrates low optical loss, and a rich 

supply of oxide groups which can be activated with plasma treatment [95]. Integrating 

these active materials and polymers into the SOI platform in a hybrid manner for the 

realization of optically active sensors is the focus of Chapter 6. An isometric design view 

of the type of  hybrid waveguide lab-on-chip sensor studied in this thesis is shown in Fig. 

2.12, with labelled materials, overlaid optical mode and illustrated analyte particles. The 

propagation direction for the mode is shown, with oscillations extending into the top and 

bottom layers to illustrate the shared overlap. The waveguide design and mode shown 

below is for a Si/TeO2 Bragg grating resonator coated in PMMA with similar 

characteristics from Fig. 2.9. Here it can be observed that from a design perspective there 

are many materials and properties which can be optimized depending on the required 

sensor performance and application. 
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Figure 2.12. An isometric view of a Si/TeO2 DBR waveguide sensor coated in PMMA with 

labelled materials and overlapped fundamental TE mode with illustrated attached 

molecules and optical propagation direction and Bragg shifted frequency indicated by  

coloured arrows for integrated biological sensing. 

2.5 Conclusions 

In conclusion, a variety of aspects of waveguides including the core and cladding 

materials and their optical properties, fabrication-limited dimensions, single-mode cutoff 

width, material and modal overlap, polarization, fiber and pump mode overlap, and 

minimum bending radius need to be considered for each waveguide platform when 

designing photonic devices. Si, Si3N4, Al2O3, and hybrid TeO2 each pose their own unique 

advantages, limitations, and considerations for the realization of waveguide and PIC 
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platforms. Devices such as the Sagnac loop, ring resonator and the Bragg grating can 

provide cavities for lasers or sensing and support a wide array of additional device 

functionalities. For applications such as optical amplifiers and photonic lab-on-chip based 

sensing, co-doped Al2O3:Er3+:Yb3+
 and hybrid PMMA coated Si/Si3N4:TeO2 provide 

waveguide platforms respectively capable of both. 
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Chapter 3 

Silicon Nitride Thin-Film Deposition by ECR-PECVD for 

Optical Waveguides 

Reprinted in part with open access permissions from: Bonneville, D.B.; Miller, J.W.; 

Smyth, C.; Mascher, P.; Bradley, J.D.B. Low-Temperature and Low-Pressure Silicon 

Nitride Deposition by ECR-PECVD for Optical Waveguides. Appl. Sci. 2021, 11, 2110. 

https://doi.org/10.3390/app11052110 

 

This chapter includes the findings presented in a published manuscript on the deposition 

of Si3N4 thin films using an electron cyclotron resonance plasma enhanced chemical 

vapour deposition (ECR-PECVD) chamber. Using a low temperature and low pressure 

process, the films were deposited and then characterized using variable angle 

spectroscopic ellipsometry, prism coupling, atomic force microscopy, Rutherford 

backscattering spectrometry and elastic recoil detection. This revealed information about 

the fabrication parameters’ effect on film properties such as refractive index, thickness, 

optical loss, surface roughness, stoichiometry and hydrogen content.  High temperature 

annealing was shown to lead to almost 100% hydrogen release, a refractive index 

increase, a thickness decrease, and mechanical failure in the majority of the films 

deposited on oxidized silicon substrates, except one sample which demonstrated a slight 

reduction in optical loss. It is concluded that for non-stoichiometric SiOxNy:Hz films, low 

optical loss can be achieved in the visible and near infrared without annealing. Subtleties 

regarding the deposition conditions, thin film properties, and various conclusions which 

can help guide future work on thin films fabricated using ECR-PECVD are highlighted in 

https://doi.org/10.3390/app11052110
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the following chapter. Sections included in the following chapter which were not published 

in the manuscript include Figure 3.1, which is a re-print from a newly referenced thesis, 

and a paragraph after Table 3.1 which discusses the selection of gas flow rates. These 

alterations were made to better illustrate the deposition system and give reasoning for 

arriving at a relatively higher Silane flow rate. Sub-sections were also added to better 

organize the fabrication section. This chapter demonstrates a versatile thin film fabrication 

technique with a thermal budget and deposition conditions that make it useful for a variety 

of substrates, which is a centralized theme to the thesis.  

 

Abstract: We report on low temperature, low pressure deposition conditions of 140 °C 

and 1.5 mTorr, respectively, to achieve high optical quality silicon nitride thin films. We 

deposit the silicon nitride films using an electron cyclotron resonance plasma-enhanced 

chemical vapour deposition (ECR-PECVD) chamber with Ar diluted SiH4, and N2 gas. 

Variable-angle spectroscopic ellipsometry was used to determine the thickness and 

refractive index of the silicon nitride films, which ranged from 300 to 650 nm and 1.8 to 

2.1 at 638 nm, respectively. We used Rutherford backscattering spectrometry to 

determine the chemical composition of the films, including oxygen contamination, and 

elastic recoil detection to characterize the removal of hydrogen after annealing. The as-

deposited films are found to have variable relative silicon and nitrogen composition with 

significant oxygen content and hydrogen incorporation of 10–20 and 17–21 %, 

respectively. Atomic force microscopy measurements showed a decrease in root mean 

square roughness after annealing for a variety of films. Prism coupling measurements 

show losses as low as 1.3, 0.3 and 1.5 ± 0.1 dB/cm at 638, 980 and 1550 nm respectively 
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without the need for post-process annealing. Based on this study, we find that the as-

deposited ECR-PECVD SiOxNy:Hz films have suitable thickness, refractive index, and 

optical loss for their use in visible and near-infrared integrated photonic devices. 

3.1 Introduction 

As thin film silicon nitride (Si3N4) becomes a standard material in integrated photonics, 

the need for a broad range of deposition recipes for different applications becomes 

apparent. Si3N4 has many demonstrations as a low loss waveguide material [1–6] for 

diverse applications due to its transparency in the visible and near-infrared (NIR), such 

as biological sensing and particle manipulation, environmental monitoring, optical 

interconnects, and anti-reflective (AR) coatings [7–12]. Due to the need for Si3N4 

integration with metal components or organic materials for many of these uses, it is 

advantageous to have flexible fabrication techniques that operate at lower deposition 

temperatures and pressures.  

There is an extensive background of published literature on the formation of 

amorphous silicon nitride films through chemical vapour deposition (CVD) processes. 

Low pressure CVD (LPCVD) is commonly used to achieve low loss stoichiometric Si3N4 

[13], features high deposition temperatures around 650 to 900 °C, and has been 

incorporated in silicon photonics platforms [9,14,15]. However, these high deposition 

temperatures might pose fabrication constraints with silicon photonic chips with dopants 

and metal layers, or other substrates which are sensitive to higher temperatures. Most 

metals used in tunable heaters and optoelectronic devices can be damaged at 

temperatures exceeding ~400 °C, which makes post-metalized chips incompatible with 

LPCVD chambers. Plasma enhanced CVD (PECVD) is also extensively used in the 

fabrication of silicon nitride thin films. PECVD systems operate below 450 °C, owing to 
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the plasma operating as an auxiliary energy source, and are more suited to post-

fabrication processing. Low loss silicon nitride waveguides have been fabricated using 

PECVD [16]. One main disadvantage of PECVD techniques is the relatively high 

concentration of incorporated hydrogen in the samples resulting in low density structures 

and producing low refractive index films. These highly hydrogenated films also exhibit 

more significant optical losses in the C-band due to Si-H and N-H bonds [2]. It is possible 

to remove the hydrogen from the films either through annealing or utilizing precursor 

gases that do not contain hydrogen, such as switching from NH3 to N2 [17]. Other varieties 

of CVD techniques can help mitigate the high concentrations of hydrogen. These include 

inductively coupled plasma (ICP-PECVD) [19,20], high-density plasma (HDP-CVD) [13], 

and electron cyclotron resonance (ECR-PECVD) [20–24]. These techniques allow for 

high power densities, resulting in greater dissociation of the precursor gases and lower 

hydrogen incorporation into the films. Low pressures of 1–2 mTorr are realized in ECR-

PECVD by using a strong magnet to confine and stabilize the plasma during deposition, 

whereas inductively coupled plasma (ICP) techniques, typically operate at pressures > 

10 mTorr [13]. Interestingly, in the case of ICP-PECVD and ECR-PECVD, the reaction 

chamber is separate from the plasma chamber allowing for high-quality films to be 

produced at low temperatures and pressures without the risk of surface damage from 

high energy bombardment. Limiting surface damage is of particular interest in waveguide 

fabrication as scattering at the material interface is a significant source of optical loss.  

 Optical waveguide fabrication through ECR-PECVD has been explored [16,25,26] in 

various systems demonstrating it as a viable candidate for the fabrication of visible and 

NIR waveguides. Variation in film stoichiometry by changing the nitrogen/silane (N2/SiH4) 
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gas ratio during ECR-PECVD fabrication has been investigated, with optical losses of 

<1.0 and 1.5 dB/cm at 1310 and 1550 nm for N-rich and nearly stoichiometric films 

respectively [2]. However, films in [2] were deposited at 350 °C and a minimum chamber 

pressure of 650 mTorr, which is two orders of magnitude higher than the deposition 

pressures shown here. By measuring optical loss at visible and NIR telecom wavelengths, 

and characterizing film stoichiometry as well as unwanted contaminants like oxygen, we 

demonstrate a non-stoichiometric film capable of suitable device performance, fabricated 

at relatively low deposition pressures and temperatures compared to existing literature. 

We report on hydrogenated silicon nitride films deposited using a low temperature and 

low pressure ECR-PECVD system. The stoichiometry of the films as well as the impacts 

of annealing on the hydrogen content are studied through Rutherford backscattering 

spectrometry (RBS) and elastic recoil detection analysis (ERDA), respectively. Low 

pressure recipes ranging from 1.1–2.4 mTorr with deposition temperatures of 140 °C 

show pre-annealing optical losses in the visible to NIR range suitable for integrated optical 

devices. We demonstrate that the associated optical losses of hydrogenated non-

stoichiometric PECVD silicon nitride (SiOxNy:Hz), as reported in the literature [13] are 

reasonable for specific applications requiring low temperature deposition conditions and 

access to thicker films up to 650 nm. We characterized the thin film optical loss across a 

broad wavelength range including visible and telecommunication bands from 638 to 1640 

nm using prism coupling and observe low surface roughness measured through atomic 

force microscopy (AFM). Low losses are achieved without post-fabrication annealing 

treatment, which is typically required to reduce significantly higher losses in the 

telecommunication bands due to hydrogen bonds [27–30]. These characteristics 
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demonstrate ECR-PECVD to be a highly promising method for planar waveguide 

fabrication.  

3.2 Fabrication 

3.2.1 System Specifications  

We deposited silicon nitride thin films on various substrates using an ECR-PECVD 

system. The system is divided into three parts allowing for separate load-lock, main 

chamber and ECR plasma generation sections. The remotely generated ECR plasma 

allows for high fractional ion density at low process pressure limiting the damage to the 

film during growth. A forward microwave power of 500 W is applied through a quartz 

window near an 875 G electromagnet with N2, O2 and Ar inlets for ECR plasma generation 

during deposition. In the ECR plasma generation section of the chamber, the strong 

electromagnet is used to minimize ionized plasma species sidewall reactions and confine 

electron motion to field lines concentrated towards the sample surface inside the main 

chamber. Due to the relatively small main chamber size of roughly 10 cm radius, 

deposition pressures in the 1–2 mTorr range are possible using ECR assisted 

confinement. A more detailed description of the system and the orientation of the gas 

shower heads, ECR plasma section, and sample holder can be found in Figure 22 and 

Figure 27 in [31]. These features are aimed at lowering the incorporation of interstitial 

hydrogen, an unwanted contamination which leads to strong absorption in the S and C 

telecommunication wavelength windows [2]. The system’s low deposition pressure with 

operating conditions shown here of 1–2 mTorr, also ensures a low concentration of Si-H 

bonds to form during deposition while using SiH4 precursors, limiting interstitial hydrogen 

incorporation during deposition, as is a common drawback in PECVD systems. Another 

expected source of hydrogen is invasive H2O in the form of water vapour likely entering 
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the chamber through the ~5-m long gas transit lines, and potentially residual from the 

sample transfer process. Additionally, oxygen creep into the chamber during sample 

transfer reacting with hydrogen from the silane precursor is another expected source. 

This also explains the presence of oxygen in the films which has been quantified with 

RBS. The deposition system uses dedicated turbopumps for both the main chamber and 

the separate load-lock chamber keeping the main chamber isolated during venting for 

transfer. The system is also equipped with in-situ sputtering [32] and metal organic 

delivery lines which provide in-situ incorporation of rare-earths for the development of 

solid-state lighting devices. Additionally, it has been used for the formation of silicon 

nanoclusters embedded in SixNy [33]. A schematic diagram of the ECR-PECVD system 

is shown in Fig. 3.1, demonstrating the rough interconnection between sub-systems and 

their orientation, reprinted from [34]. Further details on the system specifications and 

upgrades such as integrated magnetron sputtering can be found in [34]. 
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Figure 3.1. Schematic drawing of major sub-systems in the ECR-PECVD system including 

integrated magnetron sputtering tool. Figure re-printed from [34].  

3.2.2 SiOxNy:Hz Film Deposition via ECR-PECVD 

We deposited SiOxNy:Hz films on different substrate materials mounted to a stainless-

steel stage with tungsten clips to secure the samples. The sample stage sits inside the 

main chamber, mounted on a motor-controlled arm for rotation, holding the sample face 

normal to the precursor gas showerhead, and ECR generated plasma. A heating element 

in contact with the back of the sample stage allows for evenly distributed heating, which 

provides additional surface energy for the reaction. As mentioned, the strong ECR plasma 

acts as an auxiliary power source for the reaction, allowing the lower deposition 

temperatures when compared to ICP depositions. Sample stage rotation was maintained 

at a constant 0.5 Hz during all of the depositions and the substrates were heated to 140 

°C. The partial pressure from each introduced gas species was allowed to vary throughout 

the deposition whilst maintaining a constant gas flow rate. This resulted in the partial 
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pressure from each gas being on average 5% higher by the end of the deposition. The 

partial pressures imparted by each of the gases at the start of depositions are shown in 

Table 3.1, with an assumed associated error of ±0.01. Across the film recipes SiH4/Ar 

flow was held constant while the N2/Ar flow was varied. This was due to the higher range 

of gas flow choices associated with higher flow rates from the mass flow controller (MFC) 

with N2/Ar gas flow. Any change of the silane flow would result in a drastic stoichiometry 

variation even across 0.1 sccm of gas flow change. With an expected uncertainty and 

occasional variation of ~0.1 sccm of flow from any of the MFC units, a safer smaller 

stoichiometry change is available by changing N2/Ar flow across the ranges shown in 

Table 3.1. Silane and nitrogen dilution were 30/70 % and 10/90 % with Argon, 

respectively. The sample stage is 3 inches in diameter and was used to fix multiple 

substrates to the stage at once One round of thick (~300–450 nm) films were deposited 

on 2x2 cm2 silicon pieces and on 6 μm of thermally grown SiO2 on 5x3 cm2 silicon pieces 

(SiO2-Si) cleaved from a fully oxidized wafer, for ellipsometry and thin film optical loss 

measurements, respectively. The deposition time for the first round was 3.5 hours, and 1 

hour for the second round of depositions, producing thinner films (~100 nm) for RBS and 

ERDA measurements on 2x2 cm2 pieces of vitreous carbon and silicon, respectively. After 

preliminary studies on optical loss and recipe optimization had been performed, a final 

thicker (650 nm) film was deposited on silicon and a 5x3 cm2 cleaved piece of an SiO2-Si 

wafer to increase modal confinement in the SiOxNy:Hz layer when performing optical loss 

measurements. The deposition parameters used for the different film recipes are 

summarized in Table 3.1, including pre-deposition pressures, and pressures during 

depositions imparted by each partial gas flow. 
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Table 3.1. SiOxNy:Hz thin film deposition parameters 

Deposition Parameters Film 1 Film 2 Film 3 Film 4 Film 5 Film 6 

N2/Ar (10/90%) flow rate 

(sccm) 

10.0 12.5 15.0 17.5 20.0 15.0 

SiH4/Ar (30/70%) flow rate 

(sccm) 

5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 

N2/Ar partial pressure – round 
1(mTorr) 

1.15 1.40 1.64 1.83 2.10 1.63 

N2/Ar partial pressure – round 2 
(mTorr) 

1.18 1.43 1.62 1.87 2.09 N/A 

SiH4/Ar partial pressure – round 1 
(mTorr) 

1.60 1.79 2.01 2.24 2.45 2.02 

SiH4/Ar partial pressure – round 2 
(mTorr) 

1.62 1.81 1.98 2.24 2.49 N/A 

Pre-deposition pressure – round 1 
(Torr) 

9.5 ×10-8 8.0 ×10-8 4.8 ×10-8 5.6 ×10-8 1.6 ×10-7 7.5 ×10-7 

Pre-deposition pressure – round 2 
(Torr) 

2.2 ×10-8 1.1 ×10-7 7.5 ×10-8 7.0 ×10-8 8.5 ×10-8 N/A 

Deposition time for round 1 (min) 210 210 210 210 210 380 

Deposition time for round 2 (min) 90 90 90 90 90 N/A 

Temperature (°C) 140 140 140 140 140 140 

 

An initial round of depositions was performed with a SiH4 flow of 2.5 sccm, and N2/Ar 

flows from 5–20 sccm. It was discovered that in this range of deposition conditions 

unstable reflected power spikes occurred, expected to be caused by the lower-pressure 

conditions in the range of 1.0–1.5 mTorr. To perform depositions with lower SiH4 flow 

rates, it is recommended to use increased Ar flows to compensate the partial pressure 

decrease. 

3.2.3 Annealing 

To investigate the presence and removal of hydrogen in the films, annealing under 

ambient N2 flow was carried out in a quartz tube furnace. We selected 1000 °C for 1 hour 

for hydrogen removal based on multiple findings [29,30]. Characteristics reported for 
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hydrogen release include lower optical losses, decreased thicknesses, and increased 

indices of refraction due to film densification. The films were annealed with an open 

exhaust and N2 flow rate of 500 sccm in a 3-inch x 2-meter-long furnace. Films were 

inserted into the furnace at maximum temperature on a quartz wafer boat and pulled out 

of the furnace but left in the tube and allowed to cool adjacent of the heating zones during 

a 4 hour ramp down.  

3.3 Characterization 

3.3.1 Refractive Index & Thickness 

We used a combination of variable-angle spectroscopic ellipsometry (VASE) and prism 

coupling to determine the refractive index and thickness of the SiOxNy:Hz films on the 

silicon and thermally-oxidized silicon pieces, respectively. The results of the refractive 

index and thickness measurements are displayed in Fig. 3.2. The anticipated relationship 

was observed between the N2/Ar flow rate and refractive index, with films having a higher 

refractive index at decreased N2/Ar:SiH4/Ar flow rate ratios due to increasing silicon 

content. An expected trend is observed in the deposition rate which increases from 1.43 

to 2.11 nm/min for Film 1 and Film 5, respectively. This is correlated to the increase in 

N2/Ar flow rate providing a higher concentration of N2 in the chamber and increased 

pressures during film growth. The films show the expected behaviour of decreased 

thickness after annealing, which can be attributed to hydrogen removal and film 

densification. Additionally, increased refractive index is observed after annealing, which 

is consistent with film densification as has been seen in [28].  
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Figure 3.2. Refractive index and thickness of films deposited for 3.5 hours at 140 °C with 

varying N2/Ar:SiH4/Ar flow rate ratios before and after annealing at 1000 °C for 1 hour in 

ambient nitrogen (500 sccm). Connecting lines are to help guide the eye. 

The films were grown from 300–450 nm thick to ensure a planar waveguide mode was 

supported at 1550 nm, without the need for a top-cladding layer. This allowed for the 

refractive index, thickness and loss to be measured using prism coupling at longer 

wavelengths, including 1550 and 1640 nm. However, at these thicknesses, we observed 

the annealed films lifting off the edges of 80% of the samples which were deposited on 

large SiO2-Si substrates, which is due to the known tensile stress in SixNy films. We 

measured film refractive indices in the range of 1.81–2.07 before annealing across the 

N2/Ar:SiH4/Ar flow ratios shown in Fig. 3.2. Film 5 with the highest N2/Ar flow showed a 

drastic thickness decrease of ~100 nm after annealing, while Film 1 with the lowest N2/Ar 

flow showed a drastic increase of index of ~0.33. This is anticipated to be a cause of Film 

1 and Film 5 being respectively overly silicon and nitrogen rich and therefore in different 
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dominant regimes for Si-H and N-H bonding. Film 5 moreover is likely in a regime beyond 

the stoichiometric film ratio [2] causing a difference in bond reorganization in comparison 

to the other films after annealing.  

3.3.2 Optical Loss 

In order to study the SiOxNy:Hz films as candidates for optical waveguides, a significant 

merit is a low optical loss. To quantify this, we used prism coupling to excite the 

transverse-electric (TE) polarized fundamental planar modes in the film and measure their 

decay as they propagate through the SiOxNy:Hz layer with a scanning fiber normal to the 

surface and coupled to a photodetector. This was carried out before annealing at four 

different wavelengths including 638, 847, 1310, and 1550 nm, as shown in Fig. 3.3.  

 

Figure 3.3. Optical loss determined via prism coupling at various wavelengths in the visible 

to infrared for each SiOxNy:Hz film. The films were deposited on 6-μm thermally grown SiO2 

layers on Si substrates. Connecting lines are to help guide the eye. Inset: red light streak 

from Film 3 visible during 638 nm loss measurement. 

The loss for Film 1 at 638 and 847 nm was too high to be measured on the system. 

This is anticipated because of the higher Si content in Film 1 as a result of a decreased 
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N2/Ar:SiH4/Ar flow rate ratio. A similar trend is observed in Film 2, which exhibits high 

visible loss but promising losses in the 1310–1550 nm range. Films 3 and 4 demonstrate 

relatively low losses at all wavelengths and less than 0.5 dB/cm at 847 and 1310 nm, 

while Film 5 exhibits higher loss at these wavelengths. Film 5 was deposited with the 

highest N2/Ar:SiH4/Ar flow rate ratio and the highest pre-deposition pressure. It is likely 

that this recipe leads to films rich in N-H bonds which is known to be an unwanted source 

of optical loss [2]. The increased loss at shorter wavelengths is anticipated to be a result 

of increased Si-H bonds in this deposition regime, potentially past the stoichiometric point 

of gas ratios. 

In order to further investigate the films’ optical quality, we measured the loss at a finer 

spacing of wavelengths from 1510–1600 nm, as shown in Fig. 3.4(a). The incorporation 

of hydrogen in the films is expected to lead to additional absorption in this wavelength 

regime [2]. Films 1–3 demonstrate higher loss around 1510 nm and a decrease of loss 

towards longer wavelengths past ~1540 nm, indicative of the presence of hydrogen in the 

films. Films 4 and 5, however, show consistent or increasing losses across this 

wavelength regime indicative of other dominant loss mechanisms rather than hydrogen 

absorption, such as substrate interaction or intrinsic material loss. Film 2 was the only film 

which was measurable for loss after annealing, demonstrated as Film 2A in Fig. 3.3(a), 

showing a loss decrease from 1520–1550 nm. This was due to all other films deposited 

on SiO2-Si lifting off or cracking during the anneal step. To increase modal interaction 

with the planar waveguide layer, we also deposited a thicker film with the same recipe as 

Film 3, shown in Table 3.1 denoted as Film 6. This recipe was chosen as it demonstrated 

the lowest losses on average from visible to NIR telecommunication wavelengths. The 
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loss results for this 650 nm thick film are shown in Fig. 3.4 (b) from 638–1620 nm with 

finer 1480–1580 nm spacing shown in the inset. 

  

Figure 3.4. a) Optical loss of various films determined via prism coupling from 1510–1600 

nm. b) Optical loss determined via prism coupling at various wavelengths in the visible to 

infrared for Film 6 and finer spaced loss measurements from 1480–1580 nm (inset). 

Connecting lines are to help guide the eye. 

Each data point represents a loss measurement derived from a fit to an exponential 

loss curve obtained from a normally scanning fiber during measurement. The inherent 

uncertainty in this method is reflected in the data and increased for Film 3, which shows 

propagation losses on the order of 0.1 dB/cm beyond 1570 nm in Fig. 3.4(a), which is the 

measurable limit for the system. This loss trend is promising for applications in the 

telecommunications L-band (1570–1620 nm) and potentially longer wavelengths where 

new telecommunication and sensing windows are demanding low loss waveguides. 

Figure 3.4(b) shows that the thicker film has significantly higher losses from 1510–1580 

nm with still relatively low losses at 638, 847, 980 and 1310 nm. Increasing the film 

thickness from 369 to 650 nm increases the modal interaction and overlap with the planar 

waveguide layer from ~70.0 to ~89.0 % at 1510 nm, while decreasing the interaction with 
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the air from ~8.9 to ~3.5 %. Doing so resulted in a film which demonstrates visible–NIR 

losses as low as 0.3 dB/cm at 980 nm, with increased C-band losses as high as ~8.0 

dB/cm at 1550 nm shown in Fig. 3.4(b) and the inset, respectively. The increase in loss 

for Film 6 is expected to be attributed to the increased modal interaction with the hydrogen 

in the SiOxNy:Hz films due to increased thickness. It may also be the case that increased 

pre-deposition pressures lead to higher hydrogen incorporation in comparison to Film 3. 

Annealing the samples at 1000 °C for 1 hour caused the majority of films to be 

immeasurable due to stress-induced lifting of the film off the SiO2, or in one case for Film 

5, total failure showing visible cracks throughout the whole deposited layer. This was 

expected, as the films are relatively thick for SixNy depositions and therefore are expected 

to have high tensile stress. However, this was not the case for Film 2, which demonstrated 

a loss decrease of 0.8±0.1 dB/cm from 1520–1550 nm after annealing and not lifting off. 

This might be attributed to higher Si content in the film and decreased tensile stress. This 

data is shown as Film 2A in Fig. 3.3(a), with a dotted line to guide the eye in comparison 

to the losses measured prior to annealing. The remaining ~1.6 dB/cm of loss in this range 

suggests that other loss mechanisms rather than hydrogen content still need to be 

overcome for the S–L bands in our ECR-PEVCD SiOxNy:Hz films.  

3.3.3 Surface Roughness 

To quantify the surface roughness of the films, we used AFM to inspect 1x1 μm2 areas 

on multiple locations for selected samples on Si substrates. Films 2 and 3 were chosen 

due to their drastically different optical losses for visible wavelengths. It is anticipated any 

surface roughness will increase scattering losses, especially in the visible regime with the 

known 1/λ4 relationship. Surface homogeneity was also inspected and used to quantify 

uncertainty on the root mean square (RMS) reported roughness and peak-peak amplitude 
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values. A correlation between annealing and decreased peak-peak height is observed 

when measuring Film 3 before and after annealing; however, it is noted that for films of 

similar RMS roughness, drastically different (~10 dB/cm at 638 nm) optical loss is 

reported. A decrease in peak-peak amplitude of 1.65 ± 0.40 nm is observed after 

annealing Film 3, which is attributed to the densification of the film. After annealing out 

the hydrogen in Film 2, it demonstrates a higher optical loss at 1550 nm compared to the 

unannealed Film 3, while still demonstrating less surface roughness (RMS and peak-

peak) as shown in Table 3.2 which summarizes the AFM amplitude plots in Fig. 3.5. This 

points to stoichiometry dominated optical loss mechanisms for the ECR-PECVD 

SiOxNy:Hz films. This can also be attributed to the low percentage of optical intensity in 

the upper air cladding, on the order of ~3–9 % for most films measured. Moving forward, 

this is an important merit for multilayer systems, where interface losses may be 

exacerbated by higher surface roughness. 

Table 3.2. Surface roughness from atomic force microscopy 

Film #   2, annealed 3, as-deposited 3, annealed 

RMS roughness 
(nm) 

0.95 ± 0.01 1.10 ± 0.01 1.01 ± 0.05 

Peak-peak 
amplitude (nm) 

9.55 ± 0.16 9.58 ± 0.12 7.93 ± 0.38 
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Figure 3.5. a) AFM amplitude plot for Film 2 annealed, b) Film 3 un-annealed, c) Film 3 

annealed. 

3.3.4 Composition Measurements 

As shown in Table 3.1, a second round of depositions was performed to produce thinner 

films, on carbon substrates for RBS measurements, as well as 2x2 cm2 Si pieces for 

annealing and ERDA measurements. The SiOxNy:Hz films deposited on carbon 

substrates were used to measure RBS data while allowing for a separation of recoil 

energies between film and substrate, while the films deposited on Si pieces were used to 

quantify the amount of hydrogen incorporation via ERDA. Data was collected using a 

tandetron accelerator with He4+ ions at 1.8 MeV 4° incident for RBS, and 2.9 MeV incident 

at a grazing angle of 75° for ERDA. The data obtained for each film is shown in Fig. 3.6. 

The uncertainty is reflected in the data point size for RBS, while the ERDA data is fit with 

higher sample dependent uncertainty due to a higher sensitivity with changing fit 

parameters.  
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Figure 3.6. a) Film composition determined from RBS excluding hydrogen with N/Si ratio 

indicated. b) Hydrogen incorporation determined from ERDA before annealing. The 

incorporated hydrogen after annealing was measured to be below 0.1 at.% for all films. 

Connecting lines are to help guide the eye. 

The deposition recipes studied produce films of varying N/Si composition ratios, which 

demonstrate an oxygen, and argon content of 10–20 and < 1% respectively.  We observe 

the expected trend of decreasing Si content as the N2/Ar flow increases, and conversely, 

the film composition becomes closer to a stoichiometric N/Si ratio of 1.333, as indicated 

in Fig. 3.6(a). However, this trend is no longer observed with further increasing 

N2/Ar:SiH4/Ar flow rate ratios as shown in [2]. We observe less nitrogen content in Film 5, 

at 20 sccm of N2/Ar flow during deposition. This is also coupled with an increase in oxygen 

content in the film. The films contain 10 to 20% oxygen, as shown in Fig. 3.6(a), which 

would indicate the deposition of silicon-oxynitride films. However, the relatively high 

oxygen content does not correlate with the expected refractive index in such films, which 

typically have indices ranging from 1.48–1.68 using PECVD [35,36]. Future work aims to 

understand the distribution and bonding nature of O2 in this system using Fourier 
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transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR). The contamination is expected to be due to water 

vapour present in the vacuum chamber due to sample transfer, and possible N2/Ar 

contamination with ambient O2 from the gas transit lines before the MFC. The oxygen 

content is also anticipated to be a cause of the decreased N content as more Si-O bonds 

start to be favoured during deposition, rather than Si-N bond formation [37]. The 

abundance of oxygen in our film matrix can be explained by the presence of oxygen 

radicals in the plasma. At low N2/Ar flow rates, there are low quantities of N radicals 

leading to Si-H or Si-Si bonds becoming favourable, resulting in the production of a 

silicon-rich film [38,39]. This effect is observed in Fig. 3.6(a), with a flow rate of 10 sccm 

of N2/Ar producing a silicon-rich SiOxNy:Hz film. ERD measurements show typical 

hydrogen incorporation of roughly 20% across the deposited films for ECR-PECVD 

deposition [13]. The lowest loss film (Film 3) is also the film showing the lowest hydrogen 

incorporation of 17.2 ± 0.5 at.%. After annealing, all films show below 0.1 at.% hydrogen 

incorporation. 

Future work will focus on minimizing hydrogen in the chamber by decreasing SiH4/Ar 

flow, and possibly including Argon flow to keep operating pressures at ~1–2 mTorr while 

also decreasing N2/Ar flow. This may also be beneficial in reducing the O2 content in the 

film or potentially providing insight into its sources. Additionally, longer pump down times 

after sample transfer before deposition may achieve a lower concentration of water 

vapour in the chamber, as well as a chamber bake step, which will both be considered in 

the future. The recipes used have shown that a non-stoichiometric and medium 

hydrogenated film leads to thicknesses and optical losses acceptable for integrated 

photonic devices for the visible and NIR wavelength regions. Some recipes show 
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promising losses in the important S, C and L communications bands even in unannealed 

films and further investigation of deposition conditions and recipes can lead to reduced 

hydrogen incorporation and losses in that spectral region. 

3.4 Conclusion 

We deposited SiOxNy:Hz films on various substrates using ECR-PECVD with a fixed 

SiH4/Ar precursor and varied N2/Ar flow at 140 °C from 1.60–2.45 mTorr. To characterize 

the films, we used VASE and prism coupling to measure the refractive index and 

thickness, as well as the optical loss, respectively, before and after annealing. Refractive 

indices ranging from 1.81–2.07 were measured before annealing with optical losses as 

low as 1.3, 0.3 and 1.5 ± 0.1 dB/cm at 638, 980 and 1550 nm, respectively for films varying 

in thickness from 300–650 nm. Annealing for 1 hour at 1000 °C in N2 resulted in 

decreased thicknesses and increased refractive indices pointing towards film 

densification, and hydrogen removal. Post-annealing loss measurements show a 

decrease of 0.8 ± 0.1 dB/cm from 1.52–1.57 μm. We quantified surface roughness with 

AFM showing an RMS roughness of 1.0 ± 0.1 nm for unannealed and annealed films of 

varying optical losses. Annealing was shown to decrease the peak-peak roughness 

amplitude by 1.65 ± 0.40 nm. We verified hydrogen removal using ERDA and observed 

it to decrease from 17.2 to 22.6 at.% to < 0.1 at.% after annealing. RBS was used to 

investigate the atomic composition of the films and showed films of varying N/Si 

stoichiometry with high oxygen content ranging from 10.6% to 19.3%. Despite the films 

being non-stoichiometric SiOxNy:Hz and having medium hydrogen incorporation, low 

optical losses were still achieved from the visible to L telecommunication band using low 

deposition pressures and temperatures. This opens the possibility for applying such films 

in integrated photonic devices, in particular for post-processing fabrication of such 
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devices on samples already containing temperature- or pressure-sensitive organic or 

metal layers. Future work aims to reduce the hydrogen incorporation in the films by 

reducing the SiH4/Ar gas flow rate during deposition, to reduce and gain further insight 

into oxygen sources and bonding mechanisms in the films via FTIR, and characterize the 

stress in deposited SiOxNy:Hz films.  
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Chapter 4 

Silicon Nitride Waveguide Prototyping via Ultraviolet Laser 

Resist Mask Writing 

Reprinted in part with open access permission from: D. B. Bonneville, M. A. Méndez-

Rosales, H. C. Frankis, L. M. Gonçalves, R. N. Kleiman, and J. D. B. Bradley, "Flexible 

and low-cost fabrication of optical waveguides by UV laser resist-mask writing," Opt. 

Mater. Express 9, 1728-1737 (2019). https://doi.org/10.1364/OME.9.001728 

 

This chapter includes the findings presented in a published manuscript on UV laser resist 

mask writing for the fabrication of optical waveguides in Si3N4 thin films. Attention is given 

to the fabrication procedures and important considerations of using negative photoresist 

as a soft mask for etching waveguides. Factors such as UV exposure power, designed 

feature size, bake times and development are discussed with reference to SEM images 

and analysis of fabrication metrics such as minimum realized feature size and gap, power-

dependent feature expansion, and sidewall line-edge roughness. The formation of optical 

waveguides was achieved via RIE in Si3N4 thin films on thermally oxidized Si wafers. A 

ring resonator, 50/50 directional coupler, and Sagnac loop interferometer were fabricated 

and measured to demonstrate the versatility of the fabrication process for arbitrary 

devices with flexible substrate choice. Sections added in the following thesis chapter that 

were not included in the published manuscript include a paragraph in 4.1.2. on developer 

storage and lifetime, Figure 4.4 and 4.5 which include SEM images of patterns defined in 

resist on Al2O3 and on Si, sentences added to 4.1.3. considering the deposition 

temperature of the cladding and reflow of the resist before etching, and a reorganization 

https://doi.org/10.1364/OME.9.001728
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of the sidewall analysis discussion from the fabrication section to the characterization 

section. These alterations were made to include details related to the repeatability and 

best practices of the process in a more instructional manner, demonstrate the versatility 

of the method by showing arbitrary pattern definition on a variety of materials, and better 

match the style of the thesis. This chapter demonstrates a flexible patterning technique 

which can be used on a variety of thin-films and substrates for the realization of photonic 

devices which a centralized theme to the thesis.  

 

Abstract: We report on UV laser photoresist mask writing as a tool for fabricating 

integrated optical waveguides and devices. Using 375 nm laser light and a pneumatically 

controlled direct writing stage, we defined mask features into a 250-nm-thick negative 

photoresist layer on a silicon nitride film on an oxidized silicon substrate. We investigated 

the feature size and edge roughness for different laser powers. Using the photoresist 

mask layer and reactive ion etching, we patterned high-refractive-index-contrast silicon 

nitride strip waveguides and devices with varying waveguide widths and gaps. We report 

on the structural and transmission characteristics of a directional coupler, Sagnac 

interferometer, and ring resonator and demonstrate 50/50 coupling at 1510 nm, 20 dB 

transmission drop at 1580 nm, and a Q factor of ~13,000 at 1576 nm, respectively. These 

results demonstrate that this technique can be applied to a variety of thin film materials 

and substrates for inexpensive and rapid prototyping of integrated photonic devices. 

4.1 Introduction 

Direct writing has been demonstrated as a flexible tool for altering material properties and 

structuring at the nano and micro scale without the need of a physical mask. The use of 

continuous or pulsed lasers and electron beams has been applied to a variety of material 
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systems to fabricate integrated photonic devices [1,2]. Electron-beam lithography (EBL) 

has finer resolution in comparison to laser direct write techniques which is advantageous 

when fabricating features with sub-micrometer dimensions or close proximity [3]. Laser 

direct write (LDW) is low-cost in comparison to EBL, thus is often more accessible and 

desirable in the research environment where fast turnaround and rapid and inexpensive 

prototyping of devices is advantageous. Ultra-violet (UV) pulsed, continuous and 

interference LDW lithography has been demonstrated to utilize the photochemical 

response of various materials to permanently induce refractive index changes in order to 

pattern waveguides and other structures [4–13]. LDW lithography has also been shown 

to be a flexible platform for structuring photoresist waveguides and microfluidic channels 

with the use of chemical development for a variety of applications [14–18]. 

Nevertheless, most LDW research and development has focused on writing waveguide 

structures directly in the material. The resulting small refractive index change typically 

limits the selection of materials systems to low-refractive-index-contrast waveguides with 

large core sizes and bend radii, or alternatively, polymer waveguides. To enable the 

technique to be applied more widely to a variety of thin film photonic materials and 

substrates, UV LDW can be instead applied to define a photoresist mask layer on the 

chip, followed by pattern transfer to the layer below through selective etching. Many 

established and emerging low- to high-refractive-index-contrast waveguide systems have 

feature sizes achievable by LDW and their research and development could benefit from 

UV laser resist mask patterning [19–23]. 

Here, we demonstrate UV laser resist mask writing as a tool to pattern silicon nitride 

optical waveguides on silicon. We use a continuous UV LDW system to write features in 
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a negative photoresist layer on a silicon nitride (Si3N4) thin film to act as an etch mask for 

the definition of Si3N4 waveguides and devices. We investigate feature sizes, edge 

roughness and gaps versus UV writing parameters. Compared to other work with pulsed 

laser resist-mask writing [24] we show that smaller resolution is achievable using a UV 

laser written photoresist mask and that this method offers more flexibility in terms of 

material choice. The results presented here indicate that UV laser resist mask writing 

offers a good compromise between cost, resolution, and flexibility next to pulsed LDW 

and other laser resist-mask writing techniques for prototyping integrated photonic 

devices.  

4.2 Fabrication 

4.2.1 Maskless UV Exposure System 

The exposure setup consists of a commercial tabletop patterning system which utilizes a 

375 nm laser diode and focusing optics to write a predefined design onto a sample. The 

write-lens assembly utilizes pneumatic and piezo control with a telescopic lens to focus 

the beam to the scanning stage, which is mechanically controlled by a roller bearing and 

air bearing for independent x- and y-axis translation, respectively, during exposure. An 

internal processor automatically determines the scan speed and write time from run to 

run, which increases with exposed area. Figure 4.1 shows a diagram of the exposure 

setup including the UV laser and focusing optics, the mechanically-controlled vacuum 

stage for moving the sample and scattering of UV light within the photoresist layer. This 

scattering plays an important role in feature definition at the relatively higher energies that 

are required for negative photoresist exposure as compared to positive photoresists. 

Using negative photoresist also minimizes the area required for exposure, lowering the 

write time when compared to using positive photoresists in this process. 
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Figure 4.1. Diagram of the UV laser write system showing lateral UV light scattering during 

exposure of negative photoresist. The quoted system minimum feature size is 0.9 μm with 

120 σ·nm edge roughness, an estimated write speed of 5 mm2/minute, and output powers 

of 0–70 mW at 375 nm. The maximum substrate diameter is 10 cm. 

 

4.2.2 Negative Resist Processing 

We used the UV write setup to pattern a negative photoresist mask layer on a 7.5-cm-

diameter silicon substrate with a 6-µm thermal SiO2 layer and a 100-nm-thick low-

pressure chemical vapor deposited (LPCVD) silicon nitride thin film. We selected NR7-

250P negative photoresist, as the mask layer. Primer and the resist layer were spun on 

top of the substrate and material stack at 3000 rpm for 30 seconds. This leads to a 250-

nm-thick resist layer which was then baked at 120°C for 3 minutes before UV exposure. 

After UV exposure, we baked the sample at 150°C for 5 minutes to harden the 

polymerized bonds and ensure high chemical contrast during development. We 

developed the sample at room temperature in a solution of 3:1 RD6 developer to 

deionized water for 10 seconds with manual agitation. The bake time prior to development 
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is subject to change depending on the substrate thermal conductivity, and exact chemistry 

and lifetime of the developer solution. Careful storage of developer solutions such as 

metal-ion containing TMAH-based solutions is imperative to ensuring a consistent 

fabrication process. All resists and developers undergo subtle changes after production 

over their lifetime, thus the optimal process parameters can also drift with regard to pre 

and post exposure bake and development times. It was noticed during this study that 

resists for negative developers react with ambient air to produce more bubbles and 

eventually a cloudy nature after aging significantly. It is recommended to calibrate the pre 

and post exposure bake steps with arbitrary pattern tests and spare test samples which 

mimic the actual samples to better control and understand the fabrication process before 

proceeding with longer dedicated device write times.  

Standard GDSII layout software was used to create various designs, which are 

translated into the photoresist layer by the movement of the scanning stage during 

exposure. In this manner, maskless lithography is performed without the use of a virtual 

mask, and the UV laser writes the pattern directly into the photoresist layer. We defined 

straight waveguide features in the negative photoresist layer with designed widths varying 

from 0.6 to 1.4 μm and lengths of 2 cm using UV exposure powers ranging from 40 to 70 

mW, as shown in Fig. 4.2. The designed waveguide features were rotated by 45° in order 

to simultaneously account for the resolution difference between each axis of movement 

by the independent air and roller bearings of the write stage during exposure. In order to 

fabricate waveguide designs in arbitrary x and y directions without any difference in 

resolution translating to the structure during exposure, we developed a high power write 

process whereby the resolution is limited by lateral scattering of UV light in the resist 
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layer. Higher exposure powers also ensure the feature edge roughness is dominated by 

optical scattering of the UV diode laser, rather than the mechanical motion of the stage. 

This methodology gives rise to a designed-to-fabricated feature increase, which has been 

characterized via scanning electron microscopy (SEM), as displayed in Fig. 4.2. Figure 

4.2(a) demonstrates these results for waveguide features rotated by 45° relative to the 

write stage, showing the evolution of feature resolution at various exposure powers. 

Figures 4.2(b) and 4.2(c) show representative cross-sections of the resist mask profile 

after exposure and development of y axis straight and rotated features respectively. 

 

Figure 4.2. (a) Various widths of exposed and developed negative photoresist on Si3N4 

films on thermally-oxidized silicon substrates. Features at narrow designed widths and 

lower energies demonstrate the x-y limitations of the stage’s mechanical motion. (b) Resist 

feature cross section for 0.45 μm designed width exposed using only y-axis of stage motion 

at 70 mW. (c) Resist feature cross section for 0.65 μm designed width exposed using both 

x-y stage motion at 70 mW. 
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The width as measured from the SEM images in Fig. 4.2(a) are plotted in Fig. 4.3. As 

shown in Fig. 4.3, the minimum feature size increases with exposure power, and the 

relative feature expansion with respect to designed width is constant among different 

powers, varying from 2.1 μm at 50 mW to 2.2 μm at 70 mW. 

 

Figure 4.3. (a) Measured widths vs. designed width for photoresist features exposed at 

various laser diode powers. Inset: SEM of the 60 mW exposed set of features.  

Characterizing the designed-to-exposed feature-width increase allows waveguides to 

be designed accounting for a nominal decrease in all feature sizes to achieve targeted 

dimensions. It is expected smaller features can be made than those shown by using 

designed widths below 0.6 µm, and solely exposing features using the y axis rather than 

x to utilize the finer control provided by the air bearing for y motion stage control, as shown 

in Fig. 4.2(b). 

To further demonstrate the versatility in the write capabilities of the system, efforts were 

undertaken to use the fabrication process for designs on different substrates. Aluminium 

oxide was chosen as a candidate substrate due to its promise as a platform for waveguide 

amplifiers as discussed in Chapter 5, where identical steps were used to fabricate soft-
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masks for etching, with results prior to etching and afterwards shown in Fig. 4.4a) and b) 

respectively. Wet chemical etching was carried out to fabricate waveguides, which 

demonstrated adhesion issues and had difficulty in the definition of smooth continuous 

sidewalls as shown in Fig. 4.4c)–d). It is anticipated primer layers may fix this in future 

work as well as additional reflow steps of the resist before etching. In addition, a variety 

of promotional campaigns for the CEDT were caried out, including using the process on 

silicon to celebrate the championship win of the Toronto Raptors in 2019, and the 

Movember campaign of 2020 as shown in Fig. 4.5, demonstrating the ability for the 

system to pattern arbitrary images as well as waveguide patterns.  
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Figure 4.4. Soft-mask waveguide facet (a) before and (b) after wet-etching on Al2O3 

fabricated with negative photoresist. (c) Final waveguide facet and (d) sidewalls fabricated 

in Al2O3 via UV mask writing and wet-chemical etching with visible resist mask adhesion 

failures. 
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Figure 4.5. Photoresist on Si for promotional samples created using the UV writing 

process. 

4.2.3 Si3N4 Waveguide Etching via RIE 

We selected UV laser powers of 60 and 70 mW to write mask features and pattern silicon 

nitride waveguides with varying widths and gaps. The exposures were carried out at 60 

and 70 mW in order to optimize for sidewall roughness and smooth pattern transfer to the 

Si3N4 film layer as seen in Fig 4.2(a), which was found to be required for writing of straight 
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features in all directions in the x-y plane. To further smooth the sidewalls for waveguide 

pattern transfer during etching, a reflow step was carried out before RIE which consisted 

of a 120 °C 10-minute bake. This step also ensured strong adhesion of the polymer to 

the Si3N4 film layer. Varying gaps were studied to further investigate the patterning 

technique and its capability for fabricating waveguides with close proximity to one 

another. After defining the resist mask, we etched the Si3N4 film using reactive ion etching 

(RIE) with a CF4-O2 plasma. The etch parameters included gas flow rates of 22.5 sccm 

CF4 and 2.5 sccm O2 with 120 W of forward power at a pressure of 25 mTorr. The etching 

selectivity of Si3N4 to photoresist was determined to be 1.2:1.0 with a selectivity of 2:1 for 

Si3N4 to SiO2. An etch time of 2 minutes was used with a 60 nm/min Si3N4 etch rate to 

ensure an etch depth of 100 nm. After stripping the resist in acetone and cleaning in 

isopropyl alcohol, a 1.8-μm-thick plasma-enhanced chemical vapour deposited (PECVD) 

SiO2 film was deposited on top of the Si3N4 waveguides with 25 sccm O2 and 2.5 sccm 

SiH4/Ar (70/30 % dilute) at 2.5 mTorr with 500 W forward power. The deposition 

temperature was 140 °C, demonstrating the ability to deposit on thermally sensitive 

substrates which may break down at temperature above 200 or 400 °C such as those 

that include polymers or metal contact layers. After top cladding deposition the sample 

was cleaved to form end facets. The fabrication steps are shown in Fig. 4.6, as well as 

the electric field profile of the fundamental transverse electric (TE) mode at 1550 nm 

wavelength, calculated using a finite element method (FEM) modesolver as discussed in 

section 2.2.1.2.    
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Figure 4.6. Si3N4 waveguide fabrication steps and calculated electric field profile of the 

fundamental TE mode at 1550 nm for a 1.6 μm × 0.1 μm Si3N4 strip waveguide.  

SEM images of fabricated waveguides prior to top-cladding deposition are shown in 

Fig. 4.7. Figure 4.7(a) shows a top-down view of a variety of Si3N4 waveguides with 

varying designed widths and gaps at 70 mW exposure power. Figures 4.7(b) and 4.7(c) 

show SEM waveguide cross-section images for single, and adjacent waveguides 

respectively. It can be seen that the minimum gap starts to close at designed gap widths 

of 4.0, 5.2 and 5.8 μm for designed waveguide widths of 0.7, 0.8 and 1.0 μm, respectively. 

The gap width after fabrication versus the designed gap is plotted in Fig. 4.8 for write 

powers of 60 and 70 mW. The realized gap width is influenced by the combined effects 

of stage motion resolution, exposure-power-dependent waveguide width expansion, and 

designed gap width collectively. By selecting the correct write parameters, minimum gaps 

in the range of 1–2 µm are possible. It is observed by comparing identical designed 

waveguide widths, that on average ~170 nm smaller gaps are achievable with 70 mW 

exposure powers compared to 60 mW, with larger designed gaps required to compensate 

for the feature increase at higher powers.  
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Figure 4.7. (a) Various fabricated Si3N4 waveguides with increasing width and gap 

demonstrating gap resolution at 70 mW exposure power. (b) Final fabricated Si3N4 

waveguide cross section for a 0.7 μm designed width waveguide fabricated using 70 mW 

UV laser power. (c) Parallel fabricated waveguides in a coupler region for 0.7 μm designed 

widths at 70 mW with a designed gap of 5 μm. 
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Figure 4.8. Measured gaps between fabricated waveguides of varying designed widths at 

60 and 70 mW exposure powers. The measured waveguide widths are 2.1–2.8, 2.9–3.3 

and 3.3–3.9 μm at 60 mW and 3.0–3.6, 3.4–4.1 and 4.1–4.7 μm at 70 mW for 0.7, 0.8 and 

1.0 μm designed widths, respectively. Inset SEM image of waveguides with 1.0 and 7.0–

6.2 μm designed width and gap respectively, with 70 mW exposure power. 

An understanding of the width and gap resolutions using the demonstrated 

methodology enabled the design of various proof-of-concept passive waveguide 

structures for test. We selected standard passive integrated optical components, 

including a directional coupler, ring resonator and Sagnac loop mirror [25]. Waveguide 

mode and bend loss simulations were carried out to determine a minimum bending radius 

of 300 μm, which was chosen for a point coupled ring resonator, as well as supermode 

analysis [26] to discover a coupling length of 40 μm for a single mode 50/50 splitter at 

1550 nm both based on a waveguide width of 1.6 and a gap of 1.1 μm. The coupling 

region of the Sagnac loop mirror was based on and identical to the included 50/50 splitter, 

with a loop radius identical to the ring resonator. These feature sizes were achieved using 

70 mW exposure powers and designed widths and gaps of 0.7 μm and 2.8 μm 

respectively. We note that even smaller feature sizes in the straight sections and 
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designed gaps than those shown in Fig. 4.3 and Fig. 4.8 were achieved due to the 

independent use of the y axis during exposure of the waveguides lengthwise, and 

resolution-limited x axis motion of the roller bearing for gap formation. By keeping the 

coupler gaps parallel with respect to the y axis rather than rotated, it is expected that 

smaller gaps than those shown here can be achieved. Variations in designed widths to 

compensate for varying axis resolution for bent waveguides can also be considered. 

4.3 Characterization 

4.3.1 Sidewall Line-edge Roughness via SEM 

To quantify the line-edge roughness (LER) in units of σ·nm, image processing was used 

on SEM images of waveguide resist masks following the methodology provided by [27] 

to express the area of saturated pixels surrounding each straight line as LER in units 

comparable to, and values below the quoted system specifications mentioned in Fig. 4.1. 

For the formation of features which are dominated by UV scattering as opposed to 

mechanical stage motion, it was concluded that higher powers of 60 and 70 mW are 

required during exposure. As seen in Fig. 4.9, 40 and 50 mW demonstrate significantly 

higher edge roughness at smaller designed widths, which we attribute to stage motion, 

whereas 60 and 70 mW show relatively width-independent LER, expected by a scattering 

dominated process.  
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Figure 4.9. Calculated edge roughness vs. designed width exposed at various laser diode 

powers. Inset: SEM of resist feature for 0.8 μm designed width and 60 mW exposure 

power.  

After analyzing the edge roughness, it is clear that operating above a certain power 

threshold is desirable for the formation of smooth sidewalls. It was therefore concluded in 

order to ensure the smallest features, gaps and smoothest sidewalls an exposure power 

of 70 mW would be used for the formation of waveguides and integrated photonic devices.  

4.3.2 Waveguide Device Measurements 

We measured the transmission spectra of the waveguides and devices using an edge 

coupling setup. The setup included a tunable 1510–1640 nm laser source, polarization 

maintaining fiber paddles for selecting TE polarization, lensed input and output fibers with 

2.5-µm spot size for coupling to and from the chip and a photodetector for measuring the 

transmitted signal. Figure 4.10 shows the overall footprint of the fabricated devices as 

well as each coupling region prior to cladding revealing waveguide coupling gaps of 1.1, 

2.1, and 1.5 μm for the Sagnac loop, directional coupler, and ring resonator respectively. 

Figure 4.11(a) shows the transmission spectra for each arm of the directional coupler 
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which was measured with a fixed input arm and output to a through and cross port to 

measure the coupled power from 1510–1580 nm. As seen from the transmission spectra 

in Fig. 11(a), a 50/50 splitting ratio is achieved at 1510 nm, shown by the similar signal 

powers. Figure 4.11(b) shows the transmission spectra for the Sagnac loop 

interferometer, demonstrating a 20 dB extinction ratio (ER) at 1580 nm, where the 

directional coupler is operating as a 50/50 splitter, causing the reflection of light. Figure 

4.11(c) shows the transmission spectra for the ring resonator demonstrating resonances 

from 1510–1580 nm, with a wavelength-dependent ER ranging from 0.5 to 0.9 dB and a 

free spectral range (FSR) of ~1 nm.  Note the measured insertion loss includes fiber loss, 

fiber-chip coupling loss and waveguide loss not subtracted from the measurements. A 

Lorentzian fit of a resonant dip is included in Fig. 4.11(d) at 1576 nm which was used to 

characterize and extract an internal quality factor of ~13,000, assuming the ring is under 

coupled due to the large gap and small ER. 
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Figure 4.10. SEM images of total footprint (bottom) and coupling regions (top) for Si3N4 

integrated optical devices fabricated using UV laser resist mask patterning. (i) 300-μm-

radius Sagnac loop interferometer with 40 μm coupling length and width (w) and gap (g) of 

1.9 and 1.1 μm respectively. (ii) Directional coupler with 40 μm coupling length and 

fabricated w and g of 2.1 and 1.1 μm respectively. (iii) 300-μm-radius point coupled ring 

resonator with w and g of 1.6 and 1.5 μm respectively. 
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Figure 4.11. Transmission spectra for Si3N4 integrated optical devices fabricated using UV 

laser resist mask patterning. (a) Directional coupler showing 50/50 coupling at 1510 nm for 

40 μm coupling length. (b) 300-μm-radius Sagnac loop interferometer with repeated 

coupler length, demonstrating a 20 dB extinction ratio at ~1580 nm (c) 300-μm-radius point 

coupled ring resonator.  (d) Lorentzian resonance fit demonstrating a Q of 12,980 at 1576.2 

nm. 

Based on these proof-of-concept results, we propose that various waveguiding 

structures and photonic devices can be readily prototyped using this process. 

Investigation of UV patterning of additional resist mask materials, optimization of the resist 

processing (e.g. thickness and bake times) and improved waveguide etch recipes can 

lead to lower waveguide losses and higher Q factor resonators.  This technique is also 

promising for post-processing of novel device layers with relaxed feature size and 
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alignment tolerances onto existing photonic integration platforms for new functionalities 

(e.g. in silicon photonic microsystems). 

4.4 Conclusion 

We introduced UV laser resist-mask patterning as a low-cost prototyping technique for 

the development of integrated optical waveguides and devices. Using a continuous UV 

laser source to pattern a negative photoresist etch mask, we defined waveguides in a 

silicon nitride thin film on silicon. We performed dose tests and characterized the negative 

resist features to measure the increase in designed feature dimensions and quantify the 

edge roughness. The gap resolution was also investigated before fabricating various 

devices to ensure minimum spacing between adjacent waveguides is achievable. We 

discovered that higher energy exposures with scattering-limited sidewall roughness is 

ideal for negative photoresist development for high contrast, straight, smooth sidewalls.  

A directional coupler, Sagnac interferometer and ring resonator were fabricated and 

measured demonstrating 50/50 coupling at 1510 nm, 20 dB drop at 1580 nm, and a Q 

factor of ~13,000 at 1576 nm respectively. The ability to prototype passive optical 

components was demonstrated with promise towards applying the patterning technique 

to a wide variety of applications and material systems. 
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Chapter 5 

Co-Doped Erbium Ytterbium Aluminium Oxide Waveguides 

for Optical Amplifiers 

Reprinted in part with open access permission from: Dawson B. Bonneville, Henry C. 

Frankis, Renjie Wang, and Jonathan D. B. Bradley, "Erbium-ytterbium co-doped 

aluminium oxide waveguide amplifiers fabricated by reactive co-sputtering and wet 

chemical etching," Opt. Express 28, 30130-30140 (2020). 

https://doi.org/10.1364/OE.402802  

 

This chapter includes the findings presented in a published manuscript on the fabrication 

and characterization of co-doped Al2O3:Er3+:Yb3+ waveguide amplifiers. The films are 

prepared via reactive magnetron co-sputtering and patterned with conventional contact 

lithography and wet chemical etching. Film loss measurements are used to calibrate the 

deposition process using prism coupling. SEM is used to investigate patterned 

waveguides and optimize the fabrication procedure. Waveguides were fabricated and 

measured demonstrating low-loss at ~980 and ~1530 nm wavelengths in interest of 

optical amplification. Internal net gain is demonstrated from ~1530–1570 nm via optical 

pumping at 976 nm using a fiber-edge coupled setup. The following chapter highlights 

these findings in detail alongside takeaways from the fabrication process and etching 

procedure. Sections which were included in the following thesis chapter but not in the 

published manuscript include discussions in 5.2.2 on the specifics for the etching 

procedure set up and variation in etch rates, as well as takeaways from process 

optimization and wet-chemical etching using H3PO4. This includes the addition of figures 

https://doi.org/10.1364/OE.402802
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2 and 3 and were added to give the chapter more instructional content for the reader. This 

chapter demonstrates an application of versatile and low-cost fabrication techniques for 

the realization of active devices in a rare earth integrated material which is a centralized 

theme to the thesis. 

 

Abstract: We report on the fabrication and optical characterization of erbium-ytterbium 

co-doped aluminum oxide (Al2O3:Er3+:Yb3+) waveguides using low-cost, low-temperature 

deposition and etching steps. We deposited Al2O3:Er3+:Yb3+ films using reactive co-

sputtering, with Er3+ and Yb3+ ion concentrations ranging from 1.4 – 1.6  × 1020  and 0.9 

– 2.1 × 1020,  respectively. We etched ridge waveguides in 85 % pure phosphoric acid at 

60°C, allowing for structures with minimal polarization sensitivity and acceptable bend 

radius suitable for optical amplifiers and avoiding alternative etching chemistries which 

use hazardous gases. Scanning-electron-microscopy (SEM) and profilometry were used 

to assess the etch depth, sidewall roughness, and facet profile of the waveguides. The 

Al2O3:Er3+:Yb3+ films exhibit a background loss as low as 0.2 ± 0.1 dB/cm and the 

waveguide loss after structuring is determined to be 0.5 ± 0.3 dB/cm at 1640 nm.  Internal 

net gain of 4.3 ± 0.9 dB is demonstrated at 1533 nm for a 3.0 cm long waveguide when 

pumped at 970 nm. The material system is promising moving forward for compact Er-Yb 

co-doped waveguide amplifiers and lasers on a low-cost silicon wafer-scale platform. 

5.1 Introduction 

Erbium-doped devices have become a cornerstone in the telecommunications industry, 

first by seeing their spotlight in erbium doped fiber amplifiers and lasers [1], and now by 

continuing their development into photonic integrated circuits (PICs). Recently, on-chip 

rare-earth doped waveguide amplifiers and lasers (REDWAs and REDWLs) have been 
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shown to offer advantages when it comes to power output and stability [2] in comparison 

to other silicon compatible optical amplifiers and lasers including those based on III-V 

materials or other processes such as stimulated Raman scattering. When integrated into 

a silicon platform, many doors are opened for REDWAs and REDWLs in chip scale 

applications needing compact optical amplifiers and lasers [2–4] for not only 

telecommunications, but also biological and environmental sensing [5].  

Various glass rare-earth host materials are available with suitable lanthanide 

solubilities which can be patterned and integrated with a silicon substrate. Among these, 

aluminum oxide has demonstrated itself as a platform for rare earth amplifiers and lasers 

[2–4, 6–9] based on its high transparency, high rare earth solubility, high chemical and 

mechanical stability and moderate refractive index contrast for compact devices. 

Waveguide fabrication methods have been well-established using reactive co-sputtering 

deposition and reactive ion etching [6,10,11]. Net optical gain of 2.0 dB/cm has been 

demonstrated in Al2O3:Er3+ waveguide amplifiers [8], as well as 20 dB net gain for 12.9 

and 24.4 cm long Al2O3:Er3+ spiral waveguides [3] when pumped at 980 and 976 nm 

respectively, and up to 4 dBm of on chip optical signal power. To achieve higher gain per 

unit length various strategies such as slot waveguides and atomic layer deposition have 

been applied [9] which have shown 20.1 dB/cm optical gain in a 250 µm long waveguide 

showing promise for ultra-compact devices. 

To improve the pump absorption and efficiency in compact amplifier and lasers while 

likewise allowing for low-loss waveguide structures, Yb3+ ions have been suggested as a 

co-dopant in the optical host matrix. Yb3+ ions have a peak absorption cross section one 

order of magnitude larger than Er3+ ions and absorption spectrum spanning from 850–
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1000 nm, providing increased likelihood of absorption for pump light [13,14]. The 2F5/2 

excited state of the Yb3+ ions resonantly provides energy to the 4I11/2 level of the Er3+ ions 

increasing the pumping efficiency by sensitizing the energy conversion process. The 

enhanced pump absorption can lead to higher signal output powers [15], and ytterbium’s 

broad absorption around 940 nm has been proposed as a route to temperature insensitive 

pumping [16]. Additionally, increasing the Er3+ dopant concentration can lead to higher 

optical gain, but due to clustering and fast quenching [17] of the ion emissions, optical 

gain in singly-doped Al2O3:Er3+ amplifiers is limited. It is therefore of interest to fabricate 

Al2O3:Er3+:Yb3+ waveguide amplifiers with low material losses which from fiber 

simulations and film work also suggest to potentially mitigate the effects from rare-earth 

clustering sites [14, 15–19].  

Fabricating Al2O3:Er3+:Yb3+ waveguide amplifiers in a low-cost, low-temperature and 

low environmental impact manner is of interest as it continues to grow as an emerging 

technology. Al2O3:Er3+:Yb3+ waveguides on silicon have been demonstrated using 

different deposition methods, including ion implantation of sputtered Al2O3 films [13,14] 

and middle frequency sputtering, which achieved 5.2 dB/cm net gain in a 10.5 mm long 

waveguide [20]. However, these methods both required high temperature annealing to 

obtain high optical quality thin films. Although a fine control of morphology is available 

with Atomic Layer Deposition (ALD) [21,22] its lower deposition rates, higher cost, and 

lack of process flexibility is less attractive for deposition of thick gain layers (1.0 μm). For 

these reasons, we have utilized reactive magnetron co-sputtering where individual Er, Yb 

and Al sputtering targets are placed in a chamber with ambient O2 and Ar. In this manner, 

the purity of the rare-earth targets can be controlled, doping of the gain layer can be 
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carried out in-situ at relatively low temperature and relatively fast deposition rates can 

lead to thick films with homogenous doping profiles. To structure the films, we utilize wet 

chemical etching in order to avoid the use of chlorine-bromine gas chemistries [10]. 

Phosphoric acid (85 m.%) was selected for its low cost, availability, and relatively safe 

nature when diluted [11]. This process allows for the use of conventional contact 

lithography and is well-suited to typical dimensions employed in rare-earth-doped Al2O3 

amplifiers and lasers [3,12]. Here, our fabrication process is reported and characterized 

as well as the material properties and optical gain results for co-doped Al2O3:Er3+:Yb3+ 

waveguides. 

5.2 Fabrication 

5.2.1 Reactive RF Magnetron Co-Sputtering of Er:Yb:Al2O3 

We deposited Al2O3:Er3+:Yb3+ films via reactive magnetron sputtering on three-inch silicon 

substrates with 6 µm of thermally grown silicon dioxide. Three-inch metallic aluminum, 

erbium and ytterbium targets of 99.999, 99.9 and 99.9% purity, respectively, were co-

sputtered in an argon/oxygen ambient. To improve the quality and optical loss of the films 

the substrate is heated during depositions by a heating element and is backed by an RF 

substrate bias to provide thermal/kinetic energy into the films. The dopant concentrations 

were controlled by selecting the sputtering power applied to the erbium and ytterbium 

targets and measured using Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS) at Western 

University’s Tandetron facilities. The concentrations were determined based on RBS 

measurements in singly-doped calibration films deposited using identical Er or Yb 

sputtering powers because it was difficult to resolve the separate Er and Yb RBS signals 

in the co-doped films. The concentrations in the co-doped films were verified in absorption 

measurements and based on the known Er and Yb absorption cross sections [17]. A 
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design of experiments was carried out to obtain high-quality optical films based on the 

work of Magden et al. on Al2O3:Er3+ films using a similar deposition system [4]. We note 

that further optimization of the deposition process can lead to better film properties and 

losses, particularly at lower wavelengths and work in this direction is on-going. The 

deposition parameters for the three Al2O3:Er3+:Yb3+ films specifically selected for 

waveguide experiments are outlined in Table 5.1 as well as the measured Er3+ and Yb3+ 

ion concentrations from singly-doped calibration RBS measurements. A diagram of the 

deposition chamber can be seen in Fig. 5.1 (a). 

Table 5.1. Al2O3:Er3+:Yb3+ film deposition parameters 

Deposition parameters Film 1 Film 2 Film 3 

Gas flow rate Argon (sccm) 100 100 100 

Oxygen (sccm) 3.35 3.4 3.4 

Sputtering power Aluminum (W) 230 200 200 

Erbium (W) 29 25 25 

Ytterbium (W) 40 25 30 

Substrate 

conditions 

Deposition temperature (°C) 450 400 400 

Substrate bias power (W) 70 70 70 

Deposition time (min) 150 165 165 

Vacuum conditions Process pressure (mTorr) 1.6 2.0 2.0 

Concentrations from RBS [Er / Yb] (1020 cm-3) 1.4 / 1.2 1.4 / 1.3 1.4 / 2.1 

Refractive index & thickness from VASE (nm) 1.616 / 1068 1.620 / 980 1.624 / 927 
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Figure 5.1. (a) Diagram of sputter deposition chamber showing 3 RF magnetron sputtering 

guns with metallic Al, Er, and Yb targets, argon and oxygen gas inlets, a sample heating 

element, and a substrate bias plasma. (b) Processing steps for fabrication of 

Al2O3:Er3+:Yb3+ waveguides. 

5.2.2 Patterning of Er:Yb:Al2O3 Waveguides via Wet-Chemical Etching 

Before etching the Al2O3:Er3+:Yb3+ films used to fabricate waveguides, we performed etch 

tests on several Al2O3:Er3+:Yb3+ films to verify etch rates, and ensure the photoresist 

would not degrade in the heated phosphoric acid. We defined large mesa features (2 cm 

× 2 cm) using contact lithography in an 800-nm-thick S1808 photoresist layer spun on at 

3500 rpm for 45 s with a soft bake of 110°C for 1.5 minutes. We performed exposures 

using 5.7 mW/cm2 365-nm UV light for 9 seconds, after which the resist was soft baked 

again, before development in pure MF-319 developer for ~1 minute. We hard baked the 

sample at 130°C for 10 minutes to reflow the resist sidewalls. After many samples were 

prepared in a similar manner, we immersed them in ~250 mL of 85% pure H3PO4 at 60 ± 

3°C with a stirring magnet at 1.5 Hz for various amounts of time and rinsed them in de-
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ionized water after removal. We then assessed the etch depths using a stylus profilometer 

after removing the resist layer with acetone. We observed repeatable etch rates for films 

of similar composition, including 27±1 nm/min for a sample Al2O3:Er3+:Yb3+ co-doped film 

denoted Film 3 as shown in Table 5.1. However, it was discovered that etch rates were 

to some extent composition dependent and varied slightly from film to film (~25–35 

nm/min). In general, it was observed that co-doped films have lower etch rates (~10 

nm/min) than singly-doped and undoped films, which might be related to various factors 

including the film composition, density and/or porosity and bears further investigation 

when etching films of varying dopant concentrations. Figure 5.2 show an image of the 

processing setup during wet-etching of a full 3-inch sample. 

 

Figure 5.2. Image of processing setup with labelled components used for wet-etching. 

We patterned the Al2O3:Er3+:Yb3+ films using an S1808 photoresist mask and wet 

etching in phosphoric acid (H3PO4). The phosphoric acid isotropically etches the 

Al2O3:Er3+:Yb3+ films, leading to smooth sidewalls but undercut of the photoresist mask, 
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which is an acceptable tradeoff given the typical etch depths and widths required for rare-

earth-doped ridge waveguide amplifiers [8]. Further, it is straightforward, low-cost, and 

avoids etching in hazardous chlorine and bromine-based gases alternatively used to etch 

Al2O3 waveguides [10]. It was discovered during process optimization that a relatively 

large volume of acid is required for stable etch rates and repeatable results (~250 mL). 

This is due to the chemical process for wet-etching Al2O3 in H3PO4, which requires a 

certain H+ ion concentration. The H+ concentration is reduced as the reaction occurs 

rendering the solution less acidic throughout the etch time as governed by its reaction 

stoichiometry [21]:  

Al2O3 + 6H+ → 2Al3+ + 3H2O. 

Additionally, consistent etch results were achieved by keeping this concentration 

homogenous in the etchant mixture with the stir magnet, and by raising the sample during 

etching on a pedestal inside the acid bath which was levelled prior to the start. It was also 

observed that subsequent cooling and re-heating of the acid to etch a new sample leads 

to a roughening of the films’ surface for samples doped with rare earth ions. It is 

anticipated since erbium and ytterbium do not take part in the chemical etching process 

they may exist in the solution as grouped clusters. This roughened surface after etching, 

as well as an over etched waveguide with the undercut photoresist is shown in Fig. 5.3 

(a) and b) respectively.  
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Figure 5.3. SEM image of the cross section of an Al2O3:Er3+:Yb3+ waveguide after (a) 

etching with re-used acid leading to roughening and (b) after over-etching leading to resist 

lift-off. 

We then used the contact photolithography and wet etching process to define straight 

waveguide features of varying widths in an Al2O3:Er3+:Yb3+ film. We formed the 

waveguide end facets by cleaving, and then removed the photoresist mask with acetone 

and brief immersion in nitric acid (HNO3). We inspected the final facet profile and 

sidewalls via scanning electron microscopy (SEM), as shown in Fig 5.4 (a–d) for select 

widths of 2.0–5.0 μm. As seen in Fig. 5.4 (d) the sidewall roughness is visibly low, with 

slight curtaining of the waveguide sidewalls laterally to the propagation direction. For 

samples intended for waveguide measurements, an additional fabrication step was taken 

to spin on a 1.0-µm-thick glass fluoropolymer to act as a top-cladding layer. We performed 

this spin at 1750 rpm for 40 seconds with post bakes of 50, 80, and 180°C for 10, 30 and 

30 minutes respectively. 
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Figure 5.4. (a) Photoresist mask on an Al2O3:Er3+:Yb3+ film on oxidized silicon wafer prior 

to etching. (b) Waveguide facet profile after etching and before photoresist removal 

showing curved sidewalls. (c) Image of an Al2O3:Er3+:Yb3+ waveguide after photoresist 

removal. (d) Close-up view of the waveguide sidewall. 

Here ridge waveguide structures are utilized which also allows for polarization 

insensitive pump and signal operation [12] around 980 and 1550 nm. After the etch 

process was validated, we designed and fabricated single mode waveguides and ring 

resonator structures to be used in characterizing the waveguide losses, polarization 

dependence, and optical gain. We designed a lithography mask aimed at waveguide loss 

measurements for transverse electric (TE) and transverse magnetic (TM) modes at 1640 

nm as well as gain measurements from 1510–1640 nm. Using previous works as a 

starting point [3,12], the single mode conditions for TE and TM modes at 980 and 1550 

nm were investigated and obtained for a 1.0 μm thick film, 250 nm etch depth and 2.2 μm 
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wide waveguide resulting in a simulated minimum bend radius of ~2.4 mm. We used the 

above processing steps to fabricate a series of straight 2.2-μm-wide waveguides with 

lengths up to 5 cm and ring resonator structures with nominal gaps (i.e. gaps on the 

contact mask) varying from 0.8–5.0 μm and radii of 3000 μm. 

5.3 Characterization 

To optically characterize the films and waveguides, three main measurements were 

performed to extract and confirm the relative rare-earth concentrations, polarization 

dependent signal background losses, and optical gain from 1510–1640 nm. To do so, a 

single film was prioritized for each measurement to accommodate the varying waveguide 

structures required, namely short waveguides for optical absorption measurements, ring 

resonators of varying gaps for loss measurements, and longer waveguides for gain 

measurements using 970 nm pumping. Table 5.2 summarizes these measurements and 

their results for the three films shown in Table 5.1, where grayed out entries represent 

measurements which were not performed for that film. 

Table 5.2. Al2O3:Er3+:Yb3+ film and waveguide characterization summary 

Objective Measurement Film 1 Film 2 Film 3 

Concentration (1020 
cm-3) 

Optical absorption (Er / Yb) 1.4 / 1.8   

Loss (dB/cm) Prism coupling [847 nm] (film 
loss) 

2.1 ± 0.1 1.1 ± 0.1 1.6 ± 0.1 

Prism coupling [1550 nm] (film 
background loss) 

0.4 ± 0.1 0.3 ± 0.1 0.2 ± 0.1 

Ring resonator [1640 nm] 
(waveguide loss) 

 0.9 ± 0.1  

Gain [1533 nm] 
(dB/cm) 

970 nm pump-probe 
(waveguide)  

  1.4 ± 0.3 

 

5.3.1 Optical Loss via Prism Coupling and Waveguide Absorption 

We investigated the thickness, refractive index, and propagation loss in all three 

Al2O3:Er3+:Yb3+ films using the prism coupling method for pump and signal wavelengths. 
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Optical techniques were used to measure dopant concentrations for short waveguides 

patterned into Film 1 to avoid the difficulties in differentiating between the signals of Er 

and Yb co-dopants, which have similar atomic mass, using RBS [19]. The thickness of 

Film 1 was determined to be 1070 nm, and the refractive indices were found to be 1.616 

and 1.604 at 638 and 1550 nm, respectively. The optical loss of the fundamental 

transverse-electric (TE) polarized mode of the film was first measured from 1510–1640 

nm, where erbium absorption, but no ytterbium absorption, is present, to characterize the 

erbium dopant concentration. We measured the loss at different wavelengths within this 

range and compared it to the known erbium absorption cross section of Al2O3:Er3+ [8], 

and accounting for the calculated overlap of the optical mode with the Al2O3:Er3+:Yb3+ 

waveguide (80%), used the fit to extract the erbium dopant concentration. These optical 

measurements were then used to verify the concentrations determined from RBS 

calibration measurements using singly-doped films as shown in Table 5.1. Figure 5.5 (a) 

shows the loss measured at each wavelength, while (b) shows the loss versus absorption 

cross section, giving an erbium ion concentration of 1.7×1020 ions/cm3. Losses measured 

around 980 nm are the result of both erbium and ytterbium absorption combined. The 

previously calculated erbium concentration and known absorption cross sections in 

Al2O3:Er3+ [17] can be used to calculate the contribution of erbium atoms to the absorption 

in this range. By subtracting the estimated erbium absorption loss from the total measured 

loss, the remaining absorption loss is considered the result of ytterbium absorption and 

background loss. That loss is similarly fit compared to the known Al2O3:Yb3+ absorption 

cross sections [17] to extract an ytterbium ion concentration. Here, we measured the loss 

through a short 0.5-cm-long ridge waveguide (etch depth of 250 nm and width of 2.2 µm), 
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because the high absorption, large input powers and > 1 cm propagation length required 

to obtain measurable signal on the prism coupling system resulted in significant Yb3+-ion 

excitation and absorption saturation in the film. Figure 5.5 (c) shows the measured loss 

and the contribution of the erbium and ytterbium ions to the total loss. Figure 5.5 (d) shows 

the measured ytterbium-absorption related loss versus cross section, which is fit to extract 

an Yb3+ ion concentration of 1.8×1020 ions/cm3. Using the same fittings (and film loss 

measurements in the range 950–970 nm where saturation does not occur), the 

background loss of the film was measured to be 2.3 and 0.6 dB/cm at 980 and 1550 nm, 

respectively. From these fittings we can conclude a slight underestimation of Yb 

concentration (~0.4–0.6 ions/cm3) is obtained from the RBS singly-doped film calibration 

measurements for Film 1 which is considered for future depositions and relative dopant 

level optimization. 
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Figure 5.5. (a) Measured Al2O3:Er3+:Yb3+ film absorption loss versus wavelength around 

1532 nm and (b) Er3+ absorption cross section to extract an erbium ion concentration of 

1.7 × 1020 ions/cm3. (c) The combined total Al2O3:Er3+:Yb3+ waveguide absorption loss 

measured around 975 nm. The calculated erbium absorption loss (red line) based on the 

samples measured ion concentration and measured absorption cross sections in [17] is 

subtracted from the total loss (black dots), leaving the ytterbium-related absorption loss 

(blue line). (c) The measured ytterbium-related absorption loss in the waveguide fit against 

the Yb3+ absorption cross section at each wavelength, used to determine a 1.8 × 1020 

ions/cm3 ytterbium concentration. 

5.3.2 Passive Waveguide Device Measurements  

We measured ring resonators at varying gaps patterned into Film 2 to extract the internal 

Q factor and waveguide propagation loss for the fundamental TE and TM modes at 1640 

nm. We used edge coupling and manual micrometer-controlled stages to launch 1510–

1640 nm laser light from polarization maintaining 2.5 μm spot size lensed fibers into the 

fabricated Al2O3:Er3+:Yb3+ waveguides. To control the launched polarization to the 

waveguide facet, we adjusted polarization paddles in between measurements.  By fitting 
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resonance spectra as shown in Fig. 5.6 (a–b), waveguide losses were estimated for 

varying wavelengths and launched polarizations.  To confirm the TE and TM nature of the 

modes we observed shifting resonant wavelengths, and consistent free spectral range 

differences between TE and TM modes. A summary of the ring resonator measurements 

is shown as insets in Fig 5.6 (a–b), with overlapped Lorentzian fits to the spectra for TE 

and TM modes. Figure 5.6 (c–d) demonstrates the simulated TE modes in the measured 

waveguide at signal and pump wavelengths respectively, while Fig. 5.6. (e–f) includes a 

diagram and image of a ring resonator during measurement. 

 

Figure 5.6. (a) TE and (b) TM transmission spectra for a ring resonator with a 3.0 μm 

designed gap and overlaid Lorentzian fits for extracting the quality factor. Simulated TE 

mode at (c) 1550 nm and (d) 980 nm for a 2.2 μm wide waveguide structure with 250 nm 

etch depth and 1.0 μm thick film. (e) Diagram of ring resonator waveguide coupled structure 

demonstrating bus and ring region. (f) Photograph of chip during measure with dual side 

970 nm pumping used to illuminate ring with characteristic green erbium emission.  

Figure 5.6 demonstrates the results from the ring resonator measurements for Film 2. It 

can be seen in the insets of Fig 5.6 (a–b) that we observed relatively polarization 

insensitive losses at 1639 nm, showing similar results within error. To be certain the 
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resonance can be used for an estimation of waveguide loss the ring is required to be in 

the under-coupled regime. This was verified by sweeping the mentioned gaps for each 

wavelength and polarization conditions which arrived at a 3.0 μm gap for TE and TM 1640 

measurements. The characteristic green glow of the erbium ions in the waveguide during 

measurement can be seen in Fig. 5.6 (f), while pumping at 970 nm. From these resonance 

measurements, an upper-limit estimation of waveguide signal losses can be appropriately 

concluded for the waveguide fabrication process. These measurements were used to 

estimate the waveguide losses and quantify the internal net gain in a 3.0-cm-long straight 

waveguide structured in Film 3. 

5.3.3 Optical Amplification Measurements with 970 nm Pumping  

We measured optical gain by using the setup shown in Fig. 5.7 (a). We used dual side 

pumping with two 970 nm diode lasers to increase the amount of on-chip pump power 

and fiber wavelength division multiplexers (WDMs) to combine/separate the pump from 

the 1510–1640 nm signal. The incident pump and signal powers were measured using 

an integrating sphere, with estimated –4.5 dB coupling losses per facet of the waveguide 

based on insertion loss measurements. High launched signal powers were achieved with 

the use of an external EDFA in the set-up.  Besides the WDM, separating and filtering of 

the pump light was carried out with additional free space filtering before reaching the 

photodetector. We also utilized lock-in amplification to separate the amplified signal from 

the amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) during measurement. The waveguide 

transmission spectra for varying pump powers are shown in Fig. 5.7 (b) for patterned Film 

3 in a 3.0-cm-long, 2.2 μm wide waveguide with 250 nm etch depth. Waveguide loss 

estimates based on ring resonator measurements in Film 2 provide an upper limit on 

propagation losses at 1640 nm as shown in Fig. 5.6 (a). To extract the internal gain in 
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straight waveguides patterned into Film 3, waveguide losses were determined using a 

combination of insertion loss measurements and upper limits provided by ring resonator 

measurements in Film 2. Lower insertion loss measurements for Film 3, and the absence 

of ring coupling and excess bending losses suggest a waveguide propagation loss range 

which includes the lower limit background film loss and upper limit estimate from fit 

resonant data. This results in a waveguide loss estimate of 0.5 ± 0.3 dB/cm for Film 3 

which was used to quantify the internal gain and associated error margin. Figure 5.7 (c) 

summarizes this internal net gain for selected wavelengths at different pump powers. The 

inset shows the internal net gain measured for varying signal powers at 1533 nm at peak 

pump power.  
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Figure 5.7. (a) Diagram of measurement setup and photograph of sample during 

measurement. (b) Pumped and un-pumped transmission spectra from 1510–1640 nm in 

1.0 μm thick Film 4 with a 2.2 μm wide waveguide and an etch depth of 250 nm at varying 

internal pump powers demonstrating inverted rare earth absorption dip and internal net 

gain at low-level signal powers. (c) Internal net gain plotted for various wavelengths and 

pump powers. Peak internal net gain of 4.3 ± 0.9 dB measured at 1533 nm. Internal net 

gain measured for varying launched 1533 nm signal powers at 190 mW launched pump 

power (inset).  

We measured a peak internal net gain of 4.3 ± 0.9 dB at 1533 nm for a 3.0 cm long 

waveguide, corresponding to 1.4 ± 0.3 dB/cm. We also demonstrated that net internal gain 
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was achieved up to ~–8.5 dBm launched signal power. It should be noted that with limited 

pump power on-chip due to high insertion loss, we did not observe gain saturation, which 

points toward higher gain being possible with decreased coupling and propagation losses. 

Compared to previous works for singly-doped Al2O3:Er3+ waveguide amplifiers on Si 

which demonstrated 1.6 and 2.0 dB/cm gain with background losses of 0.19 and 0.23 

dB/cm and were fabricated using similar methods [3, 8], this result shows comparable 

performance with promise moving forward with decreased losses. 

Future work aims to demonstrate higher net gain in longer waveguides by decreasing 

the optical losses for both pump and signal wavelengths. Material related film losses can 

be optimized with variations in oxygen flow and temperature during deposition [19]. 

Improved fiber-chip coupling and optimized rare-earth dopant ratios is also expected to 

lead to superior performance [14] with lower pump thresholds for gain and higher gain 

per unit length. Additionally, decreasing Er3+ clustering sites which have been shown to 

lead to fast quenching processes in Al2O3:Er3+ amplifiers [3], may be possible with Yb3+ 

co-doping [18,19]. This can be verified by modelling the results shown here using a rate 

equation solver for the co-doped matrix, similar to the quenching considerations shown 

in [3]. By building in parameters obtained from spectroscopic characterization of the 

Al2O3:Er3+:Yb3+ films [19], such a model will allow for optimization of the relative doping 

concentrations and waveguide length to maximize amplifier and laser performance.  

5.4 Conclusion 

We demonstrated a flexible and low-cost process for co-sputtering of Al2O3:Er3+:Yb3+ thin 

films and their subsequent patterning with contact lithography and H3PO4 wet-etching. 

We used SEM and profilometry to assess the etch rates and sidewall roughness as well 
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as facet profile throughout the waveguide fabrication process. Optical pumping via edge 

coupling was shown to produce 4.3 ± 0.9 dB internal net gain at 1533 nm for a 3.0 cm 

long, 2.2 μm wide waveguide with a 250 nm etch depth in a 1.0 μm thick film, with Er3+ 

and Yb3+ dopant concentrations of 1.4 × 1020 and 2.1 × 1020 ions/cm3, respectively. This 

gain compares to previous works for Al2O3:Er3+ on Si waveguide amplifiers fabricated 

using similar methods and includes pathways to improve. The material platform and 

fabrication process show promise for producing waveguide amplifiers and lasers with high 

gain, efficient pump absorption and high output power for telecommunications, LIDAR, 

bio sensors and photonic integrated circuit applications. 
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Chapter 6 

Hybrid Silicon-Tellurium-Dioxide DBR Resonators Coated in 

PMMA for Biological Sensing 

This chapter includes the results for two Si DBR waveguide devices which were tested 

with a variety of claddings and used as sensors after being coated with TeO2 and PMMA 

layers. The PMMA-TeO2-Si DBRs were fabricated using a standard silicon photonics 

foundry process and back-end deposition and post-processing. Oxygen plasma treatment 

was shown to provide hydrophilicity to the PMMA films by water contact angle 

measurements. Thermal, water and bovine serum albumin protein sensing were 

demonstrated, as well as the functionalization of PMMA via plasma treatment to allow 

chemisorption of proteins on the sensor surface. Optical simulations of the modal 

properties of the DBR sensors are discussed, as well as prospects on moving forward 

with the devices as a platform for laser sensors with rare-earth integration. This work 

represents a manuscript which is in preparation by the authors and has been included in 

the thesis due to its combination of CMOS compatible flexible fabrication techniques to 

realize an optical sensor with a Si waveguide and an oxide glass capable of rare-earth 

integration.   

Abstract: We report on silicon waveguide distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) cavities 

hybridized with a tellurium dioxide (TeO2) cladding and coated in plasma functionalized 

poly (methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) for label free biological sensors. We describe the 

device structure and fabrication steps, including reactive sputtering of TeO2 and spin 

coating and plasma functionalization of PMMA on foundry processed Si chips, as well as 

the characterization of two DBR designs via thermal, water, and bovine serum albumin 
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(BSA) protein sensing. Plasma treatment on the PMMA films was shown to decrease the 

water droplet contact angle from ~70 to ~35°, increasing hydrophilicity for liquid sensing, 

while adding functional groups on the surface of the sensors intended to assist with 

immobilization of BSA molecules. Thermal, water and protein sensing were demonstrated 

on two DBR designs, including waveguide-connected sidewall (SW) and waveguide-

adjacent multi-piece (MP) gratings. Limits of detection of 60 and 300 ×10–4 RIU were 

measured via water sensing, and thermal sensitivities of 0.11 and 0.13 nm/°C were 

measured from 25–50 °C for SW and MP DBR cavities, respectively. Plasma treatment 

was shown to enable protein immobilization and sensing of BSA molecules at a 

concentration of 2 μg/mL diluted in phosphate buffered saline (PBS), demonstrating a 

~1.6 nm resonance shift and subsequent full recovery to baseline after stripping the 

proteins with sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) for a MP DBR device. These results are a 

promising step towards active and laser-based sensors using rare-earth-doped TeO2 in 

silicon photonic circuits, which can be subsequently coated in PMMA and functionalized 

via plasma treatment for label free biological sensing.  

6.1 Introduction 

Portable diagnosis for antigens, including viruses, DNA, proteins, and a variety of other 

biologically relevant species has become a necessity to limit the spread of disease and 

avoid future pandemics. To achieve this, industry requires a cost-effective solution which 

is mass-producible and allows for diagnostics in the field instead of relying on expensive 

laboratory facilities. Integrated optical waveguide technology enables this, by providing 

compact lab-on-chip biological and environmental sensors, capable of sensitive, real-

time, and rapid assessment.  
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Amongst the photonic material platforms, silicon-on-insulator (SOI) has proven itself 

as a cornerstone of the field and reliable choice for waveguide sensor devices [1–4]. 

Repeatable and low-cost SOI photonic devices are possible by leveraging 

complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) fabrication processes to produce Si 

waveguides which have been demonstrated to show sensing capabilities for a number of 

devices [5]. Integrated photonic sensors have demonstrated themselves as competitive 

alternatives to laboratory and healthcare optical sensor standards such as surface 

plasmon resonance techniques [6]. In integrated photonic biosensors, refractive index, 

physical and thermal fluctuations all can be monitored by changes in the transmission of 

an optical resonator, which when interrogated by a laser in the presence of an analyte 

can provide real-time rapid monitoring and sensing for a variety of biologically relevant 

species and processes. These devices have been realized on the Si photonic platform as 

a variety of resonators including rings, disks and interferometers [3], as well as 1D 

photonic crystal rings [7], and Bragg grating waveguides [5]. While rings and disks are 

highly compact, they suffer from drawbacks such as low free-spectral range and thus 

limited dynamic sensing capability, and reduced sensitivity due to limited surface area 

coverage. On the other hand, distributed Bragg gratings provide stopbands with dynamic 

and unique, non-repeating resonances and are scalable in terms of sensing area, which 

has enabled their application as high quality evanescent waveguide sensors [8]. 

Device sensitivity is a key feature for optical sensors, which benefits from significant 

modal overlap with the sensing region. This can be achieved with various design 

methods, however those which increase sensitivity sacrifice quality factors due to 

increased overlap with an optically lossy analyte. Laser based sensing instead of basic 
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passive resonator-based refractive index sensing allows for detection of smaller single 

particles, free space or far-field interrogation, and intensity-based sensing [9] all of which 

utilizes the ultra-narrow emission of a laser line. Rare earth ions have been demonstrated 

to enable monolithic lasers with low cost and wavelength versatility, making them  

attractive to silicon photonics platforms [10–12].  Various demonstrations of laser based 

sensors have emerged, including Er3+ and Yb3+ doped SiO2 microtoroids [13,14], 

patterned rare-earth doped Al2O3 to form DFB cavities [15] and ring resonators [16] for 

biological and environmental monitoring. Implementing these devices on an SOI chip, 

where the laser resonator is integrated into the silicon waveguide layer and the photonic 

sensor is not a stand-alone device but co-integrated with other devices such as detectors, 

can allow for an ultra-compact form-factor with optical sensing and electronic readout all 

on the same chip. Significant efforts on the Al2O3 platform, which is a well-established 

rare earth host material, have led to demonstrations of passive and active Yb3+ doped 

sensors [17] with limits of detection of ~1.0 and 3.7 × 10-6 respectively, as well as self-

referenced rings with PMMA integrated gratings [18]. TeO2 is another attractive rare-earth 

host material for integrated photonics due to its relatively higher refractive index (n ~2.0–

2.1), nonlinear optical properties, low loss [19] and relatively high solubility for rare-earth 

ions like Er3+, which has enabled on-chip optical amplification and lasing [20] and makes 

it prospective for laser-based sensors. In addition to its recent demonstration as a 

cladding for high-Q resonators [21] and monolithic laser material on SOI via incorporation 

of rare-earth dopants [11], the high refractive index of the TeO2 cladding enables the 

mode to be ‘pulled’ up to the top layer where sensing occurs for better sensitivity. A TeO2 

microcavity coupled to a Si waveguide has been demonstrated as a sensor platform, 
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which however suffered from bus coupling control and limited sensing surface area [22]. 

Si-TeO2 hybridized DBR waveguides might provide a promising alternative pathway as a 

biological sensor and have promise in development as an on-chip laser with scalable area 

and dynamic sensitivity for sensing.  

In both passive and laser-based sensors, surface layer functionalization is important 

for facilitating biological interactions with proteins or viruses including immobilization, 

binding, and/or adsorption (physisorption and chemisorption). Additional surface 

chemistry is required for these interactions, which can be achieved through 

functionalization via the addition of oxygen rich groups which influence bonding sites for 

the biomarkers. Rather than performing functionalization directly on the Si or oxide 

cladding surface, which may lead to deleterious optical effects such as loss in the 

resonator, materials like polymers may be coated on top of the waveguides and 

functionalized by a variety of chemical or plasma methods. These polymers must also be 

optically transparent as to not introduce excess losses to the waveguides. PMMA is a 

prospective material for integration into sensor designs due to its high transparency in the 

near infrared, relatively low cost, and proven capability for functionalization via oxygen 

plasma treatment [23]. PMMA has been applied in integrated optical sensors, including 

as a fluorescently tagged biological sensing material for the detection of Chlamydia 

trachomatis specific immunoglobulins [24]. 

Here we report on the design, fabrication, optical properties, and sensor results of 

functionalized PMMA coated hybrid Si-TeO2 waveguide with distributed Bragg reflector 

(DBR) cavities. Two Si DBR designs are characterized and compared with a variety of 

cladding materials including PMMA, TeO2 and CYTOP, as well as a combination of 
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deposited TeO2 and spin-coated PMMA. A fabrication process for directly functionalizing 

Si-TeO2/PMMA sensors for chemisorption is demonstrated as well as subsequent 

thermal, water, and protein sensing using BSA. It is demonstrated that plasma 

functionalization enables direct immobilization and sensing of BSA on the PMMA surface 

and is not deleterious to the optical performance of the Si-TeO2 DBR resonator. These 

results demonstrate a promising platform for passive and rare-earth laser-based sensing 

on silicon photonic chips and pathways for optimizing the design moving forward.  

6.2 Design and Fabrication 

6.2.1 Reactive Magnetron Sputtering of TeO2 on Si Foundry Waveguides 

The uncoated sensor chips were fabricated using the Advanced Micro Foundry (AMF) 

silicon photonics fabrication process, with 0.22 μm thick × 0.5 μm wide silicon strip 

waveguides on 2.0 μm of buried oxide on silicon substrates. Two DBR resonator designs 

were selected to study the sensor performance when adjusting properties such as the 

optical mode overlap with the sensing medium and grating structure: one with sidewall 

(SW) corrugations of 60 nm and a period of 326 nm in a 500 nm wide Si waveguide, and 

one with multiple 140 nm wide grating pieces with a period of 341 nm and a 250 nm gap 

adjacent to a 400 nm wide Si waveguide. The periods were selected to obtain resonances 

for the transverse electric (TE) polarized fundamental mode around 1550 nm. Gradual 

transitions of 50 μm length were included for both the multi-piece (MP) bus width taper 

and grating gap which reduces from 0.8 μm to 0.25 μm. Cavity lengths of 1200 and 1100 

μm and symmetric gratings lengths of 500 and 600 μm were used in the SW and MP 

design, respectively. To improve edge coupling to the waveguide, inverse tapering was 

used to expand the mode which consists of 50 μm long transitions to a 180 nm waveguide 

width at the facet. SEM images of each DBR type are shown in Fig. 6.1 a)–b) before 
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depositing TeO2, and inset images of the transition sections and details of the design as 

well as schematics of the resonators are displayed in Fig. 6.1 c) and d). The two designs 

represent distinct variations of the DBR strip waveguide and allow for comparison 

between cavities with high grating strengths and Si overlap (SW design) vs. cavities with 

larger modes, weaker grating perturbations and higher overlap in the surrounding 

materials (MP design). SW DBR waveguide resonators were selected for investigation 

based on their well understood operation for single mode passive resonator devices and 

sensors [5]. It was anticipated that the MP design would demonstrate resonances with 

decreased bandwidth due to lighter perturbations to the waveguide mode [25], which is 

advantageous for the realization of sensors and laser cavities due to sharper, more 

selective resonance spectra. 

 

Figure 6.1. SEM images of (a) sidewall (SW) and (b) multi-piece (MP) silicon DBR 

waveguides with insets showing transition sections and cross section diagrams of the 

waveguide grating structures. Design schematic (c) and specifications (d) of SW and MP 

DBR gratings. 
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We deposited 500 nm of TeO2 as an end of line process using reactive radio frequency 

(RF) magnetron sputtering after receiving the uncladded SOI chips from the foundry 

following the procedure outlined in [26]. The process is carried out at room temperature 

and a chamber pressure of 3 mTorr in oxygen and argon ambient, with a deposition rate 

of ~23 nm/min. The experimental procedures as described in [26], including prism 

coupling loss measurements and fine tuning of the deposition recipe, are used to optimize 

the deposited films for low optical propagation loss. Room temperature deposition of the 

TeO2 film allows for deposition on thermally sensitive materials such as metals for 

electrical contacts in photodetectors or thermal tuning capabilities which are both 

desirable for sensor applications.  

6.2.2 Polymer Spin Coating & Functionalization via Oxygen Plasma 

PMMA spin coating was carried out at 1750 rpm for 45 seconds with a bake temperature 

of 80 °C for 1.5 minutes followed by a cure step of 150 °C for 10 minutes on TeO2 coated 

chips. To functionalize the PMMA layer and activate O2 groups on the surface, oxygen 

plasma treatment was carried out with a Harrick plasma cleaner at 750 mTorr for 1 min 

with 27.5 W of RF power. This process was repeated for any chips which required 

subsequent measurements after submersion in liquid and air drying or significant time 

spent out in open air. The stability of the process is time sensitive and known to decay 

once exposed to ambient conditions for approximately a week [23]. Immediate PDMS or 

SU8 microfluidic capping may protect the functional groups from interacting with the 

environment and decreasing in surface energy, as SU8 has shown to provide more 

stability in surface energy in ambient conditions after functionalization [23]. In this manner, 

the sensing layer could be protected from the environment or analyte until a controlled 

delivery method is carried out, allowing for increased stability of the packaged sensor. 
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Figure 6.2 summarizes the overall fabrication process of the DBR waveguide sensor. To 

investigate the DBR response for different cladding refractive indices, DBR devices were 

also coated with PMMA and CYTOP without any TeO2 film. CYTOP spin coating was 

carried out at 1750 rpm for 45 seconds, with a bake and cure time of 120 and 180 °C for 

1.5 and 10 minutes respectively. 

 

  

Figure 6.2. DBR waveguide sensor fabrication steps (shown for the MP DBR design).  

6.3 Characterization  

6.3.1 DBR Transmission Measurements 

 

Figure 6.3. Illustration of the fiber coupling setup used for DBR transmission 

measurements and image of the sample during test. 

The edge coupling setup shown in Fig. 6.3 was used to characterize the DBR cavities. 

Manual micrometer-controlled stages were used to launch 1510–1640 nm laser light from 

2.5 μm spot size lensed fibers. Initially, uncladded chips received from foundry were 

measured to investigate the impact from variation in Si waveguide fabrication features 

from the multi-project wafer (MPW) run. Also, before and after measurements can be 

used to track the resonances and test the devices sensitivity to cladding. The measured 
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resonances for air cladded SW gratings are shown in Fig. 6.4, demonstrating the variation 

among identically designed devices on different chips from the same SOI wafer. MP 

grating resonances were observed only on a couple of devices with air cladding as the 

reduced overlap in the grating pieces causes weak perturbations to the mode. In two 

samples this was achieved demonstrating an average central wavelength of 1510.8 nm 

and ER of 11.8, but others are anticipated to be resonating at a lower wavelength than 

1510 nm outside the measurement capabilities of the set-up used.  

 

Figure 6.4. Comparison of spectra collected from the same uncladded SW DBR design on 

different chips. The average central wavelength is 1550.5 nm with a standard deviation of 

12.1 nm.  
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After measuring resonances with air cladding, selected samples were either spin coated 

with PMMA, CYTOP or sputter coated with TeO2 to investigate the SW and MP DBR 

transmission spectra with different top-cladding refractive indices. These measurements 

are shown in Fig. 6.5, with insets displaying SW measurements prior to coating, and 

zoomed-in views of the MP intra-band DBR resonances. Figure 6.6 demonstrates the 

transmission from fully fabricated samples with 500 nm of deposited TeO2 and 200 nm of 

subsequently spin-coated PMMA. The calculated quality factors are indicated for the 

samples intended for subsequent sensor measurements. The quality factors in Fig. 6.6 

are calculated using the ratio of the resonance wavelength to the full width at half 

maximum (FWHM) for intra-band resonances, which have bandwidths in the pm range. 

Table 6.1 summarizes these measurements including details on the resonant spectra and 

calculated grating properties for each structure. For each resonance shown in Figs. 6.5 

and 6.6 the measured and calculated FWHM, extinction ratio (ER) and central wavelength 

is also listed in Table 6.1.  
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Figure 6.5. Comparison of spectra collected from MP and SW DBR resonances with 

different top-cladding materials, including air, CYTOP, PMMA and TeO2 with thicknesses 

of N/A, 500, 800 and 900 nm respectively. 
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Figure 6.6. Transmission spectra for TeO2- and PMMA-coated MP and SW DBRs on two 

samples, used for water sensing and protein sensing separately. The insets show close-

up views of the resonances. The quality factors are calculated using the ratio of the 

wavelength to the FWHM of the indicated resonances with black dotted circles. 
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Table 6.1. Summary of calculated and measured properties of fabricated SW and MP DBR waveguides.  

Design Calculation Measurement 

Cladding [index, 
thickness (nm)] Grating Neff 

Power in 
gratings 

(%) 

Grating 
strength, κ 

( 105 m-1) 

FWHM 
(nm) ER 

(dB) 
Central 
λ (nm) 

FWHM 
(nm) 

Air (1.0) SW 2.49 1.65 5.47 0.40 21.5 1541.7 19.9 

MP 2.20 0.01 3.35 0.47 11.4 1510.6 2.43 

CYTOP (1.33, 950) SW 2.52 2.04 4.98 0.41 21.6 1574.0 14.1 

MP 2.24 0.03 3.26 0.48 6.6 1532.4 1.62 

PMMA (1.48, 800) SW 2.54 2.26 4.59 0.40 23.2 1566.4 11.0 

MP 2.29 0.04 3.05 0.46 14.5 1524.7 0.64 

TeO2 (2.05, 500) SW 2.63 3.28 2.82 0.42 21.7 1620.8 2.42 

MP 2.39 0.31 1.84 0.48 12.2 1590.3 0.71 

TeO2 / PMMA (2.05, 
500 / 1.48, 200) 

SW 2.63 3.27 2.80 0.42 23.4 1620.8 2.20 

MP 2.42 0.25 1.86 0.47 14.5 1591.4 0.90 

 

The results demonstrate sharp and narrow resonance spectra for MP gratings with 

wider and deeper resonances for SW DBRs. In some cases, split resonances are 

observed as is the case for CYTOP in Fig 6.5. This can be due to counter propagating 

modes of slightly varying loss, asymmetry in the fabrication process or a variety of other 

effects from processing the samples. An estimation of the devices’ resonant wavelength 

was made to design the gratings for the S-L telecommunication band for a variety of 

coating materials. The calculated FWHM are displayed in Table 6.1, following procedure 

outlined in [27] using the penetration length of the mode into the grating for Al2O3 DBRs. 

These were found to be 0.43 and 1.8 nm lower than measurement data for TeO2/PMMA 

MP and SW devices, respectively, with overestimations for air and polymer clad devices 

(10+ nm). This is likely due to differences between the designed and simulated structures, 

and those realistically defined during fabrication. Matrix methods were not used to 
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calculate the reflectivity spectrum of the resonators, which is suggested for future work to 

obtain calculated ERs and causes for deviation from design to operation for the devices.  

In order to gain insight into the properties of the fabricated DBRs and study pathways 

for future improved designs, the optical mode profiles, effective indices, optical intensity 

overlap with the different waveguide materials, and modal areas are plotted in Figs. 6.7 

a) and b), c) and d), e) and f) and as insets in Fig. 6.7 c) and d), respectively. In the plots 

the TeO2 film thickness is variable, in order to consider potential active sensor designs, 

which would require careful optimization of the mode overlap with both the gain medium 

(doped TeO2) and the sensing medium (PBS). The higher effective index in the SW DBR 

designs is due to the mode being heavily confined to the Si bus, which also leads to a 

smaller modal area and less overlap with the sensing region and TeO2 layer. In contrast, 

the MP grating pieces pull the mode further away from the bus causing a larger modal 

area and subsequent higher modal overlap in the TeO2 and top PMMA layer and analyte 

for sensing. Here the difference in overlap can be observed between the materials which 

constitute the DBR sensor for the SW and MP design. The most crucial changes are in 

the Si gratings and TeO2 layer, which vary from 3.0 and 19.5 to 0.53 and 30.4 % partial 

power overlap between the SW to MP design, respectively, when coated with 500 nm of 

TeO2. Although a longer cavity is needed to achieve comparable grating strengths to the 

SW design, MP designs provide a useful tradeoff for active sensors where not only the 

surface overlap is crucial for performance, but the hybrid material surrounding the Si 

waveguide core is required to have high optical overlap. By tuning parameters like the Si 

bus width, DBR grating piece width and gap, TeO2 thickness, and PMMA thickness the 
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design can be tuned to optimize for increased sensitivity and overlap with the analyte or 

in this case PBS liquid layer. 

 

Figure 6.7. Transverse electric field profile for (a) SW and (b) MP grating designs for a 

TeO2 and PMMA thickness of 500 and 200 nm, respectively. Effective indices for (c) SW 

and (d) MP waveguide gratings for the first four modes with inset fundamental modal area 

for varying TeO2 thickness. Partial power overlap for the fundamental transverse electric 

(TE0) mode in (e) SW and (f) MP waveguide grating materials and inset closeup of PBS 

sensing fluid, PMMA, and grating overlaps for TeO2 film thicknesses of interest.  
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6.3.2 Plasma Functionalization 

To quantify the impact of plasma exposure for functionalization, liquid drop water contact 

angle measurements were carried out on PMMA films on 3-inch Si wafers using a ramé-

hart goniometer characterization system following the procedure outlined in previous work 

[28]. The plasma exposure was carried out using O2 at a pressure of 750 mTorr with 27.5 

W of forward power at varying times. The O2 plasma treatment was anticipated to impart 

oxygen-based functional groups with increased energy on the PMMA surface, which in 

turn can increase hydrophilicity. Increased hydrophilicity can be observed by a decreased 

contact angle when a water droplet comes into contract with the top surface. The results 

are shown in Fig. 6.8, demonstrating a ~40° decrease in contact angle after 5 minutes of 

plasma treatment which shows a distinct transition from a hydrophobic to a hydrophilic 

surface.  

  

Figure 6.8. Water droplet contact angle as a function of oxygen plasma treatment for 200-

nm-thick PMMA films on silicon substrates with inset drawings illustrating different contact 

angles. 
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After verifying the surface activation via water droplet measurements on Si wafers, the 

TeO2 and PMMA coated DBR samples corresponding to the measurements in Fig. 6.6 

were treated with plasma. A 1-minute exposure was used for the DBR chip treatment 

based on the limited change in contact angle for longer times and because additional 

plasma exposure times might prove damaging to the TeO2 layer beneath the relatively 

thin PMMA layer. The samples were measured before and immediately after 

functionalization to ensure significant surface scattering or absorption losses were not 

introduced and the optical transmission spectra of the DBRs were found to be relatively 

unaffected by the plasma treatment. Figure 6.9 shows this comparison and confirms a 

negligible difference in the optical transmission of the hybrid Si-TeO2/PMMA DBR device, 

with zoomed in inset highlighting the similarity and overlap of intra-band DBR resonances 

before and after plasma treatment. These results suggest the imparted chemical 

functionalization of the surface layer of the PMMA is not deleterious to the optical 

performance of our sensors.  
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Figure 6.9. Comparison of a DBR transmission spectrum measured on the same sample 

before and after plasma treatment, demonstrating a negligible impact on the optical 

performance. Insets: cross sectional drawing of the MP DBR measured (top) and close-up 

of DBR responses pre- and post-plasma treatment at 1590 nm (bottom).  

6.3.3 Thermal Sensing 

To investigate the Si-TeO2/PMMA DBR as a temperature sensor, a sample was placed 

on a stage with a copper mount and Peltier cooler while the resonance was tracked during 

heating from 25 to 50 °C. To obtain each data point, a feedback circuit maintained the 

desired stage temperature for 5 minutes before taking an optical measurement. The 

results are displayed in Fig. 6.10, with a photograph of the sample during the test shown 

in the inset.  
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Figure 6.10. Central resonant wavelength shift as a function of temperature for SW and 

MP waveguide gratings and inset photograph of sample during test with TEC element and 

copper stage for thermal control.  

Figure 6.10 demonstrates a thermal sensitivity which is almost identical for both 

designs, but higher for the SW case, where the optical overlap with the Si layer and 

grating pieces is higher, and therefore has more interaction with the high thermo-optic 

coefficient Si material. The thermal resonance shift is caused by a combination of the 

materials’ thermal expansion and the overall thermo-optical effect which is primarily 

influenced by the thermo-optic coefficients and mode overlap with the Si and TeO2 layers. 

The thermo-optic coefficients of bulk Si and TeO2 are 1.8 and 0.7 × 10-4 respectively. The 

other materials such as SiO2 and PMMA do not have a significant impact because of their 

relatively lower thermo-optic coefficients. The thermo-optic coefficient (σT) of the sensors 
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was calculated using the measured thermal sensitivity (ST = Δλ/ΔT), measured resonant 

wavelength (λ0), and calculated group index (ng) which depends on the calculated 

dispersion of the fundamental mode: ng = neff + λ0(dneff/dλ). This yields a result of ng = 

3.39 and 3.22, and subsequently using σT = ST(ng/λ0), leads to a σT of 2.74 and 2.23 × 10-

4 °C-1 at 1610 and 1590 nm for SW and MP gratings, respectively. For both devices this 

demonstrates a result slightly higher than the thermo-optic coefficient of Si, and well 

above results reported for TeO2 [29]. Although PMMA and TeO2 have less prominent 

contributions to thermal sensitivity on this platform, their thermal stability is the limiting 

factor in applications of these sensors in high temperature environments. TeO2 and 

PMMA have known temperature limits of approximately 200°C [30,31], which still makes 

them suitable for applications in the biological domain where temperatures at these scales 

are not relevant for the study of biological interactions. Here, a relatively high thermal 

sensitivity is demonstrated compared to other TeO2 integrated sensors [22], and Bragg 

gratings  [32], [33], on the SOI platform, which can be considered an advantage or 

drawback depending on the sensing application and the relative importance of noise 

factors and environmental fluctuations. In future designs with higher optical overlap in the 

TeO2 and sensing layer it is anticipated that lower thermal sensitivities can be achieved. 

6.3.4 Liquid Sensing 

Liquid sensing was carried out with deionized (DI) water and PBS as a solution for diluting 

BSA protein. As shown in many demonstrations [1,2,4], PDMS, PMMA cap layers or SU-

8 microfluidic structures can selectively deliver liquid to channels and specific waveguides 

or arrays on the chip. These delivery channels can in theory be easily integrated into our 

sensing scheme with PMMA already being the top layer and acting as a cap layer for a 

functionalized surface. However, for the purposes of this study, liquids were simply 
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dropped onto the surface of the sample during the test without control of the flow or 

volume of liquid. DI water was used to determine the sensors’ bulk sensitivity using the 

well-known relation Sbulk = Δλ/Δnliquid which leads to a result of 10.2 and 0.16 nm/RIU from 

a shift of 3.3 and 0.05 nm for MP and SW DBRs, respectively. The reduced water droplet 

contact angle from plasma treatment did not lead to an increased shift from evanescent 

interaction with the DBR mode, because the droplet covered the entire device in both 

cases. The plasma enabled hydrophilicity was noticed during measurement however, the 

water did not bead to the surface of the PMMA, but rather stuck and formed a film on the 

top of the sensor after treatment. The water sensing measurement process is depicted in 

Fig. 6.11 a), while Fig. 6.11 b) shows the transmission measurements before and after 

plasma treatment with water coverage, and Fig. 6.11 c) shows images of the sample in 

air and during water sensing.  
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Figure 6.11. (a) Cross section of measurement and fabrication steps and (b) 

corresponding labelled transmission spectra obtained from the MP DBR grating shown in 

Fig. 6.8, showing a shift of 3.3 nm in water with and without plasma treatment. (c) Images 

of the chip with plasma treatment during measurement in air and water. 

The SW DBRs demonstrated two orders of magnitude lower sensitivity compared to 

MP DBRs under water exposure. This can be attributed to the reduced modal overlap 

with the water (0.016 vs. 0.064 % for SW and MP devices, respectively). When 

considering future sensor devices with similar designs and rare-earth doped oxide layers 
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that also operate as a laser, excess loss due to increased overlap with the analyte, 

especially water, needs to be considered and balanced in the design in order to maintain 

high Q factors. To determine the limit of detection (LoD), the relation LoD = 1/QSbulk was 

used. The MP and SW DBRs demonstrated limits of detection of 60.0 and ~300 ×10-4 

RIU, respectively. Table 6.2 compares the figures of merit and properties of various Si 

DBR and distributed feedback (DFB) devices, including their sensitivity, LoD, sensing 

quality (Q) factor, wavelength, and waveguide structure. Here we have focused on SOI-

based devices which have also reported sensitivities based on liquid sensing. The 

sensitivities and limits of detection reported here are lower than state-of-the-art silicon 

photonic evanescent field sensors shown in the table. However, we show similar or higher 

Q factors and the addition of TeO2 and PMMA layers demonstrates a functional hybrid 

sensor platform which can in future allow for rare-earth laser biological sensors on the 

SOI platform.  

Table 6.2. Various Si DBR and DFB sensing demonstrations (*calculated). 

Waveguide details 
[material/device] 

Wavelength/ 
polarization 

(nm) 

Sensing analyte 
(bulk/surface) 

Q factor 
[103] 

Bulk 
sensitivity 
(nm/RIU) 

LoD 
(RIU) 
[10-4] 

Ref 

PMMA-PDMS-SOI / 
SWG MP DFB 

1550 / TE NaCl / polymer assay ~8.0 579.2 3.6  [34] 

SOI / Slot DFB 1550 / TE NaCl / biomolecules 15.0 340.0 3.0 [35] 

PDMS-SOI / Strip DFB 1517 / TE NaCl / b-Biotin 
streptavidin  

27.6 59 9.3 [36] 

PDMS-SOI / Slot DFB 1530 / TE NaCl / b-Biotin 
streptavidin 

15.0 340 3.0 [36] 

PMDS-SOI / Strip SW 
Uniform 

1552 / TE Water / N/A N/A 0.05* N/A [37] 

PMMA-TeO2-SOI / 
Strip MP DBR 

1590 / TE Water / BSA 25.9 10.2 60 This 
work 

PMMA-TeO2-SOI / 
Strip SW DBR 

1610 / TE Water / N/A 31.9 0.16 ~300 This 
work 
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6.3.5 Protein Sensing 

Protein sensing was investigated using BSA in PBS buffer solution. A PBS baseline was 

first measured before incubation with the BSA, which showed a permeant change in the 

resonance (~1.0 nm redshift) of the MP DBR Si-TeO2/PMMA sensor. 2.0 μg/mL of BSA 

was then diluted into the PBS buffer solution and the functionalized sample was incubated 

in it for 1 hour. The chip was then measured after being flushed with PBS to ensure 

excess proteins were removed from the surface and only attached proteins were 

measured. This resulted in a 1.6 nm shift attributable to protein immobilization on the 

surface of the PMMA for the MP DBR. SDS was used afterwards to strip the proteins from 

the surface of the sensor, which demonstrated a recovery of the initial baseline resonant 

wavelength. Two MP samples were tested and measurements were carried out to ensure 

repeatability of the result and the requirement of O2 plasma functionalization for BSA 

immobilization. No noticeable shift was detected for the SW resonances. This is due to 

the lower sensitivity in SW devices as shown via water sensing. The protein sensing 

measurement process and the results from each step are displayed for the MP DBR 

sensor in Fig. 6.12.  
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Figure 6.12. Central resonant wavelength shift for different measurement steps during 

protein sensing for top layer changes from 1) air, 2) PBS baseline, 3) PBS + BSA 

immersion, 4) air after acetone clean and O2 plasma functionalization, 5) PBS rinsing, 6) 

PBS + BSA immersion with functionalization and protein immobilization, 7) air after SDS 

immersion and protein stripping, and 8) air repeated 1 hour after.  

The plasma functionalized PMMA layer used here can remove the need for an initial 

chemical functionalization step, which sometimes requires biotin for selective attachment 

or harmful chemicals such as toluene, and is distinct from other functionalization methods 

applied in biological sensing studies on Si [34]. This manner of functionalization allows 

for the direct chemisorption and immobilization of blocking proteins by the interaction of 

molecules such as BSA to the oxygen-based functional sites provided by the plasma 

treated PMMA surface. Compared to physisorption, this functionalization strategy and 

immobilization through chemisorption allows for a decreased chance for the proteins to 
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denature on the surface [24]. This provides a more robust and stable surface for the 

subsequent detection of antibodies, viruses and other biologically relevant species which 

require detection in biological fluids such as blood [38]. With the added ability of 

hydrophilicity control, O2-plasma functionalized PMMA’s inclusion in the hybrid sensor 

stack enables liquid-based sensing for the biological domain using resonators with active 

sensing potential. Direct plasma functionalization of PMMA, as a top layer on Si-TeO2 

DBR resonators provides a novel platform for the sensing of proteins via specific and non-

specific binding in silicon photonic circuits.   

Without real-time measurements, control of the flow and concentration and monitoring 

of the binding events for the BSA, a concentration minimum study [34] or Langmuir 

dissociation constant calculation [39] is not carried out here. Future work will focus on 

measurement technique optimization in order to properly assess changing concentrations 

and monitoring in real time of resonant wavelengths. In addition, improved hybrid sensor 

designs will be investigated based on this initial demonstration. Using plasma 

functionalized PMMA as a biological interface layer in combination with rare-earth doped 

TeO2 is a novel prospective approach to hybrid laser sensors for silicon photonic 

platforms. More generally, a direct approach of functionalization to achieve immobilization 

and detection of proteins on a polymer surface opens many pathways for novel handheld 

silicon photonic devices and sensors. 

6.4 Conclusion 

We have demonstrated the fabrication and characterization of a PMMA coated Si-TeO2 

hybrid DBR waveguide sensor for biological applications. Two Si DBR designs were 

designed and fabricated using a standard silicon photonic foundry process, which enables 

low cost, volume production. The transmission response of the DBRs was investigated 
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around 1550 nm for a variety of top-cladding materials and the quality factors for PMMA 

coated Si-TeO2 devices were calculated yielding values of 1.82 and 1.12 × 105 for SW 

and MP devices respectively. Plasma functionalization of the PMMA surface was carried 

out and characterized via water droplet contact angle and transmission measurements, 

demonstrating a decrease in angle from 70 to 35° and minimal effect on the optical 

spectra of the DBRs, respectively. Thermal sensing was performed demonstrating a shift 

of 0.13 and 0.11 nm/°C for SW and MP DBRs respectively, over a temperature range of 

25–50 °C. Liquid sensing was performed with DI water in order to calculate the bulk 

sensitivities of the MP and SW devices. Resonance shifts of 0.05 and 3.2 nm were 

measured, which correspond to sensitivities of 0.16 and 10.2 nm/RIU for SW and MP 

DBRs respectively. MP DBR devices were then used to demonstrate the immobilization 

of blocking proteins using PBS as a buffer solution with a BSA concentration of 2 μg/mL. 

It was observed that plasma functionalization is required to detect a shift after incubation 

with the protein solution, suggesting the binding is taking place on the PMMA 

functionalized surface via chemisorption. Using an SDS stripping solution, the sensor’s 

original resonant condition was recovered after sensing, suggesting potential re-use of 

single devices. These Si-TeO2 hybridized DBRs coated in plasma treated PMMA 

demonstrate a pathway towards improved functionalized devices for protein sensing 

applications and the potential for active resonator sensors based on rare-earth-doped 

TeO2 layers on silicon photonic chips.  
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Chapter 7 

Conclusions 

7.1 Summary 

This thesis focused on the realization of various fabrication techniques to realize 

waveguides in silicon-based materials for passive devices, optical amplifiers and sensors.  

ECR-PECVD was shown to provide high optical quality silicon oxynitride thin films, 

while depositing at low pressures and temperatures which allows for deposition on 

thermally sensitive substrates. Films up to 650 nm were deposited at 140 °C and 1.5 

mTorr demonstrating low visible losses, but higher losses in the C-band influenced by 

~15–20% hydrogen incorporation. The lack of requirement for high temperature 

annealing coupled with losses of < 0.5 dB/cm at 980 nm is promising for NIR applications 

as well as nonlinear photonics and integration with hybrid layers for active devices. Due 

to the low deposition temperature, these films could even be deposited on flexible 

substrates such as polymers.  

Maskless UV writing in negative photoresist was demonstrated to lead to controllable 

features and adjacent gaps with low sidewall roughness. The process was used to 

fabricate Si3N4 waveguides using RIE, leading to the demonstration of three passive 

devices, a 50/50 coupler, a Sagnac loop, and a ring resonator, which exhibited 50/50 

coupling at 1510 nm, 20 dB drop at 1580 nm, and a Q factor of ~13,000 at 1576 nm, 

respectively. Without the need of a new photomask for adjusting designs, the fabrication 

process is economically of interest for start-up companies or research collaboration 

opportunities where new materials and device designs are under development.  This 
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process is particularly useful for rapid prototyping of waveguide devices in a flexible 

manner. 

Reactive magnetron sputtering was used to deposit Al2O3:Er3+:Yb3+ thin films for 

waveguide amplifiers. Co-doping of Er and Yb was carried out during deposition using 

solid metallic targets, and patterning of the waveguides was carried out using 

conventional lithography and wet chemical etching. By using hot phosphoric acid, which 

is relatively safe to work with and dispose of, and only requires a wet-bench, as an etchant 

as opposed to chlorine-based RIE, reliable fabrication can still be achieved for a fraction 

of the price and with reduced safety considerations. The Al2O3:Er3+:Yb3+ film losses were 

optimized for pump and signal wavelengths of ~980 and 1530 nm respectively and were 

also used to determine the rare-earth dopant concentrations. After structuring, the 

waveguide loss was determined to be 0.5 ± 0.3 dB/cm at 1640 nm and internal net gain 

of 4.3 ± 0.9 dB was demonstrated at 1533 nm for a 3.0 cm long waveguide when pumped 

at 970 nm. The amplifiers demonstrate a promising pathway forward for the co-doped 

Al2O3:Er3+:Yb3+ material platform which with more optimization is expected to lead to 

efficient pumping at ~980 nm, and shorter devices in comparison to singly doped 

Al2O3:Er3+.  

Silicon DBR waveguide resonators were hybridized with TeO2 and coated with PMMA 

for biological sensing. Water, thermal and protein sensing were demonstrated leading to 

a limit of detection of 5.9 ×10–3 RIU, thermal sensitivity of 0.13 nm/°C and a 1.6 nm shift 

after BSA attachment from of 2 μg/mL diluted in buffer, respectively. Plasma treatment 

was shown to increase hydrophilicity and functionalized the polymer on the top surface 

of the chip allowing for chemisorption and biological sensing. Protein sensing using a 
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rare-earth compatible host medium (TeO2) represents a significant step towards laser-

based sensors for low limits of detection on silicon photonic chips. The TeO2 layer is 

deposited at room temperature, and heat treatment of the polymer does not exceed 

150°C which allows the material stack to be integrated onto a variety of platforms, 

including silicon photonic active chips with photodetectors, electrical readout and metallic 

connections for sensing circuits.  

7.2 Future Work 

Future work is recommended for each experimental demonstration in this thesis. These 

will be discussed individually by chapter with specific steps and procedures that could be 

optimized, as well as suggested pathways towards worthwhile adjacent projects. 

Throughout the deposition process for ECR-PECVD of Si3N4 there are many factors 

that influence the optical quality of films. Conditions such as pressure and temperature, 

relative gas flows, and chamber pre-bake could be further investigated for improving the 

quality of films deposited. In general, Si3N4 deposited by ECR-PECVD suffer from losses 

in the telecommunication bands due to incorporated hydrogen. Minimizing its sources in 

the process and understanding further its impact on optical loss is recommended for 

future study. The relative gas flows used could be further adjusted to reduce the amount 

of hydrogen in the films, such as discovering recipes which use less SiH4. Stoichiometry 

measurements revealed the presence of unwanted oxygen as well in the films, which 

points towards water vapour likely being present in the chamber. Due to the transfer of 

samples in the top mounted load-lock, it is recommended to  bake out the chamber with 

surface heaters before depositing after repeated use. There are also additional 

characterization steps that could have been taken to further analyze the films which would 

aid in understanding the optical loss mechanisms and results after annealing. Si3N4 films 
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deposited by PECVD typically are under tensile stress, which is exacerbated for thicker 

depositions. Here, 650 nm was deposited which demonstrated high loss in the C-band, 

for a gas flow recipe which was identical to another 350 nm film which exhibited low-

losses. This change could be due to many factors, however characterizing the tensile 

stress via wafer bowing measurements would reveal the influence of stress when 

comparing identical film recipes with varying thicknesses. It was also observed that 

annealing lead to cracking in many films, but not the films which contained the highest Si 

content. It is therefore recommended to investigate silicon rich SixNy films for stress and 

the impact this has on surviving subsequent heat treatment. Lastly, the bonding 

characteristics of hydrogen and the impact this has on optical loss is recommended for 

future study. Measurements such as FTIR would reveal the dominant bonds, N-H, Si-H, 

and O-H which contribute to the losses from incorporated hydrogen. Measurements which 

reveal these characteristics before and after annealing may also reveal information on 

the silicon rich films and their capabilities for withstanding heat treatment. An 

understanding of the loss mechanisms will also point towards further ways of optimizing 

the deposition process and producing higher optical quality non-stoichiometric films.  

Overall, the UV writing process with negative photoresist could be improved in terms 

of repeatability and control of feature sizes. To achieve reliable dimensions using the 

process, calibration was needed to anticipate the design-to -fabricated feature width when 

operating near the systems resolution limits. This was due to the UV writing being 

operated at high powers and relying on the scattering of light within the proximity of the 

designed feature to form smooth sidewalls for the waveguide mask. In future it would be 

recommended to discover lower operating exposure power recipes which use multiple 
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passes to ensure cross-linking of the resist without excessive optical scattering, which 

results in feature expansion. It is anticipated this would lead to better control of small 

feature gaps for devices such as ring resonators and couplers. Additionally, there are 

many material systems which would benefit from the use of UV writing which were not 

explored in this thesis. The process could be applied to direct writing waveguides in 

materials such as PMMA, or germanium oxide which can experience a refractive index 

change after UV exposure. All of these would benefit from fine feature control, and reliable 

writing recipes.  

Optimizing the Al2O3:Er3+:Yb3+ films for lower optical losses would benefit the overall 

performance of the amplifiers. Sputtering conditions such as deposition stage 

temperature, relative Ar/O2 gas flow, target sputtering power, and stage bias could all be 

adjusted to further optimize the film losses. A stage temperature above 500 °C or 

subsequent heat treatment of the films were not studied for its overall impact on loss and 

morphology or dopant sites via TEM. It is recommended to deposit the films at a higher 

temperature for future study, and investigate the dispersion of rare-earth ions via TEM. 

Efficient energy transfer between Er3+ and Yb3+ is critical for amplifier performance and 

discovering the optimal doping concentrations for efficient pumping and energy 

conversion is recommended for further study. This would require a variety of dopant ratios 

and characterization of spectroscopic details such as lifetime, quenching, and conversion 

efficiencies, followed by subsequent gain measurements. A spectroscopically 

parameterized amplifier model is also recommended for development in order to properly 

optimize designs through simulations of the gain.  For Al2O3:Er3+:Yb3+ ridge waveguide 

amplifiers to demonstrate net fiber-fiber gain, a large barrier for performance remains fiber 
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to chip coupling. Strategies such as inverse tapering are not as applicable to the ridge 

geometry, and therefore methods such as hybrid waveguide designs, or vertical coupling 

approaches to other materials should be investigated for future study with shallow-etched 

ridge waveguides. The wet etching of films to fabricate waveguides produced smooth 

surfaces with reliable etch rates, however certain drawbacks exist practically as well as 

theoretically. Etching was performed with a relatively large volume of H3PO4 (250 mL) per 

run of ~4, 3-inch wafers. This was to ensure homogenous concentration and excess 

reactants for the chemical process. After 4 wafers, etch rates were observed to be not 

constant, as the additional water and reflux of the acid at 60 °C changes the acid 

concentration. It is recommended to better assess the volume of acid needed for the wet 

etch, and to discover or use a calibrated addition of more acid to supply the reaction with 

in-situ chemical measurements. All of these recommendations would enable lower loss 

films and waveguides, with more controllable fabrication and the realization of longer 

devices such as spirals for higher net-gain.  

The sensors demonstrated could be optimized by a variety of changes to the design, 

and materials involved as well as benefitted from additional measurement techniques and 

biological study. In general, the optimization of Bragg waveguide designs is 

recommended for future work on Si sensors hybridized with rare-earth compatible oxides 

coated in biologically functionalized polymers. The grating design was compared for 2 

different structures, sidewall and multi-piece, with little variations to aspects such as 

grating strength and cavity length. Future study is recommended in varying features to 

both designs to realize the trade-off between grating, oxide, and analyte optical overlap 

of TE and TM modes. Variations to the multi-piece design are suggested in order to 
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increase sensitivity by increasing overlap with the sensing medium, as they were shown 

to outperform the sidewall devices due to high grating overlap. Moving forward it is 

recommended to dope the PMMA/TeO2:Si during deposition with elements like Er3+ and 

Tm3+ to then realize laser-based sensors in DBR and DFB resonators. To do so, it is also 

recommended for laser stability and chip functionality to be stabilized and secured in a 

microfluidic setup to avoid degradation of the laser signal through PDMS channels. A fully 

integrated demonstration is then recommended which implements electrical readout and 

a PCB mounted chip. Biological sensors also benefit from access to the visible spectrum, 

which is why Si3N4 is recommended for further study using the PMMA/TeO2:Si3N4 sensing 

platform. Here, pre-defined Bragg grating waveguides are also available from foundry, 

which could provide a low-loss platform for the post deposition of TeO2 and subsequent 

coating in functionalized PMMA. Future study should also be directed at Al2O3 as a hybrid 

cladding as well as a standalone waveguide sensor with functionalized PMMA. The larger 

mode areas possible with ridge Al2O3 waveguides compliments the need for high overlap 

in the top layer for sensing. In general, the surface and interfacial chemistry and 

functionalization of PMMA for biological adsorption is a study also worthy of future 

investigation. Comparisons to known biological measurement techniques are 

recommended to optimize functionalization strategies and surface treatments. Sensing 

measurements that involve varying concentrations of proteins in buffer are needed to 

better characterize the sensors and investigate factors such as up-take and modification 

steps to the PMMA layer. These investigations and studies should aim towards realizing 

a monolithically integrated laser sensor capable of protein and single virus detection. 

 


